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Abstract

Dealing with Dynamism in Embedded System Design:
Application Scenarios

In the past decade, real-time embedded systems became more and more complex

and pervasive. From the user perspective, these systems have stringent require-

ments regarding size, performance and energy consumption, and due to business

competition, their time-to-market is a crucial factor. Besides these requirements,

system designers should handle the increasing dynamism that appears in resources

required by modern applications, like object-based video coders. In addition, the

new architectural features lately introduced in hardware platforms for increasing

the average performance enlarge the gap between the average and the worst case

execution time of the applications. Therefore, much work is being done in de-

veloping design methodologies for embedded systems to deal with the dynamism

and to cope with the tight requirements.

One of the most well known design methodologies is scenario-based design.

It has been used for a long time in user-centered design approaches for different

areas, including embedded systems. Scenarios concretely describe, in an early

phase of the development process, the use of a future system. Usually, they

appear like narrative descriptions of envisioned usage episodes, or like unified

modeling language (UML) use-case diagrams which enumerate, from functional

and timing point of view, all possible user actions and the system reactions that

are required to meet a proposed system function. These scenarios are often called

use-case scenarios.

In this thesis, we concentrate on a different type of scenarios, so-called ap-
plication scenarios, which may be derived from the behavior of the embedded

system application. While use-case scenarios classify an application’s behavior

based on the different ways the system can be used, application scenarios classify

application behavior based on the cost aspects, like quality or resource usage. Ap-

plication scenarios are used to reduce the system cost by exploiting information

about what can happen at runtime to make better design decisions. We have

developed a general methodology that can be integrated within existing embed-

ded system design methodologies. It consists of five design time / runtime steps:

(i) identification that classifies an application into scenarios; (ii) prediction that

generates a runtime mechanism used to find in which scenario the application is
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running, (iii) exploitation that enables more specific and aggressive design deci-

sions to be made for each scenario, (iv) switching that specifies when and how

the application switches from one scenario to another, and (v) calibration that

extends and modifies the scenarios and their related mechanisms, based on the

runtime collected information, to further improve the system cost and quality.

To prove the effectiveness of our methodology, we developed several automatic

trajectories that exploit application scenarios for low energy, single processor em-

bedded system design, under both soft and hard real-time constraints. They can

automatically classify the runtime behavior of the application into several appli-

cation scenarios, where the cost (in terms of required processor cycles) within a

scenario is always fairly similar. Moreover, a runtime predictor is automatically

derived and introduced in the application, and at runtime it is used to select and

switch between scenarios, so the different optimizations used for each scenario can

be enabled.

All of these trajectories are applicable to streaming applications with the dy-

namism mostly presented in the control variables. These applications are written

in C, as C is the most used language to write embedded systems software. They

detect and exploit scenarios to improve the cycle budget estimation for applica-

tions, reducing the over-estimation in number and size of computation resources in

comparison to existing design methods. Moreover, by integrating the application

with an automatically derived predictor and using it in the context of a proactive

dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) aware scheduler, the amount of used energy is

reduced with no or almost no sacrifice in the resulting system quality. This can

be achieved by being conservative, as required for hard real-time systems, or by

using a runtime calibration mechanism, which works well for soft real-time sys-

tems. Even though all the new information about scenarios and the mechanisms

introduced in the application add an extra runtime overhead, our methods keep

this overhead limited and under control, and generate a final implementation of

the application that has a substantial average energy saving.
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All journeys have secret destinations of which

the traveler is unaware.

Martin Buber

1
Introduction

Embedded systems usually consist of processors that execute domain-specific

applications. These systems are software intensive
1
, having much of their func-

tionality implemented in software, which is running on one or several processors,

leaving only the high performance functions implemented in hardware. Typical

examples of embedded systems include TV sets, cellular phones, MP3 players,

smart cameras, wireless access points and printers. The predominant workload

on most of these systems is generated by streaming processing applications, like

telecom and/or multimedia applications (e.g., video and audio decoders). Because

many of these systems are real-time portable embedded systems, they have strong

requirements regarding size, performance and power consumption. The require-

ments may be expressed as: the cheapest, smallest and most power efficient system
that may deliver the required performance. However, these three requirements are

not directly correlated: the smallest system is not necessarily the cheapest one,

as a new and expensive technology might be used to design and implement it.

Furthermore, each consumer is trying to optimize different factors when he/she

buys a new product, so companies must produce a class of products, instead of

only one, each of them targeting a different market segment.

Even when optimizing only one dimension, let’s say energy consumption, de-

riving the most efficient correct system is a complex problem. It is not enough to

find each most efficient hardware component in isolation, as when putting them

together, the final system may not meet the required performance. Also, starting

1A system is software intensive if its software contributes with essential elements to the
design, construction, deployment, and evolution of the system as a whole [1].
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2 1. Introduction

with a component type, e.g. a processor, and finding the most energy optimal

one that meets the system performance requirements and then moving to the

next component, e.g. memory, may not lead to the lowest energy consumption

system as the memory required by the selected processor might be energy hungry.

Hence, to find the system implementation that satisfies the given requirements is

a complex design space exploration problem [44] that should take into account

all the system hardware and software components, their possible implementations

and how they influence each other.

All four optimization objectives and/or constraints, energy consumption, size,

price and performance, depend on the selected hardware architecture for the sys-

tem. For dimensioning the system (i.e., finding the most suitable architecture),

accurate estimations of the communication, computation and storage resources

needed by each component of the application are required. For example, to select

the cheapest processor that delivers the required performance, the number of ex-

ecution cycles per second required by the application on each processor should be

known. Under-estimations are not acceptable, as the final system will be under-

dimensioned and it will behave incorrectly. On the other hand, over-estimations

lead to over-dimensioning of the system, and maybe even to incorrect choices

at the system architectural level, and hence to non-optimal realizations. The

complexity of the estimation problem increases continuously. One reason is the

unpredictability generated by new architectural features introduced in the hard-

ware platforms (e.g., loop buffers [59]) to increase their average performance.

Moreover, the large dynamism that appears in the modern embedded system ap-

plications due to data-dependencies (e.g., in the MPEG-4 video codec [86], the

decoding time of each frame depends on the number of objects that are contained

by it, which is different from old plain video, where each frame contains a fixed

number of blocks) and the many correlations between the resources required by

different components of an application (e.g., tasks) make the problem even more

complex.

To cope with the tight requirements and the complexity of modern embedded

systems, much work has been done in developing design methodologies, like for

example [16, 32, 35, 97]. In this thesis, we introduce, in a systematic way, a

methodology that may augment the existing design methodologies, and helps in

improving the quality of the resulting system. It reduces the over-dimensioning

of the final system without sacrificing its quality, by handling the applications’

dynamism and hardware unpredictability. Besides the general methodology, we

present several different instances of it, which were used to improve the estimation

and the energy consumption of computation resources. The literature overview

presented in section 2.4 shows that this methodology is applicable in a larger

context in embedded system design, not only for the problems solved in this

thesis.

The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 de-

scribes the class of embedded system applications that we consider in our design

methodology. The problem handled in this thesis is defined in detail in sec-
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Figure 1.1: Typical streaming application processing an object.

tion 1.2, and the proposed solution is discussed in section 1.3. The final section

of this chapter gives the thesis outline, emphasizing the contribution of each of

the following chapters.

1.1 Streaming Applications

In this thesis, we concentrate on streaming applications, especially on multimedia

applications. These applications are implemented as a main loop, called the

loop of interest, that is executed over and over again, reading, processing and

writing out individual stream objects (see figure 1.1). A stream object may be,

for example, a bit belonging to a compressed bitstream representing a coded video

clip, a macro-block, a video frame, an audio sample, or a network package. For

the sake of simplicity, and without loss of generality, from now on we use the

word frame to refer to a stream object. As these applications are implemented in

real-time systems, they have to deliver a given throughput (number of processed

frames per second), which imposes a time constraint on each loop iteration. In

hard real-time systems, which usually are safety-critical systems, there should be

no deadline misses. On the other hand, in case of soft real-time systems, the

timing constraints are less strict, and a given percentage of deadline misses is

acceptable. The right criterion to build them is the most cost-effective execution,

as perceived by the consumer [105]. For instance, a consumer might prefer a $50

video player that happens to drop single frames under rare circumstances rather

than a $400 system verified and certified never to drop frames.

The read part of the loop of interest presented in figure 1.1 takes the frame

from the input stream and separates it into a header and the frame’s data. The

processing part consists of several kernels. The write part sends the processed

data to the output devices, like a screen or speakers, and saves the internal state

of the application for further use (e.g., in a video decoder, the previously decoded

frame may be necessary to decode the current frame). The actions executed within

a certain loop iteration form an operation mode (e.g., the emphasized processing

path in figure 1.1). The dynamism existing in the applications leads to the usage

of different kernels for each frame, and hence different operation modes, depending
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on the current values of the runtime parameters that characterize the embedded

system. In the example from figure 1.1, these parameters may be the header

fields.

In the remaining part of this thesis we discuss methods that derive and ex-

ploit the information about different resource requirements of the operation modes

from a streaming application. As an example of exploitation, for designing an

MP3 player, the information that playing mono streams needs half of the com-

putation cycles compared to playing stereo streams, could be efficiently used to

save energy. Hence, taking into account that the processor energy consumption

depends quadratically on the supply voltage (E ∝ V 2
DD), whereas its execution

speed (frequency) depends linearly on the supply voltage (fCLK ∝ VDD), by re-

ducing the processor speed to half, the energy consumption can be reduced to

around a quarter.

1.2 Problem Statement

In the past years, the functions demanded for embedded systems have become

so numerously and complex that the development time is increasingly difficult to

predict and control. This complexity, together with the constantly evolving spec-

ifications, has forced designers to consider implementations that they can change

rapidly. For this reason, and also because the hardware manufacturing cycles are

more expensive and time-consuming than before, software implementations have

become more popular. As often the application source code is already written,

the trend is to reuse the applications, as this is the best approach to improve the

quality and the time to market for the products a company creates and, thereby,

to maximize profits [34]. Most of these applications are written in high level

languages to avoid the dependency on any type of hardware architecture and to

increase developers’ productivity.

In the context of this software intensive approach, the job of the embedded

system designers is to evaluate multiple hardware architectures and to select the

one that fits best given the application constraints and the final product require-

ments (i.e., price, energy, size, performance). The explored architectures lay be-

tween fixed single processor off-the-shelf architectures and fully design time con-

figurable multi-processor hardware platforms [96]. The off-the-shelf components

are cheaper to use, as no extra development is needed, but they are not very flex-

ible (e.g., video accelerators) or can not be tuned for a specific application (e.g.,

general-purpose processors, if performance is considered). Hence, they usually

are good candidates for simple systems that are produced in small volumes. On

the other extreme, configurable multi-processor platforms offer more flexibility

in tuning, but they imply an additional design cost. Hence they are used when

the production volume is large enough for economically viable manufacturing, or

when no existing off-the-shelf component is good enough.

Given an embedded system application, to find the most suitable architecture,
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or to fully exploit the features of a given one under the real-time constraints,

estimations of the amount of resources required by each part of the application

are needed. To give guaranties for the system quality, the estimations should be

pessimistic, and not optimistic, as over-estimations are acceptable, but under-

estimations are generally not. Currently used design approaches use worst case

estimations, which are obtained by statically analyzing the application source

or object code [63]. However, these techniques are not always efficient when

analyzing complex applications (e.g., they do not look at correlations between

different application components), and they lead to system over-dimensioning.

Due to the dynamism in modern streaming applications, the ratio of the worst

case load versus the average load on a processor can be easily as high as a factor of

10 [93]. Hence, if only the worst case estimations are used during design, the re-

sulting system would not be able to exploit this gap. A way to solve this problem

is to still design the system for the worst case, but to integrate with the applica-

tion a runtime mechanism that predicts the current application needs in term of

resources and exploits this information (e.g., by reducing the processor speed or

by switching off hardware components, which decreases the energy consumption).

To enable this exploitation, all the operation modes in which the application may

run, together with their resource needs should be known and taken into account

during design. To extract and enumerate all the operation modes is almost im-

possible, as their number depends exponentially on the number of conditional

blocks (i.e., kernels or even instructions, depending of the considered granularity)

from the application (see figure 1.2). Even if the design time explosion problem

could be solved, it will be very difficult, even impossible, to predict at runtime in

which operation mode the application is running, as the amount of information

needed to distinguish between the operation modes is directly proportional with

the number of operation modes. However, even if the prediction problem could

be solved, the runtime overhead of maintaining the information remains, as the

detection overhead could be larger than the difference between the worst case

resources requirements and the amount needed by the current operation mode.
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Hence, the problem addressed in this thesis is:

The need for a systematic methodology that, given a dynamic streaming
application with many operation modes, finds and efficiently exploits the
most suitable hardware architecture under the final system constraints

(i.e., performance, price, size and energy consumption), without ending
in an explosion problem.

This problem is quite broad, as it ranges from single to multi-processor architec-

tures, and it covers multiple type of resources (e.g., computation, communication,

storage) and constraints.

In this thesis we present a generic methodology that addresses the
identified problem. To prove its feasibility, we look at a few instances for

designing systems that execute a single streaming application with
dynamism mostly due to control variables, in the context of a single
processor, considering the computation resources under both soft and

hard real-time constraints.

1.3 Proposed Solution

We introduce our proposed approach using an analogy with the process of doing

the laundry (figure 1.3). Usually, we start with a laundry basket full of dirty

clothes, and being in a modern society we use a washing machine to clean them.

A typical machine can wash up to five kilograms of clothes in one hour, using 100g

of detergent powder and 0.85kWh. The most efficient washing process, from time

and cost point of view is obtained by dividing the quantity of clothes in bunches of
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Figure 1.4: Design approach comparison.

five kilograms, and washing each bunch separately. However, not all clothes can

be washed together due to coloring or different required washing temperatures

and conditions. If this aspect is not taken into account, when we take the clothes

out of the machine, we may discover that they are damaged, as their properties,

like size or color, are different than before the washing. To avoid this problem,

we can separate the clothes in bunches, based on their exact color and washing

requirements. This leads to a larger number of bunches, most of them weighing

less than five kilograms. If each bunch is washed individually, then the time and

cost increase, because the machine capacity is not fully used each time. A better

solution, which can be found somewhere between these two extremes (all clothes

together, or each category separately), is to combine the clothes with similar

colors and washing requirements, and not only the clothes with identical ones.

This intermediate approach leads to a cost and time efficient process that lets the

clothes properties untouched.

We propose a similar intermediate solution for our embedded system design

problem (i.e., figure 1.4, given an application and a hardware architecture, and

taking into account the time-to-market constraints, to derive an efficient embed-

ded system). We call this solution a gray box approach, considering the per-

spective that it has on the application during the design process. It is situated

between the two extremes:

• The black box approach is a monolithic approach, which does not look inside

the application, considering it an atomic entity. The limited knowledge that

can be derived and used by this approach leads to over-estimations, and so

the resulting system is over-dimensioned.
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Figure 1.5: An application load frequency distribution showing three scenarios.

• The white box approach is a fine grain approach, which takes into account

all the possible operation modes of the application. This large amount of

information leads to a complex and time expensive design process, that not

necessarily results into the most efficient system.

The methodology proposed in this thesis is a coarse grain approach that clus-

ters the possible operation modes of an application into several application sce-
narios, based on the amount of required resources, generically called cost, and

exploits the scenarios at both design time and runtime. The methodology does

not aim to replace the currently used design approaches; it is intended to com-

plement them. It consists of five main steps:

1. identification characterizes the operation modes of an application from a

cost perspective, preferably without enumerating them, and clusters them

into scenarios, where the cost within a scenario is always fairly similar;

2. prediction generates and inserts into the application a runtime mechanism

used to predict in which scenario the application is running. This mechanism

should introduce a low and controlled overhead, and it should reach the

accuracy that is required by the system’s real-time constraints;

3. exploitation refers to specific and aggressive design decisions that can be

made for each scenario;

4. switching specifies and implements when and how the application switches

from one scenario to another. By switching between scenarios, the different

optimizations applied to each scenario are enabled and exploited at runtime;

5. calibration extends and modifies the scenarios based on the runtime collected

information to further improve the system cost and quality.

This application scenario based approach handles the two following problems,

already described in the previous section:
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• the limitation of resource estimation methods in taking into account the

dynamism of modern applications, by giving to these methods a more de-

tailed, but still small enough, view on the application. The aim is to reduce

the over-estimation that is shown in figure 1.5 as the distance between the

estimated and actual worst load (e.g., number of processor cycles);

• the limitation in exploiting at runtime the gap between the required and the

worst case load, by splitting the application in runtime predictable scenarios,

and for each scenario exploiting the information about its estimated worst

case load. Figure 1.5 shows an application that from a cost point of view

(i.e., in this case load) is split into three scenarios, for each scenario its

actual worst case being identified.

Besides the general methodology, this thesis presents several automatic trajec-

tories that instantiate the methodology. They derive, predict and exploit appli-

cation scenarios for low energy, single processor embedded system design, under

both soft and hard real-time constraints. All of these trajectories are applicable

to streaming applications written in C, as C is the most used language to write

embedded systems software. They detect and exploit scenarios to improve the

cycle budget estimation for applications, reducing the over-estimation in num-

ber and size of computation resources in comparison to existing design methods.

Moreover, by integrating the application with an automatically derived predictor

and using it in the context of a proactive dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) aware

scheduler, the amount of used energy is reduced with no or almost no sacrifice

in the resulting system quality. This can be achieved by being conservative, as

required for hard real-time systems, or by using a runtime calibration mechanism,

which works well for soft real-time systems. Even though all the new information

about scenarios and the mechanisms introduced in the application adds extra run-

time overhead, our trajectories keep this overhead limited and under control, and

generate a final implementation of the application that has a substantial average

energy saving.

1.4 Thesis Outline and Contributions

The remaining part of this thesis in structured in six chapters:

Chapter 2: Application scenario methodology
This chapter presents our general methodology, identifying the steps of de-

tecting, predicting, exploiting, switching and calibrating, both at design

time and runtime, the different application scenarios in which an applica-

tion may run. Moreover, it also shows how our methodology can be inte-

grated within an existing embedded system design methodology. Related

work is described, emphasizing the differences with our work. This chapter

is based on an earlier published paper [38], which won the Best Paper Award
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at the International Symposium on System-on-Chip (SOC 2006) and was

recommended for publication in IEEE Design & Test of Computers. The

extended version presented in this thesis is the result of a collaboration with

colleagues from IMEC, Belgium, and Ghent University, Belgium, and it was

included in a joint technical report [41].

Chapter 3: Cycle budget estimation for hard real-time systems
Hard real-time systems require a conservative design approach based on re-

source estimations. There are always over-estimations, as the used method

can not take into account all the existing dynamism in modern applica-

tions. In this chapter, we present an instance of our general methodology

that helps in reducing the over-estimation of computation requirements. By

integrating it within an existing worst case estimation approach for com-

putation cycles, it enables this approach to take into account the resource

requirement correlations between different components of an application.

For an MP3 decoder, a reduction of 7.5% in worst case execution cycles

estimation is reported. An earlier version of this chapter appeared in the

proceedings of the 42nd Design Automation Conference (DAC 2005) [42].

Chapter 4: Energy-aware scheduling for hard real-time systems
Using the scenario based worst case cycle requirement estimation of the

previous chapter, the system can be dimensioned for the maximum worst

case derived for each scenario. Hence, there are cases when we know with

100% certainty, achieved by using conservative estimations, that at runtime

the system will need fewer computation cycles. The work described in this

chapter uses this information to save energy, by deriving a scenario-aware

scheduler that exploits the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) feature existing

in several modern processors. The presented trajectory extends the one from

chapter 3, by deriving, via static analysis, a conservative runtime predictor

that leads to energy savings, when applying an existing conservative DVS-

aware scheduler to each scenario. For three real life benchmarks, we obtain

an energy reduction between 4% and 68% when compared to the original

DVS-scheduling. An earlier version of this chapter was published in the

proceedings of the International Conference on Compilers, Architecture and

Synthesis for Embedded Systems (CASES 2005) [37].

Chapter 5: Cycle budget estimation for soft real-time systems
The static analysis used in the previous two chapters is not really suit-

able for soft real-time systems, as the difference between the estimated and

the actual worst case number of execution cycles may be quite substantial.

Chapter 5 describes an instantiation of our methodology as a tool that can

automatically define scenarios in a context of cycle budget estimation for

soft real-time systems. Moreover, the tool derives a predictor that is used

at runtime to enable the exploitation of the different requirements of each

scenario (e.g., the resource manager of a multi-application system can de-
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cide to give the unused resources to another application). In contrast to

the analytic method of chapter 3, this method is based on profiling, so it is

not conservative and hence not usable for hard real-time systems, but it is

suitable for soft real-time systems that usually accept a given threshold of

missed deadlines. Compared with the measured worst case that appeared

during the application profiling, by using our method on an MP3 decoder,

the reported results ranged in terms of (miss ratio, over-estimation reduc-

tion) pairs from (0.01%, 4%) to (21.5%,61%), via solutions like (0.1%, 24%)

and (8.4%, 45%). A first publication on this topic appeared in the pro-

ceedings of the International Conference on Embedded Computer Systems:

Architectures, Modeling, and Simulation (IC-SAMOS 2006) [39]. It was

selected among the best papers and an extended version covering all the

material of this chapter has been accepted for publication in an IC-SAMOS

special issue of the Journal of VLSI Signal Processing Systems [40].

Chapter 6: Energy-aware scheduling for soft real-time systems
The trajectory presented in chapter 5 is extended to take into account the

relation between energy and computation cycles, and the runtime overhead

introduced by exploiting DVS. It is then used to reduce the energy consump-

tion of streaming applications via DVS. Moreover, to overcome the fact that

our approach is not conservative, we describe a runtime calibration mech-

anism that guarantees the application quality, as given by a percentage of

deadline misses. Furthermore, it uses the runtime collected information

about the input stream to further reduce the system energy consumption.

Using a proactive DVS-aware scheduler based on the scenarios and the run-

time predictor generated by our trajectory, the energy consumed by our

benchmarks decreases with up to 24%, having guaranteed, using the run-

time calibration mechanism, a frame deadline miss ratio of less than 0.1%.

In practice, due to output buffering, the measured miss ratio decreases even

to almost zero. This chapter is partially covered by the Journal of VLSI

Signal Processing Systems paper [40].

Chapter 7: Conclusions and recommendations
This chapter concludes the thesis, giving a summary of the work and dis-

cussing the principal contributions. It also presents future research direc-

tions for extending this work.
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One’s destination is never a place but rather a

new way of looking at things.

Henry Miller

2
Application Scenarios∗

In this chapter, we present the basic steps of a methodology that aims to

provide a systematic way of detecting and exploiting both at design time and

runtime the different operation modes in which a system may run. The approach

combines static analysis and profiling of the application, that is done at design

time, with information collected at runtime about the environment in which the

system is used. Each operation mode has an associated cost, which usually is

a primary cost, like resource usage (e.g., number of processor cycles). If the

information about all possible operation modes in which a system may run is

known at design time, and the operation modes are considered in different steps

of the embedded system design, a more efficient and effective system may be built,

as specific and aggressive design decisions can be made for each operation mode.

However, the number of all possible operation modes depends exponentially on

the number of conditional blocks in the application. The exhaustive approach,

which considers all these operation modes, will degenerate to a long, and really

complicated design process, that does not deliver the optimal system. To avoid

this situation, the operation modes are classified from a cost perspective into

∗ This chapter is the result of a collaboration with collegues from IMEC, Belgium, and
Ghent University, Belgium, and it was included in a joint publication: S. V. Gheorghita,

M. Palkovic, J. Hamers, A. Vandecappelle, S. Mamagkakis, T. Basten, L. Eeckhout, H. Corpo-

raal, F. Catthoor, F. Vandeputte, and K. De Bosschere; A system scenario based approach to

dynamic embedded systems, Technical Report ESR-2007-06, Eindhoven University of Technol-

ogy, Electrical Engineering Department, Electronic Systems Group, Eindhoven, Netherlands,

September 2007 [41]. More information can be found in our scenario wiki at http://www.es.
ele.tue.nl/scenarios.

13
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Figure 2.1: A scenario based design flow for embedded systems.

several so-called application scenarios, where the cost within a scenario is always

fairly similar.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents the role of appli-

cation scenarios in an embedded system design flow, illustrating the difference

between them and the well known use-case scenarios. A systematic methodology

of detecting and using the application scenarios in embedded system design is

detailed in section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents a classification of application scenar-

ios. An overview of related design methods, and examples of scenario exploitation

found in the literature is given in section 2.4, while some conclusions are drawn

in section 2.5. An MP3 case study is used throughout this chapter to illustrate

various concepts and steps.

2.1 Use-Case vs. Application Scenarios

Scenario based design has been used for a long time in different areas [16], like

human-computer interaction [91] or object oriented software engineering [54]. In

both these cases, these scenarios concretely describe, in an early phase of the
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development process, the use of a future system. In case of human-computer

interaction, the scenarios appear like narrative descriptions of envisioned usage

episodes, and in case of object oriented software engineering like a unified modeling

language (UML) use-case diagram [33] which enumerates, from functional and

timing point of view, all possible user actions and the system reactions that are

required to meet a proposed system function. These scenarios are called use-case
scenarios.

In the embedded systems area, use-case scenarios are used in both hard-

ware [52, 85] and software design [29]. In these cases, the scenarios focus on

the application’s functional and timing behaviors and on its interaction with the

users and environment, not on the resources required by a system to meet its

constraints. These scenarios are used as an input during system design for user-

centered design approaches.

This thesis concentrates on a different type of scenarios, so-called application

scenarios, which may be derived from the behavior of the application. These

scenarios are used to reduce the system cost by exploiting information about

what can happen at runtime to make better design decisions. While use-case
scenarios classify the application’s behavior based on the different ways it can be
used, application scenarios classify it from the resource usage perspective, based
on the cost trade-off aspects during the mapping to the platform. This second type

of scenarios was for the first time explicitly identified and exploited by researchers

from IMEC, Belgium, in [119].

Figure 2.1 depicts a design trajectory using use-case and application scenarios.

It starts from a product idea, for which the stakeholders
1

manually define the

product’s functionality as use-case scenarios. These scenarios characterize the

system from a user perspective and are used as an input to the design of an

embedded system that includes both software and hardware components. In

order to optimize the design of the system, the detection and usage of application

scenarios augments this trajectory (the bottom gray box in the figure). Once the

application is coded, its scenarios related to resource utilization are extracted in an

automatic way, and they are considered for the decisions made during the following

phases of the system design. Hence, the runtime behavior of the application is

classified into several application scenarios, where the cost of the operation modes

within a scenario is always fairly similar. For each individual scenario, more

specific and aggressive design decisions can be made.

The sets of use-case scenarios and application scenarios are not necessarily

disjoint, and it is possible that one or more use-case scenarios correspond to one

application scenario. But still, usually they are not overlapping and it is likely

that a use-case scenario is split into several application scenarios, or that several

application scenarios intersect several use-case scenarios.

As an example, let us design a portable MP3 player as a USB stick. At first

1The stakeholders are persons, entities, or organizations who have a direct stake in the final
system; they can be owners, regulators, developers, users or maintainers of the system.
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sight, there are two main use-case scenarios: (i) the player is connected to the

computer and music files are transferred between them, and (ii) the player is

used to listen to music. These scenarios can be divided in more detailed use-case

scenarios, like, for the second one, song selection, play or fast forward scenarios.

Let us consider the play scenario. From the software point of view, this use-case

can be split into two different application scenarios: (i) mono mode and (ii) stereo

mode. Exploiting these scenarios, the system battery lifetime may be increased,

because mono mode requires less compute power. Thus a lower supply voltage

may be used, while still meeting the timing constraints of the decoding.

The following section details our methodology of identifying and exploiting

the application scenarios to create a more efficient design.

2.2 Application Scenario Methodology

Although the concept of application scenarios has been applied before on top

of concrete design techniques both in an ad-hoc [20, 46, 76, 98] as well as in a

systematic way [37, 40, 45, 67, 79, 119], it is possible to generalize all those scenario

approaches to a common systematic methodology. This section describes such a

general and still near-optimal methodology, which is applied to some specific

contexts in the following chapters. Its structure is as follows. In section 2.2.1 the

basic concepts behind the application scenario methodology are described. The

methodology overview is given in section 2.2.2. The remaining subsections refine

each of the steps of the general methodology. In the subsequent subsections, we

will always refer to application scenario’s also when we use the abbreviated term

scenario

2.2.1 Basic Concepts

The goal of a scenario method is, given an application, to exploit at design time

its possible operation modes from the resource usage perspective, without getting

into an explosion of details. If the environment, the inputs and the hardware

architecture status would always be the same, then it would be possible to op-

timally tune the system to that particular situation. However, since a lot of

parameters are changing all the time, the system must be designed for the worst

case situation. Still, it is possible to tune the system at runtime (e.g., change

the processor frequency/supply voltage), based on the actual operation mode. If

this has to happen entirely during runtime, the overhead is most likely too large.

So, an optimal configuration of the system is selected up front, at design time.

However, if a different configuration would be stored for every possible operation

mode, a huge database is required. Therefore, the operation modes similar from

the resource usage perspective are clustered together into a single scenario, for

which we store a tuned configuration for the worst case of all operation modes

included in it.
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The application scenario methodology deals with two main problems: (i) the

extra overhead introduced by the scenarios and (ii) the new functionality added to

handle the scenarios at runtime. First, the usage of scenarios introduces different

types of overheads: from switching between scenarios, from storing code for a set

of scenarios instead of a single application instance, from predicting the operation

mode, etc. The decision of what constitutes a scenario has to take into account

all these overheads, which leads to a complicated problem. Therefore, we divide

the scenario approach into steps. Second, using a scenario method, the final im-

plemented system requires extra functionality: deciding which scenario to switch

to (or not to switch), using the scenario to change the system configuration, and

updating the scenario set with new information gathered at runtime.

Many system parameters exist that can be tuned at runtime (while the system

operates), in order to optimize the application behavior on the platform which

it is mapped on. We call these parameters system knobs. A huge variety of

system knobs is available. In this thesis, we use DVS to tune the processor

frequency/supply voltage; other possible system knobs include (i) which code

version to run in case of an application that contains multiple versions of its source

code, for each of them, different compiler optimizations being applied [79], and

(ii) how the processing elements are configured (e.g., number and type of function

units) [98]. Anything that can be changed about the system during operation and

that affects the cost (directly or indirectly) can be considered a system knob. Note

that these changes do not have to occur at a hardware level; they can occur at the

software level as well. A particular choice or tuning of a system knob is called a

knob position. If the knob positions are fully fixed at design time, then the system

will always have the same fixed, worst case cost. By configuring knobs while the

system is operating, the system cost can be affected. In the DVS example, the

knob position is the choice of a particular operating voltage, and its change affects

directly the processor speed and power, and indirectly the energy consumed to

execute the application. However, tuning the knob position at runtime introduces

overhead, which should be taken into account when the system cost is computed.

Instead of choosing a single knob position at design time, it is possible to design

for several knob positions. At different occurrences during runtime, one of these

knob positions is chosen, depending on the actual operation mode. An operation
mode is a piece of execution of the system during which the knob position is not

changed. When the operation mode starts, the appropriate knob position should

be set. Therefore, it is necessary to determine which operation mode is about to

start. This prediction is based on operation mode parameters, which have to be

observable and which are assumed to remain constant during the operation mode

execution. These parameters together with their values in a given operation mode

form the operation mode snapshot.
The number of differentiable operation modes from a system is exponential

in the number of observable parameters. Therefore, to avoid the complexity

of handling all of them at runtime, several operation modes are clustered into

a single application scenario. At runtime, the operation mode parameters are
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used to detect the current scenario rather than the current operation mode. The

same knob position is used for all the operation modes in a scenario, so they

all have the same cost value: the worst case of all the operation modes in the

scenario. Therefore, it is best to cluster operation modes which anyway have

nearby cost values. Since at runtime any operation mode may be encountered,

it is necessary to design not one scenario but rather a scenario set. A scenario

set is a partitioning of all possible operation modes, i.e. each mode must belong

to exactly one scenario. A scenario prediction point represents the place in the

application where the source code used to predict at runtime the active scenario

is introduced.

Considering again our MP3 decoder design, for which we aim at a low en-

ergy consumption and a minimally required sound quality. We start with a given

processor that allows us to change its supply voltage, which is our system knob.
Different supply voltages represent different knob positions. By decreasing the

supply voltage, the maximum frequency at which the processor may run is re-

duced. As already mentioned, the energy consumption depends quadratically on

the supply voltage (E ∝ V 2
DD), whereas the execution speed (frequency) depends

linearly on the supply voltage (fCLK ∝ VDD). In order to ensure the quality,

the MP3 decoder has to follow the standard that specifies a fixed throughput:

a frame at each 26ms. In this example, an operation mode is composed by the

application kernels used to decode a frame, and it is predicted based on its snap-
shot that includes the operation mode parameters, like frame and encoding type,

together with their values. The operation modes are clustered together into sce-
narios based on a cost given by the amount of cycles. For each scenario, the

supply voltage that permits to execute its worst case number of cycles within a

period of 26ms is stored. As our decoder should decode all possible input streams,

the considered scenario set should include all operation modes that may appear.

Figure 2.2 gives an example of two operation modes clustered into one scenario

based on the number of required cycles. Moreover, it shows a possible position

for a scenario prediction point and details the actions that are taken when a given

scenario is predicted.

The approach presented above is only clear when the cost is uni-dimensional,
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i.e. when all the different cost aspects have been combined in a normalized

weighted sum. That is not always easy in practice because “comparing apples
and oranges” in a single dimension usually leads to inconsistencies and subopti-

mal results. Hence, N-dimensional Pareto sets can be used instead of weighted

uni-dimensional costs. Such Pareto sets [83, 36] allow to work with a Pareto

boundary between all feasible and all non-feasible points in the N-dimensional

cost space. Unfortunately, it becomes less obvious to deal with statements like

“nearby cost values” or “taking the worst case of all the operation modes in the
scenario”. So similarity between cost has to be substituted by a new element,

e.g. by defining the normalized, potentially weighted distance between two N-

dimensional Pareto sets corresponding to two scenario’s as the N-dimensional

volume that is present in between these 2 sets. Based on this distance value,

closeness between potential scenario options can be characterized. In addition,

the worst case located Pareto points for all the possible operation modes that

have been clustered (and that can be potentially encountered at runtime) have

to be taken into account for characterizing the scenario. As this thesis does not

use N-dimensional cost spaces, the reader is referenced to [77, 120, 121] for more

details.

2.2.2 Methodology Overview

Even though the application scenario concept is applicable in many contexts, we

have devised a general methodology that can be instantiated in all of these con-

texts. This application scenario methodology deals with issues that are common:

choosing a good scenario set, deciding which scenario to switch to (or not to

switch), using the scenario to change the system knobs, and updating the sce-

nario set based on new information gathered at runtime. This leads to a five step

methodology (figure 2.3), each of the steps having a design time and a runtime

phase. The first step is somewhat special in the sense that the runtime phase is

merged into the calibration step.

1. Identification of the scenario set: In this step, the relevant operation mode
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parameters are selected and the operation modes are clustered into scenar-

ios. This clustering is based on the cost trade-offs of the operation modes, or

an estimate thereof. The identification step should take as much as possible

into account the overhead costs introduced in the system by the following

steps of the methodology. As this is not easy to achieve, an alternative so-

lution is to refine (i.e., to further cluster) the scenario identification during

these steps. Section 2.2.3 discusses the identification step in more detail.

2. Prediction of the scenario: At runtime, a scenario has to be selected from the

scenario set based on the actual parameter values. In general, the parameter

values are not known before the operation mode starts, so they have to be

estimated, which leads to prediction of the scenario. Prediction is not a

trivial task: both the number of parameters and the number of scenarios

may be considerable, so a simple lookup in a list of scenarios may not be

feasible. The prediction incurs a certain runtime overhead, which depends

on the chosen scenario set. Therefore, the scenario set may be refined based

on the prediction overhead. Section 2.2.4 details the three decisions made

by this step at design time: the runtime prediction algorithm, the ranges

for parameter values, and the refinement of the scenario set.

3. Exploitation of the scenario set: At design time, the exploitation is ini-

tially based on some optimization when no scenario approach is applied. A

scenario approach can simply be put on top of this by applying the opti-

mization to each scenario of the scenario set separately. Using the additional

scenario information enables better optimization. At runtime, the exploita-

tion is in fact the execution of the scenario. However, exploitation in the

context of scenarios should be refined in two ways. First, optimizing each
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scenario in isolation might be inefficient. There is a strong correlation be-

tween the analysis and the optimization choices of the different scenarios, so

the optimization of a scenario can be performed more efficiently by reusing

information of other scenarios. Second, separate optimization for each sce-

nario leads to separate systems. Simply putting all these next to each other

would imply a huge overhead. Therefore, whatever is common between dif-

ferent scenarios should be merged together, e.g., by using code compaction

techniques [26, 107]. The remaining differences cause exploitation over-

head, which should be taken into account to further refine the scenario set.

Some optimizations that are suboptimal for an individual scenario, might

be optimal from the system cost perspective when considering exploitation

overhead. How difficult the simultaneous optimization of scenarios is de-

pends on the context. As an example, figure 2.4 depicts an application with

two scenarios: scenario 1 for the case when kernels 1 and 3 are executed,

and scenario 2 for the case when kernels 2 and 3 are executed. To optimize

the application for energy, a compiler may optimize each scenario separately

to reduce the number of computation cycles. In our case, the optimal ex-

ploitation of each scenario is (i) for scenario 1 to optimize both kernels 1

and 3, and (ii) for scenario 2 to optimize only kernel 2. Combining these two

optimal scenario exploitations, the application source code contains twice

the code for kernel 3 (once optimized for scenario 1, and once untouched,

as used in scenario 2). If the energy overhead introduced by storing the

two copies of kernel 3 is large, a more optimal system might be obtained by

using a suboptimal version of scenario 1, as presented in figure 2.4. This

version, uses the original implementation of kernel 3, so no code duplication

for this kernel will be needed in the final implementation of the application.

Both mentioned exploitation refinements for scenarios are specific to the

type of optimization that is performed, so it can not really be fully general-

ized. Therefore, exploitation is not discussed further in this generic method-

ology section; illustrative examples being given in the literature overview of

section 2.4 and the case studies of chapters 3-6.

4. Switching from one scenario to another: Switching is the act of changing

the system from one set of knob positions to another. This implies some

overhead (e.g., time and energy), which may be large (e.g., when migrating

a task from one processor to another). Therefore, even when a certain

scenario (different from the current one) is predicted, it is not always a

good idea to switch to it, because the overhead may be larger than the

gain. The switching step, detailed in section 2.2.5, selects at design time an

algorithm, which is used at runtime to decide whether to switch or not. It

also introduces in the application the way how to change the knob positions,

and refines the scenario set by taking into account switching overhead.

5. Calibration: The previous mentioned steps of our methodology make dif-
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ferent choices (e.g., scenario set, prediction algorithm) at design time that

depend very much on the values that the operation mode parameters typ-

ically have: it makes no sense to support a certain scenario if in reality it

(almost) never occurs. To determine the typical values for the parameters,

profiling augmented with static analysis can be used. However, our abil-

ity to predict the actual runtime environment, including the input data, is

obviously limited. Therefore, we also foresee support for infrequent calibra-

tion, which complements all the methodology steps previously described.

At design time, information gathering mechanisms are designed and added

to the application. At runtime they collect information about actual values

of the parameters and the quality of the resulting system (e.g., number of

deadline misses). Besides this, a calibration mechanism is introduced in the

application. This is used to calibrate the cost estimates, the set of scenarios,

and the values of the parameters used for scenario detection and the knob

positions. Calibration of the scenario set does not take place continuously

during runtime, but only sporadically, at calibration time. Otherwise the

overhead would obviously become too large. Section 2.2.6 presents tech-

niques for calibration.

In the following two paragraphs, we indicate intuitively why the steps have

been ordered as proposed in the methodology. In particular, the reasoning behind

this is based on a gradual pruning of the possible final scenario decisions. First,

during identification, operation mode parameters are limited to the ones that

have a sufficient and observable cost impact on the final system. Then during

clustering, we select the parameters that are easiest to be controlled as the actual

system knobs and then we also cluster the corresponding operation modes based

on a cost similarity. In this way we ensure that the cost distance between any

two scenarios is maximized. This is needed because we have a clear trade-off

between the gains by introducing more scenarios (at a more fine-grain grid) and

the cost that is involved in calculating, storing and retrieving these scenarios.

That trade-off leads to a further pruning of the search space for the most effective

final scenario decisions. In the prediction step we have to limit the potentially

most usable scenarios to the ones that are also predictable at runtime with a

reasonable overhead. Also here a global trade-off between gain and cost (runtime

prediction overhead) is present. We can not perform this second step prior to the

identification one because we cannot estimate the prediction cost before we at

least have a good idea about the clustering of operation modes in scenarios. Note

that the opposite is not true: the information of the prediction step is not essential

to decide on the clustering. This creates an asymmetrical relation which is the

basis for the unidirectional split between the two steps (see also the constrained

orthogonalization approach in [17]).

Only when we have decided how to perform the prediction, we can start the

exploitation of the resulting scenarios in the particular application domain (step

3). Indeed, we could already start the exploitation after having the first clustering
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step, but that is not always efficient: the knowledge of the prediction cost will give

us more potential for making good exploitation decisions. In contrast, the knowl-

edge of the exploitation itself is not yet needed to make a good pruning choice on

the prediction related selection. Finally, we only decide on the scenario switching

based on the actual overhead that is involved in the switching. And the latter is

only known after we have decided how to exploit the scenarios. The calibration

step can be applied only when the rest of the steps are already done, as infor-

mation about the scenario set, and the prediction and switching algorithms are

needed to design the information gathering and calibration mechanism. So every

step of our methodology is positioned at a location where it has maximal impact

but also where the required information to effectively decide on it is available as

much as possible. The proposed split up in steps and order avoids phase-coupling

to a large extent. This avoids iteration on any of the individual steps after comple-

tion of a subsequent step in the methodology, which is a deliberate and important

property of our generic design methodology.

2.2.3 Identification

Before gaining the advantages that a scenario approach gives, it is necessary to

identify the different scenarios that group all possible operation modes. This

identification process happens in two phases. First the interesting snapshot pa-

rameters are discovered. As mentioned before, a snapshot contains all parameters

as well as their values that characterize a certain operation mode. However, we

are only interested in those parameters which have an impact on the application’s

behavior and execution cost. For example, an interesting parameter for an audio

decoder is the stream encoding type, mono or stereo.

The values of the selected parameters will be used to distinguish between the

different operation modes, so two operation modes with the same snapshot are

considered identical. However, they may still have different actual cost values,

due to an imperfect choice of the parameters. For example, two operation modes

with a different data-dependent loop bound have a different execution time, but

we consider them the same operation mode if we are not observing that loop

bound. When we are also observing that loop bound, each number of iterations

corresponds to a different operation mode.

Following the parameter discovery, all possible operation modes are clustered

into application scenarios based upon a cost function. The cost function is depen-

dent on the specific optimization and the system knobs we have in mind for the

exploitation step. If our objective is to reduce energy of a streaming application

by applying DVS, we need accurate cycle-budget estimations for processing the

frames. The cost function is represented in this case by the cycle-budget needed

for decoding each frame. (Note that the decoding of a frame was considered the

operation mode.) The remaining part of this section details the two phases of the

identification process.
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Operation Mode Identification and Characterization

This step consists of two main operations, (i) parameters discovery and (ii) snap-

shot and cost computation for each operation mode. Usually, parameter discovery

is done in an ad-hoc manual manner by the system designer, by analyzing the

application and profiting from domain knowledge. This is fine when all the im-

portant parameters are immediately obvious, such as the frame size in a video

decoder. However, this process might prove tedious and incomplete for complex

systems, as parameters that may have a large impact on the system behavior

might go unnoticed. A general tool that discovers the interesting parameters for

all the design approaches where scenarios may be applied is hard, maybe even

impossible, to realize due to the diversity of cost functions and optimization ob-

jectives. Therefore, we have developed a quite general approach that could be

used for most of the case studies presented in section 2.4, and which is presented

in chapters 3 and 5.

Our tool searches for control variables in the application source code that have

a certain impact on the application resource requirements (e.g., number of cycles,

memory utilization). These parameters fulfill the two requirements for selection:

they are observable and they influence the application’s behavior and cost (i.e.,

the resources needs). A first version of this tool (chapter 3) statically analyzes

the application source code to identify these variables. It is applicable for hard

(real-time) constraints, due to the conservative analysis. In chapter 5, a version

applicable for soft real-time systems is presented. It profiles the application, and it

uses the collected information for eliminating those control variables whose values

do not have a real impact on the system cost.

During the profiling, it is of course possible to collect additional information,

such as the encountered operation modes identified by their snapshot, together

with their cost. However, finding a representative training bitstream that covers

most of the behaviors that may appear during the application life-time, particu-

larly including the most frequent ones, is in general a difficult problem. Hence,

in contrast with analysis based identification that covers all possible operation

modes, the profiling based identification is not conservative. It can happen that,

at runtime, when the application runs, an operation mode that was not considered

during identification is met. Therefore, a way of handling this situation should

be added in the final implementation of the application.

Operation Mode Clustering

Using the discovered parameters, all identified operation modes are clustered into

a set of application scenarios. This clustering is done based upon a cost function

which is related to the specific optimization we want to apply to the application. It

starts from operation mode snapshots and generates a set of scenarios, each of the

scenarios being identified by a set of snapshots. The clustering takes into account

the following information: (i) how often each operation mode occurs at runtime,
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(ii) the cost deviation that occurs when clustering multiple operation modes into

a single scenario, (iii) how many switches occur between each two scenarios, and

(iv) the runtime scenario prediction, storage and switching overhead. A clustering

algorithm that takes all these factors into account is detailed in section 5.4 of

chapter 5.

When clustering different operation modes into a scenario we determine the

cost of the scenario as the maximal cost of the operation modes that compose

the scenario. The clustering process is driven by two opposing forces. One force

makes the clustering group operation modes with similar cost together, so that the

estimated deviation between the cost value of an operation mode and the cost of

the scenario remains small. It uses the information from points (i) and (ii) of the

list above. This force drives towards a large number of scenarios that contain a few

operation modes, the extreme being each scenario to contain only one operation

mode. The other force takes into account the overheads (e.g., storage, runtime

switching) introduced by the existence of a large number of scenarios, and it aims

to decrease their number by increasing their size in number of operation modes.

It uses information from items (iii) and (iv) of the above list.

Since the application does not remain in the same scenario forever, the switch-

ing overhead has to be taken into account. This overhead usually has effects on

the cost function (e.g., scaling frequency and voltage of the processor costs both

time and energy). So, depending on how large the switching overhead is, the

aim is to reduce the number of scenario switches that appear at runtime. Taking

this into account, the two forces identified above have to generate a trade-off by

clustering together into a scenario, not only operation modes with similar cost,

but also the ones between which many switches appear at runtime.

The storage overhead of scenarios is strongly dependent on the kind of op-

timizations that are applied in the exploitation step. For example, in the DVS

case a table has to be kept which maps the different scenarios to the optimal

(frequency,voltage) pair. When the number of scenarios increases so does the size

of this table, but the overhead per scenario will be small. On the other hand, in

[79], when optimized code is generated for each separate scenario, the overhead for

storing this scenario-specific code is rather large if we have different code versions

for each possible operation mode.

Finally, since the scenarios need to be detected at runtime, there is also the

scenario predictor to consider. If the amount of scenarios increases it will result in

a larger and perhaps slower predictor. Also, the probability of a faulty prediction

may increase with the number of possible scenarios.

2.2.4 Prediction

This step aims at deriving a predictor, which can determine at runtime the ap-

propriate scenario in which the system executes. It starts from the information

collected in the identification step. The resulting predictor mainly bases its de-

cision on the values of the operation mode parameters. Moreover, it has to be
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flexible (e.g., to have a structure that can be easily modified during the calibration

phase) and to add a small decision overhead in the final system. We can define it

as a prediction function:

f : Ω1 × Ω2 × ...× Ωn → {1, .., m}, (2.1)

where n is the number of operation mode parameters, Ωk is the set of all possible

values of the parameter ξk (including ∼ that represents undefined) and m is the

number of scenarios in which the system was divided. The function f maps each

operation mode i, based on the parameters values ξk(i) associated with it, to

the scenario to which the operation belongs. If at runtime an operation mode

which was not met during the identification phase appears, it is mapped to the

scenario with the largest cost, the so-called backup scenario. An example of a

generic implementation of a prediction function can be found in section 5.5. It is

implemented as a multi-valued decision diagram [116], and it is detailed together

with algorithms used for constructing it.

A predictor based only on the prediction function approach can be applied

only after all the parameter values are known. If the identification was done in a

conservative mode, which covers all possible operation modes that may appear at

runtime, the prediction accuracy will be 100%, and we can speak about scenario

detection. However, waiting until all the parameter values are known at runtime

may postpone the prediction moment unnecessarily long, and the scenario may

be predicted too late to still profit maximally from the applied optimization.

To handle this problem, multiple approaches may be considered (not necessary in

isolation), like (i) reducing the set of considered parameters, and (ii) combining the

prediction function with pure probabilistic prediction. In the first approach, we

search for the set of parameters that can be used to identify the set of predictable

scenarios that gives the highest gain, taking into the account the moment when

they can be predicted at runtime. In the second case, the scenario prediction point

may be moved to an earlier point in time by augmenting the prediction function

with a mechanism that selects from the possible set of scenarios predicted by the

function, the one with highest probability. For example, the mechanism may use

an advanced branch predictor [27]. Using the probabilistic approach, the miss-

prediction may increase. It is of two types: (i) over-prediction, when a scenario

with a higher cost is selected, and (ii) under-prediction, when a scenario with

lower cost is selected. The first type does not produce critical effects, just leading

to a less cost effective system; the second type often reduces the system quality,

e.g., by increasing the number of deadline misses when the cost is a cycle budget

for an MP3 decoder application.

The place where the prediction function is introduced into the application, is

called a scenario prediction point. From a structural point of view, considering

the number of times and the places where the prediction function is introduced

into the application, the predictors can be classified as follows:

• Centralized : There is only one central point in the application where the
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Figure 2.5: Types of scenario prediction.

current scenario is predicted. It is inserted in the application code in a

common place that appears in all scenarios. For example, in the case of the

application model presented in figure 2.5(a), it is introduced in the main

loop, after the read part, when all the information necessary to predict the

current scenario is known.

• Distributed : There are multiple scenario prediction points, which may be:

– Exclusive points : An identical (or tuned) prediction function is intro-

duced multiple times into the application, in all the places where the

operation mode parameter values are known. At runtime, only one

point from the set is executed in each loop iteration. This kind of pre-

dictor solves the problem that there may be no common place in all

scenarios, where a centralized predictor may be inserted. Figure 2.5(b)

depicts a case where one of two prediction points is being executed for

different operation modes.

– Refinement points : Multiple points, which work as a hierarchy, are

used to predict the current scenario in a loop iteration; the first that is

met at runtime predicts a set of possible scenarios, and the following

refine the set until only one scenario remains. This extension might

improve the efficiency of optimizations as earlier switching between sce-

narios may be done, but it increases the number of switches. Hence,

a trade-off should be considered when using it, which depends on the
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problem at hand. Usually, when switching between scenarios after a

refinement predictor, the new scenario may be the scenario with the

worst case cost from the remaining set. However, the probabilistic ap-

proach presented above could also be used to select the scenario to

which to switch. For the example depicted in figure 2.5(c), considering

the scenario that executes kernels two, three and five, in the first sce-

nario prediction point the set containing scenarios x and y is selected.

Then, in the second scenario prediction point, the set is refined to only

one scenario, x.

In conclusion, the actions done at the design time by the prediction step are:

(i) a further clustering of scenarios considering the prediction overhead and the

moment when the scenario may be predicted, (ii) possibly, a further pruning of

the operation mode parameters, (iii) clustering of previously unassigned opera-

tion modes (i.e., the ones that were not met during the identification process)

into scenarios, and (iv) defining and placing the prediction mechanism into the

application, by trading-off prediction accuracy versus overhead, which influence

the final system cost and quality.

2.2.5 Switching

A system execution is a sequence of operation modes, and therefore a sequence

of scenarios. At the border between two scenarios during execution, switching

occurs. For executing this switch at runtime, at design time a mechanism is de-

rived and introduced into the system. The switching decision and process (knobs’

position changing) may incur overhead, which is taken into account to further

refine the scenario set. Moreover, it is also taken into account at runtime together

with other information (i.e., the sequence of previous and possible following op-

eration modes), to decide whether or not to switch to a different scenario. The

expected gain times the expected time window where the scenario is fixed has to

be compared to the exploitation cost, as already mentioned. The structure of this

switching mechanism should be flexible enough to allow it to be calibrated.

Even if the switching overhead is exploitation dependent, our methodology

treats this overhead in a general way. It uses the scenario cost versus overhead re-

ports (e.g., energy, time) together with the information about how often a switch

between two given scenarios appears at runtime, to avoid spending most of the sys-

tem running time switching between scenarios, instead of doing relevant work. For

the DVS example, the switching operation adjusts the supply voltage/processor

frequency. Its overhead in time and energy introduced by this adjustment de-

pends on the implementation. Using the hardware circuit presented in [13] for

switching, the overhead measured in time is up to 70µs and in energy up to 4µJ .

These overheads affect both the final system cost (e.g., more energy consumption)

and its runtime properties (e.g., more deadline misses because of time overhead).

It is important to compare the time overhead with the minimum time the system
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stays in a scenario, which is equal to the required period between two consecutive

frames (or smaller due to late scenario prediction). For a throughput of 25 frames

per second, a switch may be acceptable between each two consecutive frames, as

the overhead represents up to 0.2% of the time (70µs out of 40ms). On the other

hand, for a throughput of 2500 frames per second, the switch overhead per frame

represents 20% of the time, so the switches should be quite rare.

The way how exploitation step encodes the scenarios into the system affects

the switching cost. As we already mentioned, in case of exploiting DVS, for

each scenario a frequency/voltage pair is stored. However, for other exploitation

examples, like the one presented in [79], a copy of the source code for each scenario

should be stored. These copies introduce large supplementary cost to the final

system for each added scenario, and limit the total number of scenarios. For a

scenario that is rarely activated, its source code may be kept in a compressed

version to reduce the storage cost, but as a decompression is done when the

scenario is enabled, this increases the switching overhead. Hence, there is a trade-

off between the storage and the switching overheads, which has as a final aim to

reduce the final system cost.

Thus, the overhead for switching between two scenarios depends on what

the runtime switching implies, and the scenarios between which the application

switches. The switching overhead affects both the final system cost (e.g., more

energy consumption) and its runtime properties (e.g., more deadline misses be-

cause of time overhead). At design time, in parallel with deriving the switching

mechanism, the set of scenarios, and consequently the predictor, may need to be

adapted. This adaptation takes into account the cost of each scenario, how often

the switch between each two scenarios appears at runtime and how expensive it

is. Two scenarios which have a relative close cost, and between which the system

switches very often at runtime might be merged in a scenario with the worst case

cost among them.

Besides the system dependent ways of handling deadline misses for minimizing

the side-effects, we looked at a general way for keeping under control the num-

ber of missed deadlines that are caused by the time overhead introduced by the

switching mechanism. The most conservative way to handle this overhead is to

reserve time in each scenario, considering that the scenario is always activated

for only one frame and taking into account the largest switching time that may

appear. This approach might be very expensive, which makes it a viable solution

only for systems that require hard guarantees. For systems where more freedom

is acceptable, in each scenario we reserve time considering the switching time

overhead averaged to the number of iterations of the loop of interest spent by the

application in a scenario, and the possible over-estimation in timing requirements

that exist in the scenario. This over-estimation appears because for all operation

modes clustered into a scenario, their worst case cost is considered always when

the scenario appears. Moreover, an output buffer exists in almost all modern sys-

tems, and it can be used to compensate for the overhead variations that appear

at runtime.
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2.2.6 Calibration

The previous presented steps of our methodology make different design time

choices (e.g., scenario set, prediction algorithm) that depend very much on the

possible values of operation mode parameters, typically derived using profiling.

This approach is obviously limited by our ability to predict the actual runtime

environment, including the input data. It may lead to runtime problems, like

meeting an operation mode that was not considered in the design time choices,

or an operation mode with a higher cost than the one of the scenario to which

it is predicted to belong. The first case appears when an operation mode occurs

at runtime of which the snapshot was not met during the identification step. In

the second case, its snapshot was considered during the identification step, but

the worst case cost observed for that snapshot is smaller than the actual cost of

this operation mode. This is also related to a possibly imperfect choice of the

parameters. Therefore, calibration can be used at runtime to complement the

methodology steps previously presented.

At runtime, information is collected about actual values of the operation mode

parameters, the predicted scenario, the decisions taken by the switching mech-

anism, the measured cost for each scenario prediction and the quality of the

resulting system (i.e., the number of deadline misses). Both the collecting pro-

cess and the amount of stored information should be small as the collection is

executed for each operation mode. To keep the overhead limited, the calibration

mechanism has access to a limited amount of information. Moreover, it should

be implemented as a low complexity algorithm.

Periodically, sporadically (e.g., when time slack is found into the system) or

in critical situations (e.g., when the system quality is too low due to a certain

number of missed deadlines), the calibration mechanism is enabled. Based on

the collected information it may (i) change the range of parameter values and

knob positions that characterize each scenario, and (ii) adapt the scenario set

by clustering existing scenarios or introducing new ones. In these cases, the

prediction, and maybe the switching mechanism have to be adapted. However,

during the calibration no new parameters or knobs are added, because this leads

to a complicated and expensive process, as to exploit the new parameters the

predictor should be redesigned and for the new knobs the scenario exploitation

step should be redone.

Depending on the optimization applied in the exploitation step, the most com-

mon operations that can be done efficiently considering the calibration’s limited

budget are:

1. To consider new operation modes that were not met at design time, and

to map them to the scenario where they fit the best, based on the cost

function, or to a new scenario. In this case, the predictor and the switching

mechanism are also extended. As the complexity of the extension algorithm

should be low, the resulting predictor will in general not be as efficient as

if a new predictor were derived from scratch taking into account these new
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operation modes. Moreover, because an explosion in scenario storage has

to be avoided, not for each operation mode a new scenarios can be created,

but only for the ones which appear frequently enough to be promising for

our final objective or problematic in terms of system quality.

2. To increase the actual cost of a scenario, based on its operation modes

observed at runtime. This case may appear because the operation modes are

defined using a limited set of parameters, and it is possible that there exists

multiple equivalent operation modes with different cost and only the cheaper

ones were considered at design time. The same problem may occur also when

prediction quality is low, if many operation modes are incorrectly predicted

to belong to a scenario with a cost that is too low (under-prediction).

3. To increase the cost of some or all scenarios, because the runtime overhead

introduced by related scenario mechanisms (e.g., prediction) is higher than

anticipated. The same problem appears when the runtime overhead vari-

ations are too high and the system output buffer can not anymore handle

those variations. These cases are related with the fact that the input data

and the environment in which the system runs is an extreme case (e.g., a

lot of scenario switches), and the system was dimensioned for the average

case.

4. To decrease the cost of a scenario, when only the operation modes with the

low cost from that scenario appear at runtime. This improves our system

cost (e.g., reducing energy), but adds extra missed deadlines. To keep their

number under control, the cost may be increased again via the mechanism

described in item two of this list, or the scenario is monitored and when

one or a few of its operation modes with a higher measured cost than the

current scenario cost appear, the scenario cost may be reset to the value

that it had before this calibration.

All the previous presented operations have the role to control and to guaran-

tee the system quality, and to further improve our objective (i.e., to reduce the

system cost) by exploiting the runtime collected information. Examples of their

implementations and usage can be found in chapter 6.

2.3 Classification

The different classes of embedded systems (e.g., hard vs. soft real-time, single vs.

multi-task applications) and the design problem that is optimized lead to multiple

possible criteria that can be used for scenario classification.

Considering how scenario switches are driven at runtime, two main scenario

categories can be considered: data flow driven and event driven. Data flow driven
scenarios characterize different actions executed in an application that are selected
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at runtime based on the input data characteristics (e.g., the type of streaming ob-

ject). Usually each scenario has its own implementation within the application

source code. Event driven scenarios are selected at runtime based on events ex-

ternal to the application, such as user requests or system status changes (e.g.,

battery level). They typically characterize different quality levels for the same

functionality, which may be implemented as different algorithms (disjoint imple-

mentation) or different quality parameter values in the same algorithm (shared

implementation). They are also called quality scenarios. The two types of sce-

narios may form a hierarchy (figure 2.6).

For different quality levels, a data flow driven scenario may require different

amounts of resources for the same application source code.

The runtime switches that appear between scenarios are differentiated by the

tolerable amount of side-effects. Usually, in case of data flow driven scenarios,

side-effects are not acceptable, whereas in case of event driven scenarios, especially

when user events are involved, different potential side-effects may be acceptable.

For example, a switch between scenarios from two quality levels in a TV set

may appear as an image format or resolution change (e.g., from 4:3 to 16:9),

with an acceptable side-effect of image flickering during system reconfiguration.

In this case the flickering is acceptable because the switch was not produced by

the predictor only based on changes in operation mode parameter values, but

also based on user interaction with the system. On the other hand, when the TV

switches between different scenarios when decoding a video stream, no side-effects

that visibly affect the image are acceptable.

As design methods for single and multi-task systems concentrate on differ-

ent aspects, scenarios can also be classified in intra-task scenarios, which appear

within a sequential part of an application (i.e., a task), and inter-task scenarios
for multi-task applications. This classification can also be seen as a hierarchy.

Usually, the scenario in which a multi-task application is running is derived from

the scenarios in which each application task is currently running. Figure 2.7 de-

picts in a graphical way the possible relations between these two types of scenarios

for an application with two tasks, each of them having two intra-task scenarios.

An inter-task scenario could correspond to one or multiple combinations of the
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Figure 2.7: Possible relations between intra- and inter-task scenarios.

intra-task scenarios of each task. Data flow driven intra- and inter-task scenarios

are conceptually the same from the parameter discovery and runtime switching

perspectives, but they have a different impact on the intra- and inter-task parts

of the design flow, and their exploitation is in general different.

Finally, scenario usage differs for soft and hard real-time systems. Not all the

methods presented above for each step of the methodology can always be applied.

For example, for hard real-time systems, scenario identification can only use static

analysis, and only detectors may be used to identify the current scenario at run-

time, whereas for soft real-time systems predictors and statistical information

from profilers may be used.

2.4 Literature Overview

This section consists of two parts. The first one compares our application sce-

nario based methodology with related approaches, while the second one presents

existing exploitation examples of scenarios found in the literature.

2.4.1 Related Design Approaches

In the past, embedded system design was significantly improved using the

inspector-executor technique, which was developed at University of Maryland

in the early 1990ties [95]. The basic idea behind it is to compile the application

loops in two phases, an inspector and an executor. The inspector examines the

data access pattern in the loop body and creates a schedule for fetching the values

stored in remote memories. The executor retrieves remote values according to the

schedule and executes the loop. The authors have studied runtime methods to

automatically parallelize and schedule iterations of a loop in certain cases when

compile-time information is inadequate. At compile-time, these methods set up

the framework for performing a loop dependency analysis. At runtime, wavefronts

of concurrently executable loop iterations are identified and the loop iterations
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are reordered for increased parallelism. A similar approach has been taken also

in [4] where a loop with irregular assignment computations contains loop-carried

output data dependencies that can only be detected at runtime. A load-balanced

method based on the inspector-executor model is proposed to parallelize this loop

pattern. The basic idea lies in splitting the iteration space of the sequential loop

into sets of conflict-free iterations that can be executed concurrently on different

processors. In [123], the authors propose a modified inspector-executor method

for implementing accesses to a distributed array. In the method, the compiler runs

an inspector during compile time to obtain the information of data dependencies

among node processors, and it uses that information to optimize communication

code included in the executor. In [110], a novel strategy is discussed, which dy-

namically drives the communication between the processors by examining the

content of the data at runtime in order to reduce communication costs for nu-

merical weather prediction modes. Compared to the inspector-executor which is

based on low-level data access patterns, this strategy includes high-level applica-

tion dependent information.

System workload characterization is another related field of research. It is

particulary relevant for scenario identification step of our methodology. It gained

interest already more than 30 years ago [31]. First, it has been used for selecting

the appropriate workload for doing meaningful measurements on the performance

of computer systems. Later, workload characterization has been extended to

wired [60] and wireless [57] networks. Moreover, it also was considered as a base

for traffic shaping which is used for adapting the workload to the expected work-

load in the network/application [89]. A specific area in workload characterization

is the identification of program phases [111]. Programs usually consist of a num-

ber of repeating execution patterns, which are identified. In the program phase

detection, code-based phase detection techniques [49] and interval-based phase de-

tection techniques [101] are used. In code-based phase detection program phases

are associated with functions and loops. The interval-based phase detection tech-

niques divide the execution of a program into fixed-length instruction intervals

and group intervals with similar characteristics. A detailed survey about work-

load characterization can be found in [15]. It identifies five common steps followed

by all workload characterization approaches, including our scenario identification

techniques: (i) choice of the set of parameters able to describe the behavior of

the workload, (ii) choice of the suitable instrumentation, (iii) experimental mea-

surement collection, (iv) analysis of the workload data, and (v) construction of

workload models.

Workload characterization and the inspector-executor technique perform most

of the analysis at runtime. This approach is beneficial, when design time analysis

is not available. The application scenario methodology for designing embedded

systems is more general in the sense that it can handle systems with unpredictable

and extremely varying workloads where the previous techniques cannot be used.

The application is made more predictable via design time analysis. The actual

behavior of the application, obtained by combining static analysis and profiling
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approaches, is split into distinct classes (scenarios) of typical workload behavior.

Application scenarios allow optimization of the system mapping for each scenario,

optimizations from which the system profits when the scenario appears at run-

time. This combination of design time analysis and classification of behaviors

with runtime exploitation is the main novelty of the scenario based approach.

Due to the presence of the runtime calibration step in our methodology the

scenario approach is related to adaptive controllers [30]. However, the scenario

approach distinguish itself via the design time preparation and classification of

system behaviors, which guides the calibration into the most promising directions

(by pruning directions that are known to be of no interest). Furthermore, for cost

reasons, at runtime, our calibration technique is only active at certain designated

moments in time (calibration time) whereas a typical adaptive controller executes

continuously.

2.4.2 Scenario Exploitation Examples

In the following, we present a literature overview on both intra- and inter-task

scenarios, concentrating on the data flow driven scenarios. Event driven scenarios

are beyond the scope of this thesis; more information can be found in papers

related to quality of service (QoS), like [43, 114]. An exception is when there is

no clear distinction in the presented paper between the data flow driven and event

driven scenarios.

As already mentioned, the application scenario concept was identified explic-

itly for the first time in [119], where it was used to improve the mapping of

dynamic applications onto a multiprocessor platform. Concepts closely related to

the scenario idea already appear in [68].

In other work, the concept was applied in an ad-hoc manner several times, with

emphasize on exploiting scenarios, and not on identifying and predicting them.

In [20], the authors use in a systematic way the information about periodicity

of multimedia applications to present a new concept of DVS. Each period in the

application shows a large variation in terms of execution time. The proposed idea

is to supply the information of the execution time variations in addition to the

content itself. This makes it possible to perform DVS independent of worst case

execution time estimation providing energy consumption reduction of client sys-

tems compared to previous DVS techniques. However, the authors do not specify

how the periods should be identified. In [98], for each manually identified sce-

nario, the authors select the most energy efficient architecture configuration that

can be used to meet the timing constraints. The architecture has a single pro-

cessor with reconfigurable components (e.g., number and type of function units),

and its supply voltage can be changed. It is not clear how scenarios are predicted

at runtime. In [19], a reactive predictor is used to select the lowest supply voltage

for which the timing constraints of an MPEG decoder are met. An extension [94]

considers two simultaneous resources for scenario characterization. It looks for

the most energy efficient configuration for encoding video on a mobile platform,
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exploring the trade-off between computation and compression efficiency.

Without exploiting the periodicity of streaming applications, in [111, 112] the

authors identify runtime phases of an application execution, and for each of them,

reconfigure the hardware (in their case a simple processor) in order to consume less

energy. The phases are detected based on profiling, and are represented by a vector

that captures how often each basic block from the program is executed. These

phases are exploited at runtime by using a predictor. As the presented approach

aims to be very general, it is not really suitable for multimedia applications.

They do not have any way of incorporating knowledge about streaming objects

in scenario discovery and runtime prediction. As an extension of [111, 112], [45]

looks also at streaming objects, but only in the context of an MPEG4 decoder.

Besides the fact that only one application is considered, both the identification

of operation mode parameters and scenarios, and the predictor derivation is done

manually.

Recently, scenarios have also started to be used in the geometrical loop trans-

formation framework to extend the scope of the applicability of the geometrical

model [79, 81]. The work combines profiling with the geometrical model to find

the optimal scenarios for global memory optimizations. However, the work as-

sumes the worst upper bound for loops with varying trip count. This can cause

large over-constraining and thus in [80] the support for loops with varying trip

count was added.

Scenarios were also used to improve the operating system. In [67], the authors

present a way of optimizing dynamic memory allocation (i.e., malloc()/free())
for the IPv4 layer in an IEEE 802.11b wireless network application. Different

allocation algorithms are used for different scenarios, which are identified based

on the possible network package sizes.

In the context of multi-task applications, the scenario concept was first used

in [118, 119] ([119] being the already mentioned original source of application sce-

nario concept) to capture the data-dependent dynamic behavior inside a thread, to

better schedule a multi-thread application on a heterogenous multi-processor ar-

chitecture, allowing the change of voltage level for each individual processor. The

work also includes an application-scenario based DVS hybrid design-time/runtime

scheduler technique. However, the scenario identification and run-time detection

are manually done. Other work in the multi-task context includes [75, 76, 87].

In [75], the scenarios are characterized by different communication require-

ments (such as different bandwidth, latency constraints) and traffic patterns. The

paper presents a method to map an application to a network on chip (NoC) ar-

chitecture, satisfying the design constraints of each individual scenario. This

approach concentrates on the communication aspect of the application mapping.

It allows dynamic network reconfiguration across different scenarios. As the over-

estimation of the worst case communication is very large, this method performs

poorly on systems where the traffic characteristics of scenarios are very different

or when the number of scenarios is large. In [76], the method was extended to

work for these cases too.
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In [87], the authors present a method for estimating the execution time of

stream-oriented applications mapped on a multi-processor on-chip. For this kind

of systems the pipelined decoding of sequential streaming objects has a high im-

pact on achieving the required throughput. The application is modeled as a

homogenous synchronous data flow graph (HSDF). Within the application’s loop

of interest the scenarios are manually defined based on the different execution

workloads of tasks. The authors propose an accurate execution time estimation

method that supports parallel and pipelined decoding of streaming objects, tak-

ing into account the transient and periodic behavior of scenarios and the effect of

scenario transitions.

Besides HSDF, different data flow models were used to capture scenarios within

a multi-task streaming application. In [62], the application is written using a

combination of a hierarchical finite state machine (FSM) with a synchronous

data flow model (SDF). The FSM represents the scenarios’ runtime detector.

The scenarios are identified by the designer and they are already described in the

model. The authors showed that by writing the application in this model, the

scenario knowledge can be used to save energy when mapping the application on

one processor. A more general and analyzable model, that includes the FSM-SDF

combination, is the scenario-aware data flow model (SADF) [109]. It is a design

time analyzable stochastic generalization of synchronous data flow (SDF) model,

which can capture several dynamic aspects of modern streaming applications by

incorporating application scenarios. The scenarios and the runtime predictor are

explicitly described in the model, no further need for identification of scenarios

for applications written using this model being necessary. Moreover, analysis of

long-run average and worst case performance are decidable. SADF combines both

analyzability and explicit representation of scenarios. The only current drawback

is that not all possible forms of dynamism (e.g., interactions with external events)

can be represented with it.

Another example of improving a multi-task application analysis approach us-

ing application scenarios is [115]. This paper extends an existing method for

performance analysis of hard-real time systems based on Real-Time Calculus,

taking into account correlations that appear between different components of the

system. The knowledge about these correlations is used to derive the application

scenarios. The authors present only how these scenarios could be modeled in their

high level modeling/analytical approach, but no way to identify scenarios and no

prediction mechanism was considered.

Most of the mentioned papers emphasize on how the scenarios are ad hoc or

systematically exploited for obtaining a more optimized design and do not go

into detail on how to identify, predict, switch and calibrate scenarios. Our work

focuses on identification, prediction and calibration. Switching is not detailed too

much because in the context of DVS, it is straightforward. For more details about

complex switching mechanisms the interested readers are directed to [122].
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2.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we introduced a methodology based on the concept of application
scenarios, that cluster the operation modes in which a system may run based on

similarities from the cost perspective (e.g., resource utilization). In contrast to the

well known use-case scenarios which are manually written diagrams that represent

the user perspective on future system usage, application scenarios can often be

derived automatically. The methodology combines design time and runtime steps

for using application scenarios to improve the final system cost. At design time,

the scenarios in the system are identified and each of them is exploited by apply-

ing different, more aggressive optimizations. The scenarios are combined together

in the final system, with a prediction, a switching and a calibration mechanism.

These mechanisms have different roles at runtime. Prediction determines in ad-

vance in which scenario the system will run, and using the switching mechanism

the appropriate scenario is set, enabling the optimizations applied for that spe-

cific scenario. The calibration mechanism allows the system to learn on-the-fly

how to further reduce its final cost, or to maintain or improve the system qual-

ity, by adapting to the current environment (e.g., input data). The operations

done by the calibration include extending the scenario set, modifying the scenario

definitions, and changing both the prediction and switching mechanisms. Our ap-

plication scenario based methodology can be integrated within existing embedded

systems design flows, to increase their performance by reducing the cost of the

resulting systems, while maintaining their quality.



A journey of a thousand miles begins with a

single step.
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3
Cycle Budget Estimation for Hard

Real-Time Systems

Hard real-time systems, which sometimes are safety-critical systems, have very

strict requirements regarding quality
1
. To design them, in the context of software

intensive embedded systems, accurate estimations of the worst-case and best-case

number of execution cycles (WCEC and BCEC) of the loop of interest of the

application (section 1.1) are needed. More precisely, to find the most suitable

processor that can execute a given application and meet all the constraints of the

final system, it is required to tightly bound the number of execution cycles of all

feasible operation modes of the application. If the minimum and the maximum

number of cycles of all these operation modes are denoted by Cmin and Cmax,

the actual bounds of the number of cycles in which the application executes on

a specific processor are given by the interval [Cmin, Cmax]. The goal of the esti-

mation is to find an interval [cmin, cmax] that tightly encloses the actual bounds

(figure 3.1 [63]). This interval represents the estimated bounds of the required

cycle budget of the application, and respectively, cmin and cmax are the estimated

BCEC and WCEC of the application. The estimation should be both conservative

(i.e., the estimated WCEC should not be smaller than the actual one) and tight

(i.e., the difference between the estimated and the actual WCEC should be small).

Non-conservative estimation may cause catastrophic results by unexpected dead-

1A TV system is not safety-critical, but it might be important to have hard deadlines because
the users will become annoyed if it starts to fail, especially when it happens at the wrong moment.
This can be avoided only when there are no missed deadlines at all.
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Figure 3.1: Estimated vs. actual bounds.

line misses. On the other hand, non-tight estimation leads to a pessimistic design

that results in under-utilization of system resources. Since estimation of WCEC

and of BCEC are very similar to each other and the techniques developed for one

can be easily adapted for the other, we focus only on WCEC.

This chapter describes how application scenarios with different estimated

WCEC may be identified and used to increase the accuracy of currently existing

WCEC estimation techniques and it is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes

the existing approaches for estimating the WCEC, emphasizing the differences

with our work. In section 3.2, the most commonly used estimation method is de-

tailed, whereas section 3.3 shows how application scenarios can be integrated with

this method to improve the estimation accuracy. In section 3.4, we introduce an

algorithm suitable for scenario discovery. The evaluation of our developed trajec-

tory is presented in section 3.5, while some conclusions are drawn in section 3.6.

3.1 WCEC Estimation

To determine the estimated WCEC of an application that runs on a given pro-

cessor, all the factors that affect its execution must be considered: the feasible

operation modes, and the execution cycles of each instruction in each mode. In

this chapter, we discuss the first factor, which is platform independent. How-

ever, it uses information provided by the second one that depends on architecture

parameters, like number of cycles per instruction type, memory hierarchy and

pipelining and it was extensively researched in the last years (e.g., [14, 117, 124]).

A detailed micro-architecture model is needed to analyze it.

One of the problems in finding the estimated WCEC of an application is

that its operation mode with the largest number of cycles is unknown in many

cases. If it can be determined, the problem is trivial to solve. Simulation of

all operation modes is clearly impractical as their number is usually exponential

in the application size. The results from the simulation of a subset of feasible

operation modes are very likely to fall strictly within the actual bounds of the

application, even if the subset was very carefully selected ([8, 9, 24]). This leads to

an underestimation of the bounds (figure 3.1). With some extensions, simulation-

based analysis can be used for designing soft real-time systems, as illustrated in
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chapter 5 of this thesis, but it cannot be tolerated in the analysis of hard real-time

systems.

To avoid the explosion in the number of operation modes, several ap-

proaches [100, 64] use a timing schema as the basis for estimating the WCEC.

Such a timing schema is attributed to certain high-level language constructs, and

it is essentially a set of formulas for computing an upper bound on their number

of execution cycles [100] (further details will follow in section 3.2). Nevertheless,

the timing schema cannot be directly applied to application source code because

not all the needed information is contained in the source code. One of the reasons

is that these programs contain non-manifest loops
2
. In many cases, the bounds

of the number of iterations of these loops cannot be determined automatically as

they may depend on input parameters. With only a few exceptions (e.g., [10, 92]),

all the existing techniques rely on the programmer to provide an upper bound on

the loop bounds.

Although by using a timing schema the explosion in the number of operation

modes is avoided, often a large number of infeasible operation modes is considered

in WCEC estimation, potentially introducing a large over-estimation (figure 3.1).

This is because a timing schema does not differentiate between runtime infeasible

and feasible modes, and the estimated WCEC may appear because of an infeasible

mode. There are some approaches that use C [88] or assembly language [71] level

user annotations to solve this problem by attaching an execution counter to each

statement in the source code. It represents the maximum number of execution

times for the statement. As the counters are not enough in the case of large

applications, where parts of the application tend to relate to each other, in [84]

a mechanism that allows a user to specify the correlations between these parts

is added on top of these approaches. However, all of these approaches require

correlation information added manually into the source code, which is what we

avoid in our work.

Another way to control the WCEC over-estimation is parametric WCEC anal-

ysis. There are methods to compute a parametric WCEC estimate for approaches

based on timing schema [22] and mode enumeration [7]. Manual annotations for

constraints on loop counters and infeasible operation modes are needed. As an

extension, in [113], an iterative method to compute parametric WCEC bounds

for simple loops has also been suggested. However, even for a fully automatic

approach, which can find both loop bounds and infeasible operation modes [65],

there is a huge explosion in the number of parameters. It is very difficult to iden-

tify the most important parameters only by the name of the variables. In our

approach, we introduce a method that discovers those parameters that influence

the estimated WCEC the most.

In this chapter, we propose an automatic method for reducing the number

of infeasible operation modes considered in a timing schema based WCEC esti-

2Non-manifest loops are the loops where the number of iterations needed in order to perform
a calculation is data dependent and hence not known at compile time.
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mation. We use static analysis to discover the application variables that have

the largest influence on the application execution time. Based on them, we de-

rive automatically the correlations between parts of an application that always

or never execute together. These correlations are used to split the application

in several application scenarios. The application estimated WCEC is computed

as the maximum estimated WCEC of these scenarios. Our method is platform

independent and can be applied on top of all existing WCEC estimation methods

based on timing schema.

3.2 A Simple Timing Schema

Before getting into the depth of our method, we first detail how a timing schema

works. All existing timing schema are based on the one that Shaw introduced in

1989 [100], which is applicable to the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the program.

Shaw’s timing schema can directly be applied only for single-slot machines, namely

for reduced instruction set computer(RISCs) [56], and only after all source code

transformations have been already applied. The AST leaves are the program’s

basic blocks
3

and the inner nodes correspond to syntactic composition of blocks of

statements. Three types of composition exist: sequential composition, conditional
composition and iterative composition.

A timing schema is a set of rules that, applied to the program AST, is used to

estimate its WCEC in a bottom-up manner. The WCEC of a node is computed as

a function of the WCEC computed for its children. In each of the following rules,

associated with a type of node in the AST, B, B1, B2 are blocks of statements

(not mandatory basic blocks) and n is the number of loop iterations:

WCEC(B) = an integer value, if B is a basic block; (3.1)

WCEC(B1; B2) = WCEC(B1) + WCEC(B2); (3.2)

WCEC(if B then B1 else B2) = WCEC(B) + max(WCEC(B1),WCEC(B2)); (3.3)

WCEC(while B do B1) = (n + 1) · WCEC(B) + n · WCEC(B1). (3.4)

Informally, equation 3.1 shows that the WCEC of a basic block is computed as a

constant value, taking into account the architecture effects (e.g., cache, pipelin-

ing). The WCEC of a sequence of two blocks of statements is the sum of their

WCECs (sequential composition, equation 3.2). For an if-then-else state-

ment, the WCECs of then and else branches are compared and the maximum

is added to the WCEC of the if condition (conditional composition, equation 3.3).

For a while loop, the WCECs of the loop body and condition are multiplied by

the number of iterations, and the condition WCEC is added one more time be-

cause of the loop exit test (iterative composition, equation 3.4).

3A basic block is a sequence of instructions that contains no control flow instruction (jump)
except possibly the last one, and no jump target except possibly one that starts the sequence.
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1 if (ct == 1)
2 for (y=0; y<8; y++)
3 f(b[y]);
4 else /* ct!=1 */
5 for (y=7; y>=0; y--)
6 g(b[y]);
7 if (ct != 1)
8 for (y=0; y<8; y++)
9 f(b[y]);

10 else /* ct=1 */
11 for (y=7; y>=0; y--)
12 g(b[y]);

(a) With correlations

1 if (ct != 0) ct = 1;
2 for (y=0; y<8*(ct+1); y++)
3 if (ct == 1)
4 f(b[y]);
5 else
6 g(b[y]);
7 for (y=0; y<8*(2-ct); y++)
8 if (ct != 1)
9 f(b[y]);

10 else
11 g(b[y]);

(b) Different number of loop iterations

Figure 3.2: Educational example.

These equations cover the entire ANSI C grammar, as all other control con-

structs can be rewritten to use them. Simple control flow statements, like for,

switch, goto, can be directly transformed to while and if statements. A few

constructs are hard to handle: recursive functions (unknown depth), back jumps

(hidden loops) and dynamic function calls. The first two can be transformed in

loops using different mechanisms [11, 25]. Even though the dynamic function

call seems to be a fundamental problem, it is solvable in embedded software, as

usually all possible called functions or their maximum allowed WCEC are known

at design time.

3.3 Sharper Upper Bounds Using Scenarios

In order to reduce the WCEC over-estimation, we divide the application in a set

of scenarios. For this chapter, the general application scenario definition from

chapter 2 can be refined to a more specialized one: the application behavior for

a specific type of input data.

To ensure a conservative approach, the set of scenarios must cover all possible

input data. For each scenario, those parts of the application source that are

never executed, are identified and removed, and the WCEC is estimated using for

example, Shaw’s schema. Preserving the conservatism of estimation, the WCEC

for the entire application is then defined via the following equation:

WCEC(app) = max
S∈Scenarios

(WCEC(S)). (3.5)

To emphasize the possible benefit of scenarios in WCEC computation, fig-

ure 3.2(a) presents an educational example, in which the execution of different

parts of the code is strongly correlated. Notice that when the code is executed,

only the order in which the functions f and g are executed differs, based on the

value of ct, but always f and g are both executed eight times. Using only a timing

schema, the estimated WCEC is

2 · 8 ·max(WCEC(f),WCEC(g)) + const. (3.6)
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where const represents the overhead of the for and if statements. Considering

two scenarios defined on different values of variable ct (the first scenario for ct = 1,

and the second one for ct 6= 1), the WCEC is

8 · (WCEC(f) + WCEC(g)) + const. (3.7)

If the WCEC of f and g are very different, then the use of scenarios seriously re-

duces the over-estimation compared to the approach based only on timing schema.

Besides correlations between different parts of the code, as illustrated above,

scenarios may also incorporate a different number of loop iterations. For example,

in one scenario, a loop iterates for a maximum of 10 times, and in another scenario

the same loop iterates for only a maximum of 5 times. If the WCEC for this code

is computed without considering scenarios, the maximum number of iterations

must be considered 10.

An extension of the previous example, presented in figure 3.2(b), emphasizes

the effect of different numbers of iterations in different scenarios. Notice that only

the order in which the 16 calls to function f and the 8 calls to g are executed

differs, based on the value of ct (which is always either 0 or 1 based on the first

line of the code segment). The estimated WCEC of the code based only on a

timing schema is:

2 · 16 ·max(WCEC(f),WCEC(g)) + const. (3.8)

The one computed based on the scenario approach is:

8 · WCEC(g) + 16 · WCEC(f) + const. (3.9)

Both, correlations between different parts of the source code and the number

of loop iterations, are considered in our algorithm for detecting scenarios, which

is described in the following section.

3.4 Scenario Derivation

Our approach is based on static analysis of the application source code
4

and it

consists of six steps: (1) identify the parameters that could potentially have an

impact on the number of execution cycles of the application, (2) compute the

maximum possible impact of these parameters on the WCEC, (3) partition the

application in scenarios considering these parameters together with their impact,

(4) refine the scenario set by selecting the scenarios that are not included in other

scenarios, (5) generate source code for each selected scenario and estimate their

WCECs using a timing schema and, (6) compute the application WCEC using

equation 3.5.

1: The first step is based on the observation that there are usually a few

parameters that have a significant impact on the application execution time (e.g.,

4In fact, the source code that we are interested in is the body of the loop of interest.
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Figure 3.3: ICv Computation.

in a video decoder: image size and type). Many of these parameters are read at

the beginning of the execution and remain constant for the rest of it. Moreover,

usually, there is only a small set of possible values for them (e.g., for the H.263

decoder presented in section 3.5.3, there is one variable which specifies the image

type, with three possible values: I, B or P). In a C source code, these parameters

usually appear as variables or fields of structures of integer or enumeration type
5
.

Moreover, for each parameter, there are one or a few statements in the program

that changes its value (often it is set based on the program input data).

2: To identify which of these parameters might influence the WCEC the most,

we first compute the application WCEC using Shaw’s timing schema (section 3.2).

Second, the possible impact on the WCEC of each parameter (denoted by v) is

computed in the form of its so-called influence coefficient (IC). ICv represents the

maximum possible variation caused by the different values of v on the estimated

application WCEC.

Only if we know that a variable has from some point onwards a constant

value, we can further use the information to reduce the WCEC over-estimation.

Therefore, the IC computation takes into account only the impact on the source

code after the last write statement in each operation mode. Figure 3.3 illustrates

the ICv computation for a set of operation modes that share the latest write

statement on v, and, also for an application that contains multiple such sets.

As it is not possible to enumerate all possible operation modes of a program,

to compute the ICv, a set of recursive rules is used. To this end, the AST of

the program is traversed in a post-order manner (leaves first) and the ICv is

computed in each node. The post-order traversal of the AST allows to determine

5In our implementation, we consider as potential interesting parameters all global variables.
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Figure 3.4: IC computation for sequential composition.

the ICv for a program segment as a function of the ICv values computed

for its components. Each AST node type has associated one rule for its ICv

computation, in which BB denotes a basic block, B, B1, B2 are arbitrary blocks

of statements, nmin and nmax are the minimum and the maximum number of

loop iterations:

AST Leaf (Basic blocks):

ICv(BB) = 0 (3.10)

For a basic block, ICv = 0, as there is only one possible execution path through

it, so there is no variation in the estimated WCEC for different values of v.

Sequential composition:

ICv(B1; B2) =

{

ICv(B2), if v is modified in B2,
ICv(B1) + ICv(B2), otherwise.

(3.11)

For sequential composition nodes, as for all types of composition described below,

if a write on v appears in its children nodes, its equation just propagates the

computed ICv values upwards. The propagation ensures that the computed ICv

value accurately reflects the WCEC variation for the part of code where v is

constant, so after the latest write on v. Figure 3.4 shows how ICv is computed

for sequential composition in all three possible cases: (a) B2 contains the latest

write to v, (b) B1 contains the latest write to v, and (c) both B1 and B2 do not

change the value of v. The last two cases are compacted in the otherwise part of

equation 3.11.
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Conditional composition:

ICv(if B then B1 else B2) =






















max(WCEC(B1),WCEC(B2))−
min(WCEC(B1)− ICv(B1),WCEC(B2)− ICv(B2)),

if v is compared with a constant as part of the B condition,

and v is not modified in B1 and B2,
max(ICv(B1), ICv(B2)), otherwise.

(3.12)

In case of a conditional composition node, if the choice does not depend on the

value of v, ICv is simply the maximum ICv for each of the branches. Also, if at

least one of its children (B1 or B2) changes the value of v (figure 3.5(a)), during

the execution of B, the active application scenario is unknown in the node. It will

become known either after the last write from the children or on the edge between

B and the child that does not modify the value of v (e.g., (B, B1) in the example).

The ICv computed for the node in this case is the maximum ICv computed up

to each point from where the value of v remains constant until the end of the

application. This case coincides with the previous case when the chosen branch

is independent of the value of v.

When the value of v is not changed in any children of the conditional com-

position and v is part of the if condition, then the estimated WCEC for the

associated composition node may vary based on the value of v. As in the fol-

lowing steps of our approach, for splitting into scenarios, only the comparisons

of variables with constants are considered. The limitation is due to the fact that

the scenario selection algorithm is applied at design time. Figure 3.6 graphically

interprets how ICv is computed in this case (i.e., when v is part of the condition),

corresponding to the first alternative of equation 3.12. The impact equals the

difference between the WCEC of the longest possible operation mode (max term)

and the WCEC of the shortest one (min term).
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Figure 3.6: IC interpretation for conditional composition.

Iterative composition:

ICv(while B do B1) =






ICv(B1), if v is modified in B1,
nmax · ICv(B1), if v is not part of the B condition,
nmax · WCEC(B1)− nmin · (WCEC(B1)− ICv(B1)), otherwise.

(3.13)

For iterative composition, the first alternative of equation 3.13 (figure 3.5(b))

handles the case when the value of v is modified in the loop body (B1) and

it remains unchanged only after the write from the last loop iteration. Two

distinct cases appear when the value of v does not change in the loop body:

v is not part of the condition, or it is (last two alternatives of equation 3.13).

The former is a natural extension of the sequential composition, where the node

B1 is executed for nmax times. In the latter case, the ICv is computed as the

difference between the lengths of the longest possible execution path through the

loop (the term that contains nmax) and of the shortest one (the one with nmin).

Note that equations 3.12 and 3.13 are the only ones that inject values different

from 0 in the recursive computation of ICv.

3: After the entire AST is traversed, the root of the AST yields the values

of the ICs computed for each possible parameter. To avoid an explosion in the

number of scenarios, different criteria for selecting parameters to define scenarios

might be used. The selection may incorporate knowledge about the application

combined with heuristics based on the computed values of ICs. An example of a

very simple heuristic is to select only those parameters with very large IC values.

For each selected parameter, the constants the parameter is compared to in

the source code are collected. These constants, together with the comparison

operators, are used to split the set of possible values of the parameter into subsets.

A scenario is characterized in the end, by the possible values of the selected

parameters.

Figure 3.7 shows how the IC for the variable ct is computed in the code
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source code ICct equation ICct value

1 if (ct == 1) 2 · 8 · [max(WCEC(f), WCEC(g))−
min(WCEC(f)− ICct(f), WCEC(g) − ICct(g))]

160 · 105

2 for (y=0; y<8; y++) 8 · ICct(f) 16 · 105

3 f(b[y]); ICct(f) 2 · 105

4 else /* ct!=1 */
5 for (y=7; y>=0; y--) 8 · ICct(g) 24 · 105

6 g(b[y]); ICct(g) 3 · 105

7 if (ct != 1) 8 · [max(WCEC(f), WCEC(g))−
min(WCEC(f)− ICct(f), WCEC(g) − ICct(g))]

80 · 105

8 for (y=0; y<8; y++) 8 · ICct(f) 16 · 105

9 f(b[y]); ICct(f) 2 · 105

10 else /* ct!=1 */
11 for (y=7; y>=0; y--) 8 · ICct(g) 24 · 105

12 g(b[y]); ICct(g) 3 · 105

Numerical values: WCEC(f) = 8 · 105, WCEC(g) = 16 · 105, ICct(f) = 2 · 105, ICct(g) = 3 · 105

Figure 3.7: ICct computation for the example from figure 3.2(a).
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Figure 3.8: Examples of good scenario selection (x, y, t, v are the number of iter-

ations for loops).

fragment of figure 3.2(a). As it could already be seen in the source code, two

scenarios can be derived based on the values of ct: one corresponding to ct = 1

and the other to ct 6= 1. The splitting into scenarios does not depend on the

variable y as ICy = 0 (because y changes its value in all for loops).

At this point, we can refine our notion of a scenario as a part of the application

source code with a specified maximum number of loop iterations. These numbers

may be smaller than the ones considered for the same loops in the WCEC analysis

based only on timing schema. The scenario’s set of execution paths consists of all

possible execution paths through it.

4: In order to potentially obtain a reduction for estimated WCEC using sce-

narios, a scenario should not include all application execution paths. To avoid

an explosion in the number of generated and evaluated scenarios in step 5 of our

algorithm, all scenarios that have the set of execution paths included in another

scenario’s set must be ignored. To fulfill these two conditions, each pair of selected

scenarios must fall in at least one of the following cases:
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• there must be at least one part of the source code which is executed in the

first one and not in the second one, and vice versa (e.g., scenarios S1 and

S2 from figure 3.8(a)).

• one of the scenarios includes a part of the code which is not included in the

other one and it executes a loop for a smaller number of iterations (e.g., the

scenarios from figure 3.8(b)).

• they have different maximum numbers of iterations for two loops and for

one loop the first scenario must iterate more than the second scenario, and

vice versa for the second loop (e.g., the scenarios from figure 3.8(c)).

However, there are different exploitation cases when the previous refinement

rules should not be considered. An example is the energy consumption reduction

presented in chapter 4, which exploits the application scenarios with different

estimated WCEC. In this case it is beneficial to differentiate between a scenario

that includes the entire application source code, and others which include less

source code and require fewer cycles to execute it. Hence, for this exploitation

the refinement of the scenario set should not be done based on the source code,

but considering the energy saving potential.

5: For each scenario a modified version of the unreachable code elimination
compiler phase is used to remove the code that is never executed because of specific

parameters values. It sets to constant values, given by the scenario definition, the

variables considered for splitting, immediately after their last write that appears

on each path from the source code. These values are then propagated within

the source code, using constants propagation and constant expressions evaluation.

Finally, based on conditions that are constantly evaluated to false, the code that

is never executed is identified and removed. The estimated WCEC per scenario

is computed on the remaining code based on a timing schema, like Shaw’s one.

6: In the end, equation 3.5 is used to obtain the application WCEC.

3.5 Experimental Results

We implemented our trajectory using SUIF [2] and we tested it on three multi-

media benchmarks: an MP3 audio decoder, an H.263 video decoder and a motion

compensation (MC) kernel used in video decoders. For our experiments we used

a micro-architecture model similar to an Intel XScale PXA255 processor [51]. For

computing scenario WCEC, we use Shaw’s timing schema [100], the bounds of

non-manifest loops being manually provided. The loop of interest of our bench-

marks was manually identified.

3.5.1 MP3 Decoder

An MPEG-I Layer III (MP3) [104] decoder is a frame-based algorithm, which

transforms the compressed bitstream in normal pulse code modulated (PCM)
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Figure 3.9: MP3 audio decoder structure.

data. A frame consists of 1152 mono or stereo frequency-domain samples, di-

vided into two granules. Each granule consists of 576 frequency components di-

vided into 32 subbands of 18 frequency lines each. The standard specifies a fixed

decoding throughput: a frame at each 26ms. For our experiments we used the

implementation provided in [58]. We chose it because it is very close to the stan-

dard implementation, it is totally written in C and it contains many algorithmic

optimizations.

The structure of the body of the main loop of an MP3 decoder is shown in

figure 3.9. In its front-end (the gray box from figure 3.9), the Huffman decoder is

applied on each received frame. It does irregular accesses to a list of lookup tables,

depending on which ones were used for encoding the frame. The application back-

end consists of several kernels which use blocks as basic processing units. There

are two types of blocks: short blocks which contain 6 frequency lines and long

blocks which contain a subband (18 frequency lines). The standard specifies that

each channel from a granule can be encoded in one of three possible combination

of blocks: only with short blocks (96), only with long blocks (32) or mixed (2 long

blocks for the lowest frequency subbands and 90 short blocks for the rest).

Table 3.1 shows information about how the kernels behave on different types

of blocks. It can be easily observed that the back-end of this application may

represent a good candidate for our approach to reduce the estimated WCEC.

Besides the channel encoding, there are two other parameters which can influ-

ence the execution time of the application: the number of audio channels 1 (mono)
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Kernel Behavior

Requantization Different algorithms for short and long blocks.

Reordering Executes only on short blocks.

AliasReduction Executes only on long blocks.

IMDCT Different algorithms for short and long blocks.

FrequencyInversion Doesn’t make difference between long and short blocks.

Synthesis Doesn’t make difference between long and short blocks.

Table 3.1: Characterization of back-end kernels.

1 for each granule in 1..2
2 do for each channel in 1..no channels

3 do Requantization(granule, channel)
4 Reordering(granule, channel)
5 JointStereoDecoding(granule)
6 for each channel in 1..no channels

7 do AliasReduction(granule, channel)
8 IMDCT(granule, channel)
9 FrequencyInversion(granule, channel)

10 Synthesis(granule, channel)

Figure 3.10: MP3 back-end decoder pseudocode.

or 2 (stereo), and in case of stereo streams, the coding mode. In the pseudo-code

of the application back-end, presented in figure 3.10, it can be observed that the

number of channels determines only how many times the same code is executed.

Having different scenarios for different numbers of channels will not reduce the

overall estimated WCEC using our method, because the maximum WCEC over

all scenarios in that case is equal to the WCEC of the application as a whole.

Our tool was run on the MP3 decoder back-end. We first estimated its WCEC

based only on the timing schema and computed the influence coefficient (IC) for

all possible parameters. The ones with relevant IC (larger than 10
4

cycles) were

selected to be used to define scenarios (see table 3.2 for their names and ICs).

The first parameter is the number of channels, and its IC is so large because the

application execution time reduces to close to half for mono compared to stereo.

Each (granule, channel) pair has associated a parameter from both the second

and the fourth set of parameters, which specify its encoding type. block type
is used to divide in two categories: (i) only long and (ii) short or mixed. The

differentiation within the second category is done by mixed flag. The third

parameter type (mode extension) represents the audio coding mode.

Table 3.3 shows different ways of splitting the application in scenarios based on

the selected parameters. The second column of table shows how many scenarios

could be obtained if the rules described in step 4 of our algorithm (section 3.4)

are not applied. The numbers showed in the third column represent the number

of scenarios for which the WCEC was evaluated, taking into account the refining
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Set of parameters Variable Name IC #possible values

1 no channels 6.7 · 106 2

2 block type[0][0] 43 · 104 2
block type[1][0] 43 · 104 2
block type[0][1] 39 · 104 2
block type[1][1] 39 · 104 2

3 mode extension 37 · 104 3

4 mixed flag[0][0] 52 · 103 2
mixed flag[1][0] 52 · 103 2
mixed flag[0][1] 45 · 103 2
mixed flag[1][1] 45 · 103 2

Table 3.2: Variables’ influence coefficients for MP3 Decoder.

Used variables #scenarios
#selected minimum maximum

reduction
scenarios WCEC WCEC

no channels 2 1 15.3 · 106 15.3 · 106 0%

no channels, block type 32 16 13.4 · 106 14.3 · 106 6.4%
no channels, block type,

96 32 13.1 · 106 14.2 · 106 6.9%
mode extension

no channels, block type
1536 162 13.1 · 106 14.1 · 106 7.5%

mode extension, mixed flag

Table 3.3: MP3 Decoder scenarios (WCEC = 15.3 · 10
6
).

rules. For these scenarios, their minimum and maximum WCEC is presented in

columns four and five, while column six quantifies the reduction obtained by using

these scenarios in estimating the application WCEC.

The first row of table 3.3 contains the numerical values obtained when the

splitting was done only using no channels variable, as it has the largest value for

IC. As we already observed, the application WCEC was not reduced, as one of the

two resulting scenarios includes the entire application. Note that it may be useful

to distinguish scenarios based on different number of channels for other purposes

than WCEC reduction, like DVS exploitation, as shown in the next chapter.

In the second row of the table, when also the four block type variables were

considered, 32 scenarios were generated, but only 16 evaluated as the scenarios

that consider only one channel were eliminated by using the rules described in

section 3.4. The estimated WCEC for all the resulting scenarios is in the interval

[13.4 · 10
6, 14.3 · 10

6
], so using equation 3.5 the application WCEC is reduced

with 6.9%. Extending the set of parameters to include all variables presented in

table 3.2, the application WCEC is reduced with 7.5%, by evaluating just 162

scenarios.

3.5.2 Motion Compensation Kernel

In video compression, motion compensation (MC) describes a video frame in terms

of the position from which each of its sections comes compared to the previous

frame. Because subsequent frames of a video stream are often very similar, if no
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Variable Name IC #possible values

motion type 18 · 104 3

pict type 12 · 104 2

chroma format 8 · 104 3

mb backward 5 · 104 2

mb forward 5 · 104 2

Table 3.4: Variables’ influence coefficients for MC.

minimum WCEC maximum WCEC #scenarios

0 · 103 1 · 103 9

31 · 103 32 · 103 10

40 · 103 41 · 103 10

59 · 103 63 · 103 19

80 · 103 81 · 103 9

94 · 103 95 · 103 2

118 · 103 121 · 103 11

178 · 103 179 · 103 2

Table 3.5: MC scenarios (WCEC = 179 · 10
3
).

motion compensation is used, it will contain a lot of redundancy. Removing this

redundancy helps to achieve the goal of better compression ratios.

In our work, we have considered the motion compensation kernel that is part

of the MPEG-2 [47] source code downloaded from [73]. It is a block motion
compensation kernel which considers the frames partitioned in blocks of 16x16

pixels, called macroblocks. Each macroblock of a new frame is predicted from

a macroblock of equal size in the previous frame, called also reference frame.

The macroblocks are not transformed in any way apart from being shifted to the

position of the predicted macroblock. This shift is represented by a motion vector.

The motion vectors are the parameters of this motion model and are encoded into

the bit-stream.

Table 3.4 displays the variables with a large IC, together with their num-

bers of possible values discovered by our tool. motion type, mb forward and

mb backward specify the motion compensation algorithm that should be used

for the macroblock, pict type identifies the type of the frame (I or P ), and

chroma format specify how the luminance and chrominance was encoded (e.g.,

by sharing the quantization matrixes). Using them to split into scenarios, only

one scenario was discovered covering the entire application. However, it might be

possible to divide this scenario in smaller ones by manually extending the set of

parameters and corresponding values. Moreover, by disabling the rules presented

in section 3.4, the application was split into 72 scenarios having their WCEC lay-

ing between 0 and 179 · 10
3

cycles (table 3.5). As 97% of these scenarios have a

WCEC of more than 70% lower than the application overall WCEC, by exploiting

them at runtime (e.g., by using DVS) large energy savings may be obtained.
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3.5.3 H.263 Decoder

H.263 [90] is a standard video-conference codec, optimized for low data rates and

relatively low motion. The codec was used as a starting point for the develop-

ment of the MPEG-2 [47] codec which is optimized for higher data rates. The

structure of an H.263 decoder is depicted in figure 3.11. The bitstream decoder

splits the bitstream into dequantization tables, motion vectors and encoded pic-

ture data. A frame consists of macroblocks, which form the basic data elements

in the decoder. A macroblock is passed subsequently from the bitstream decoder

through the huffman decoder, requantization, reordering and IDCT. If sufficient

macroblocks are decoded in this path, the frame can be reconstructed. The H.263

decoder we used supports two types of frames: I-frames and P-frames. To de-

code a P-frame, the reconstruct uses the previous decoded frame and the already

decoded macroblocks. For an I-frame, only the decoded macroblocks are used.

The reconstruct step handles both frame types in different sub-steps. The I-frame

reconstruction requires that each decoded macroblock is put at the right position

in the frame. The P-frame reconstruction first uses a motion vector to retrieve the

correct macroblock of pixel data from the previous frame. The resulting pixel data

is corrected, if needed, in the error correction step with the pixel data contained

in the decoded macroblock (input of the reconstruct macroblock).

The reconstruction of an I-frame and P-frame may seem to be different, which

may lead to the idea that a sharper upper-bound can be obtained on the WCEC.

However, the processing performed for an I-frame is a true subset of the processing

done for a P-frame (i.e., no error correction and motion compensation with all

motion vectors set to zero). From this, we conclude that no sharper upper-bound

on the estimated WCEC can be obtained using our method, as the decoding of a
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Scenario WCEC Reduction

pict type = 1(Pframe) 88 · 106 0%

pict type = 0(Iframe) 36 · 106 59%

Table 3.6: H.263 Decoder scenarios (WCEC = 88 · 10
6
).

P-frame will be the slowest situation possible. The experimental results, presented

in table 3.6, confirm this conclusion. The numerical values were computed based

on an image size of 176x144 pixels (11x9 macroblocks).

Even if the application estimated WCEC is not reduced, the information that

scenarios have large differences in WCEC is useful at runtime. Moreover, as MC

is also part of the H.263 decoder, their scenarios could be hierarchical combined,

introducing the concept of sub-scenarios, if the time period of each P frame is

equally divided to its number of macroblocks. This coarse-grain/fine-grain com-

bination may lead to larger variations in WCEC estimations, and so more energy

saving. We leave this point open for future research.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we introduced a method for splitting a hard real-time streaming

application into scenarios that need different amounts of computation cycles to

meet the imposed performance requirements. Our method takes into account

the correlations between different parts of the application that always or never

execute together. To avoid an explosion in the number of considered correlations

and scenarios, and to obtain scenarios that are really different in terms of required

cycles, we use a static analysis to find the application variables that have the

largest influence on the application execution time and we use them to discover

the scenarios within the application.

We tested our trajectory on three multimedia benchmarks: an MP3 audio

decoder, an H.263 video decoder and a motion compensation kernel used in video

decoders. For the first case, by using scenarios we reduced the application WCEC

estimation with 7.5%. The other two benchmarks do not show a reduction in

the overall WCEC estimation, but a large number of scenarios with a variety of

estimated WCEC were discovered. These scenarios could be exploited at runtime

for reducing the energy consumed by the application, as explained in the following

chapter.

As an extension of the work presented in this chapter the restriction regarding

the parameters used for scenario identification could be relaxed. Hence, different

parameters than the global integer type C variables could be considered, which

will give a larger flexibility to scenario identification, but for which a more com-

plex source code analysis would be required. Moreover, the rules for computing

the influence coefficients of the parameters could be extended, for example, (i)

by considering the correlations between different parameter values, and (ii) by
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using a more refined model for loops that contains, besides the minimum and the

maximum number of iterations, information about which is the last loop iteration

when a parameter can change its value. Another possible extension is to con-

sider more complex processor architectures, like VLIW (Very Long Instruction

Word) architectures, which can issue multiple instructions simultaneously. This

will increase the complexity of the WCEC estimation problem.
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Tourists don’t know where they’ve been,

travelers don’t know where they’re going.

Paul Theroux

4
Energy-Aware Scheduling for Hard

Real-Time Systems

Using the scenario based worst case cycle estimation of the previous chap-

ter, a system can be dimensioned for the maximum worst case derived from all

scenarios. However, some scenarios may need fewer cycles than the worst case.

To use this information to further optimize a hard real-time system, a proactive

mechanism that detects at runtime, with a 100% confidence, in which scenario

the system will run is needed. This chapter presents how the different computa-

tion cycle requirements per scenario can be exploited to reduce the average energy

consumption and power dissipation of hard real-time systems, while meeting their

tight performance constraints.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the low-power tech-

niques used in our approach, which are compared with related ones in section 4.2.

A motivating example is given in section 4.3. Section 4.4 details how scenarios are

added on top of an existing energy-aware scheduling algorithm. The experimen-

tal environment and the evaluation of our approach are presented in section 4.5,

while some conclusions are drawn in section 4.6.

4.1 Dynamic Voltage Scaling

At system level, the most effective low-power techniques for real-time systems

are dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) and dynamic power management (DPM)

59
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aware scheduling algorithms [55]. They take into account that the processor’s

energy consumption depends quadratically on the supply voltage (E ∝ V 2
DD),

whereas its execution speed (frequency) depends linearly on the supply voltage

(fCLK ∝ VDD). By using DVS, different tasks or parts of a task run at differ-

ent clock frequencies and supply voltage levels, while still providing the required

performance. DPM [66] suspends system parts which are not currently used, re-

ducing their energy consumption. When both DVS and DPM are available for an

architecture, it is known that it is always advantageous to exploit DVS first [55].

Depending on the granularity, there are two different approaches for DVS-

aware scheduling: inter-task voltage scheduling [3, 53, 125, 118] and intra-task
voltage scheduling [5, 61, 72, 99, 102, 103]. The first approach determines the

voltage on a task basis, while the second one selects voltage levels within the

task. In this work, we present a method for improving the performance of existing

intra-task scheduling algorithms. These algorithms exploit the slack time that

appears at runtime because of the difference between the length of the worst case

execution path and the current execution path. To do this, at some points of the

original program, called voltage scaling points, a piece of code that may change

the clock frequency based on the currently followed execution path of the program

is inserted.

The energy consumption reduction depends on the amount of slack time and

when it is observed during runtime. The earlier it is detected, the more energy

may be saved. Most of the current approaches are reactive: after a piece of code

is executed, the slack time is detected as the number of slack cycles, which repre-

sents the difference between the worst case number of execution cycles (WCEC)

of that piece of code and the number of execution cycles (EC) taken by its current

execution, divided by the current processor frequency (tslack =
WCEC−EC

fCLK
). In

this chapter, we propose an improved, proactive and automatic method for de-

tecting the slack time during a program execution. It relies on the static analysis

presented in section 3.4 to detect the application scenarios. As the WCEC of each

scenario is estimated at design time, as soon as it can be detected in which scenario

an application is executed (at runtime), the processor supply voltage/frequency

may be scaled to the adequate level. Our method is platform independent, intro-

duces a very small runtime overhead and can be applied on top of the existing

intra-task voltage scheduling algorithms.

4.2 Related Work

A reactive intra-task voltage scheduling mechanism which changes at runtime

the supply voltage based on the splitting of a task into several slots of the same

length was introduced in [61]. A similar technique was presented in [72] where the

authors use a compiler assisted technique for selecting the voltage scaling points.

Initially, all the loop boundaries and procedure call sites are considered to be good

candidates for inserting these points. Later, by using a profiling support the ones
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that do not have any beneficial effect on the application energy are removed.

Besides the approaches based on natural slack cycles (WCEC−EC), in [103],

Shin et al. propose a static method that exploits the difference between WCEC

of different paths of the program. This approach has small runtime overhead and

does not need any special support from the hardware or the operating system.

It represents the base of the proactive approaches, as it computes the remaining

WCEC of the application and exploits it. However, it does not use any informa-

tion extracted from the application to clever bound this remaining WCEC before

executing the application. The approach does not take into account the prob-

ability that a path is executed, missing some opportunities for average energy

reduction. Extensions which overcome this limitation were proposed in [5, 99].

The only fully proactive approach that we are aware of is presented in [102]. It

tries to identify the slack time in advance, before executing the application, using

the combined data and control flow information of the program. Its disadvantages

are that the data-flow analysis can not be applied easily outside of a procedure, the

runtime overhead (which sometimes is big) can not be controlled, and there are no

easy ways for detecting if this overhead leads to increased energy consumption.

The runtime overhead is bounded by the amount of copied source code used

to take decisions in advance about changing the processor frequency. As this

amount is directly related with the code selected using data flow analysis [74],

the overhead can not be limited. Based on energy models it can be estimated

for each early decision its effect on energy consumption, and only the ones that

reduce the overall energy are kept. However, the combined effect of different

decisions is not analyzed, and there is no possibility to enable at runtime an

early decision based on the outcome of other early decision. The way we select

scenarios in our approach overcomes all of the limitations of [102]. As the tool

and the benchmarks used for [102] are not publicly available, and the paper does

not give enough information for implementing the tool, we could not directly

compare our results with those of [102]. However, based on the same DVS-aware

scheduling algorithm [103], but using different real-life multimedia benchmarks,

we obtained similar improvements.

The combination of scenarios and DVS-aware scheduling was previously ap-

plied in context of inter-task voltage scheduling in [118, 119]. The presented

work uses the scenarios to capture the data-dependent dynamic behavior inside

a thread, to better schedule a multi-thread application on a heterogenous multi-

processor architecture, allowing the change of voltage level for each individual

processor. It also includes an application-scenario based DVS hybrid design-

time/runtime scheduler technique. However, the scenario identification and run-

time detection are manually done.
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for (y=0; y<3; y++)
g(b[y]);

for (y=0; y<3; y++)
if (ct != 1)

f(b[y]);
else /* ct=1 */

g(b[y]);

Figure 4.1: Educational example.

4.3 Motivating Example

To emphasize the possible benefit of using scenarios in intra-task DVS-aware

scheduling, we start with an educational example, presented in figure 4.1. Note

that the function g is called three times, followed by three calls of f or g, depending

on the value of ct. We assume that functions f and g do not change the value

of ct. The estimated WCEC, using Shaw’s timing schema [100] (section 3.2), for

this piece of code is:

3 · (WCEC(g) + max(WCEC(f),WCEC(g))) + const, (4.1)

where const represents the overhead of the if condition test and of the loop. Let

us consider the case where

ct 6= 1 and WCEC(f) < WCEC(g). (4.2)

The overestimated number of cycles in this case is 3 · (WCEC(g) − WCEC(f)).

Let us consider the numerical values

WCEC(f) = 8 · 10
5, WCEC(g) = 16 · 10

5, const = 4 · 10
5

(4.3)

and a time constraint (deadline) of 25ms. Figure 4.2(a) presents the DPM-aware

voltage schedule for this case. The processor runs at a frequency (400MHz) that

allows precisely meeting the timing constraint for the application estimated WCEC
of 10

7
cycles. As for the selected case the application execution will be finished

before the deadline, the processor goes in the suspend mode. In all schedules given

as examples in figure 4.2, the numerical values are derived considering the average

power consumed by an XScale PXA255 processor [51], which is obtained by using

the XTREM simulator [23]. For each period with a constant clock frequency

fCLK , the consumed energy is computed as a product of the energy consumed

per cycle and the number of cycles. The power in suspend mode was considered

to be equal to 0, which gives a big advantage to the schedule from (a) compared

to the DVS schedules in (b) and (c). For simplicity, the average time for VDD

switching was taken to be 0.

Figure 4.2(b) shows for the same case how the DVS+DPM aware scheduler

presented in [103] works. After each evaluation of the if condition, a slack equal

to WCEC(g)−WCEC(f) is detected; therefore, the processor voltage is reduced, still
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Figure 4.2: An example of schedules for minimizing energy.

keeping the possibility of meeting the deadline. In the example of figure 4.2(b)

the overhead (const = 4 · 10
5
) is equally distributed over the six function calls.

Our extension is to compute a DVS schedule for each scenario derived as

presented in the previous chapter. All of these schedules are combined together

in the application global’s schedule. In the beginning of the execution, the global

schedule detects the current scenario and activates its local schedule. There will

be a little more overhead in the code than in the original DVS schedule, but

our method of detecting and using scenarios, presented in section 4.4.3, keeps

this overhead very low. For the example in figure 4.1 two scenarios are defined,

one for ct = 1 and another one for ct 6= 1. Figure 4.2(c) shows the voltage

schedule for ct 6= 1, assuming that the scenario can be detected at the beginning

of the execution and, therefore, considering as the starting voltage level the one

that precisely meets the deadline given the scenario WCEC of 3 · (WCEC(f) +

WCEC(g)) + const = 76 · 10
5

cycles.
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S1;
if (cond1) S2;
else

while(cond2) {
S3;
if (cond3) S4;
S5;

}
if (cond4) S6;
S7;
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Figure 4.3: The structure of a DVS-scheduled application.

4.4 DVS Scheduling

In this section, we briefly describe a state-of-the-art fine-grain intra-task voltage

scheduling algorithm, introduced by Shin et al. in [103], and we show how sce-

narios may be applied on top of it. We assume that the processor has a specific

instruction change f V(fCLK), which changes the processor frequency to fCLK,

adjusting the supply voltage to the corresponding voltage VDD. This voltage is

the lowest one that allows the processor to run safety at the given frequency, and

it is determined by both the processor design and the used technology. VDD can

be computed based on the information provided by the processor datasheet or au-

tomatically when using modern processors, like the Freescale i.MX31 ARM11 [12]

multimedia processor. We consider that both fCLK and VDD can be set continu-

ously or discretely with a small step (e.g., 1MHz) within the operational range of

the processor. There is a transition overhead for changing the frequency, during

which the processor stops running.

4.4.1 Original Algorithm

The scheduling algorithm from [103] is based on the observation that there are

large variations in the WCEC of different paths of the program. The example of

figure 4.3 (from [103]), which contains both a piece of code and its control flow

graph (CFG), emphasizes these variations. The numbers which appear inside the

CFG nodes (bi) represent their WCEC. The back edge from b5 to bwh models the

while loop, and contains its maximum number of iterations. In this example,

the longest path from b1 to b7 is:

b1, bwh, b3, b4, b5, bwh, b3, b4, b5, bwh, b3, b4, b5, bwh, bif , b6, b7.
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Figure 4.4: Slack propagation in a CFG.

The WCEC of this path is 160 cycles. If the code has a deadline of 2µs, the

processor frequency must be set to 80MHz. If, for example, the path

b1, b2, bif , b6, b7

is selected, a frequency of 20MHz is enough to meet the timing constraint.

The DVS scheduling algorithm identifies at any moment of the execution which

is the longest path until the end of the application. To do this, at compile time, for

each node bi, the remaining WCEC (RWCEC) among all the paths starting with bi

is computed. In the CFG from figure 4.3, the RWCEC appears between brackets

near each node. The nodes related to a loop (e.g., bwh, b3, b4, b5) are associated

with multiple RWCEC values, one for each iteration count of the loop. Depending

on the number of the loop iterations, the RWCEC table can be implemented in

the scheduler as a lookup table (array) or as a formula that computes at runtime

the RWCEC based on how many loop iterations were executed. The first option

is more expensive from the memory point of view, and the second one from the

computational point of view. As the aim is to reduce the energy consumed by the

application, for each loop, the RWCEC implementation option that introduces

the lowest energy overhead is selected.

Using the computed RWCEC, the edges (bi, bj) that are candidates to contain

the voltage scaling points (VSPs) can be statically identified. In these points,

code is inserted to compute the new fCLK , which permits the remaining part of

the application, even in the worst case, to be executed before the deadline. It also

calls the change f V instruction to actually change the processor frequency and

supply voltage. An edge (bi, bj) is a candidate if the longest path starting with bi

does not start with (bi, bj). Formally, (bi, bj) is selected if:

RWCECbi
−WCECbi

> RWCECbj
+ overhead, (4.4)

where overhead represents the cycles taken to execute the introduced code. For

the loop exit nodes such as bwh there are multiple options for selecting the

RWCEC: the largest RWCEC or the most probable RWCEC. A detailed anal-

ysis is presented in [103]. In the example of figure 4.3, the selected edges are

marked with a •, and numbered from one to four.
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CFG Scen. 1 Scen. 2 Scen. 3 Backup
node cond1 = 1 cond3 = 0 no iter = 2 Scen.

b1 [40] [130] [130] [160]
b2 [30] [30] [30] [30]
bwh [NA] [120, 90, 60, 30][120, 80, 40][150, 110, 70, 40]
b3 [NA] [110, 80, 50] [110, 70] [140, 100, 60]
b4 [NA] [NA] [100, 60] [130, 90, 50]
b5 [NA] [100, 70, 40] [90, 50] [120, 80, 40]
bif [20] [20] [20] [20]
b6 [15] [15] [15] [15]
b7 [10] [10] [10] [10]
VSP1 unused used used used
VSP2 unused used used used
VSP3 unused unused used used
VSP4 used used used used

Table 4.1: RWCEC and VSPs used in each scenario schedule.

As an improvement to [103], we exploit also the case when the condition of

equation 4.4 evaluates to false, but

RWCECbi
−WCECbi

> RWCECbj
, (4.5)

is true. This means that on edge (bi, bj) some slack cycles appear, but they are not

enough to be beneficial, in the context of DVS, for an immediate reduction of the

processor supply voltage VDD and frequency fCLK . In this case, the slack cycles

are propagated downwards in the application CFG, until the next candidate edge.

To take into account the propagated slack cycles in edge selection, equation 4.4

is modified to:

RWCECbi
−WCECbi

+ slackprop > RWCECbj
+ overhead, (4.6)

where slackprop represents the amount of slack cycles, which were propagated

until bi.

In figure 4.4, assuming a voltage scaling overhead of less than five cycles, the

left hand side CFG contains two selected edges: (b1, b2) and (b2, b3). Considering

a voltage scaling overhead of at least five cycles, the right hand side CFG shows

how the five slack cycles from edge (b1, b2) are propagated to edge (b2, b3). As

it is not clear if and how the slack propagation is implemented in [103], in our

experiments we compare our approach with the one presented in [103] on top of

which our slack propagation algorithm was implemented.

4.4.2 Scenario Add-on

In section 3.3, a scenario was defined as the application behavior for a specific

type of input data. Usually, the input data appears, sooner or later, in the

application source code as values for specific variables. For example, let us assume

that in the code of figure 4.3, the values of variables cond1 and cond3 and the

maximum number of while loop iterations (no iter) can sometimes be directly
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Figure 4.5: The CFG for scenario 1.

detected based on the input data before executing b1. Based on these values, the

application can be divided in different scenarios, e.g., as indicated in the header

of table 4.1. The backup scenario is the worst case scenario and it is used when

the variable values can not be identified in advance or the overhead of adding a

new scenario does not lead to (average) energy reduction
1
. For each scenario, the

parts of the CFG that are never executed are removed and, if it is relevant, the

maximum number of iterations is updated. For the remaining CFG, the RWCEC

annotations and a DVS schedule are computed. Figure 4.5 shows the remaining

CFG (the black part) for scenario 1. Table 4.1 presents, for each scenario, the

computed RWCEC and the used VSPs from the original DVS approach. The

VSPs that appear in a scenario schedule are a subset of the VSPs which would

appear in the application schedule when scenarios were not considered. There

are two reasons why a VSP may not appear in a scenario schedule: (i) its edge is

not present in the scenario CFG (e.g., VSP2 and VSP3 for scenario 1) and (ii) no

slack time might be discovered on its edge anymore (e.g., VSP1 for scenario 1).

To detect the runtime active scenario, at compile time scenario prediction
points (SPPs) are identified in the application. In each of them, some code to

predict the current scenario, based on variable values, is inserted. The overhead

introduced by this code must be small; otherwise the approach may not lead

to energy reduction. Also, the earlier the current scenario is predicted, the more

energy might be saved. In our work each SPP has an associated VSP that changes

the processor frequency immediately after the scenario was predicted. Note that

not all VSPs are associated with a SPP. For the previous example, one SPP is

enough and it appears in the CFG on the input edge of b1. In figure 4.6(a), it

is shown as a gray node. If, for the same example, the fact that cond3 = 0 can

1If the application is executed multiple times, the scope is to reduce its average energy. For a
better evaluation of the savings, the probability of execution of each scenario must be considered.
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Figure 4.6: Scenario prediction points in a CFG.

not be detected before executing b1, but still before bwh, two scenario prediction

points are necessary, as shown in figure 4.6(b). The overhead introduced by

this prediction code is considered when the RWCEC is computed for the CFG

nodes (e.g., figure 4.6(b) shows the RWCEC computed for the backup scenario,

considering that both SPP1 and SPP2 introduce an overhead of 5 cycles).

The scenario schedules are combined into a global schedule for the application.

This schedule contains for each scenario both a list of the used VSPs and a

RWCEC table with the RWCEC annotations needed in the scenario schedule (see

table 4.1). Besides this, it incorporates also the prediction code introduced in

SPPs.

4.4.3 Scenario-Aware Scheduling Framework

Our framework depicted in figure 4.7 is based on the first three steps of the sce-

nario identification method presented in section 3.4: (1) identify the parameters

that could potentially have an impact on the number of execution cycles of the

application, (2) compute the maximum possible impact of these parameters on

the WCEC, and (3) partition the application in scenarios considering these pa-

rameters together with their impact. These steps are augmented with three extra

steps: (4) eliminate the scenarios which are not energy efficient, (5) generate

the final implementation of the application and (6) profile the application and

use the collected information to further reduce the average energy by eliminating

scenarios that do not occur sufficiently often. Below we outline these extra three

steps.

4: For each potential scenario, by using static analysis, it is computed whether,

considering the overhead for scenario detection and scheduling, energy is saved

when it is detected and exploited at runtime. To check this condition for a scenario
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Figure 4.7: Scenario-aware DVS scheduling work-flow.

S, the following simple inequality is used:

Esaved(S) > Eoverhead(S) + Eswitch(S). (4.7)

Esaved(S) represents the amount of saved energy when the application exploits

the knowledge that it runs in scenario S, and no energy is consumed by the

scenario related mechanisms. In equation 4.7, this overhead energy is captured

by Eoverhead(S), and it is computed taking into account that: (i) the prediction

code increases the number of execution cycles and the code size (more instruction

memory involves more energy) and (ii) the sizes of the RWCEC tables used by

the global schedule increase. Except the frequency switch associated with the

SPP (and which is captured in equation 4.7 using Eswitch(S)), there is no other

supplementary cycle overhead for processor frequency computation and changing

when compared to traditional DVS scheduling, as no new VSPs are added in the

program.

If a potential scenario is not energy beneficial, it will be merged with the most

similar scenario which includes it (from the source code point of view). Note that

because of the backup scenario such a scenario always exists.

5: For each scenario, a DVS-aware schedule is computed (e.g., using the

method from [103]). All of those schedules are combined into a global one, as

presented in section 4.4.2. This schedule also includes code for detecting the ac-

tive scenario. This code is inserted at the points which are for sure not followed

by a statement that changes the value of the parameters used for splitting into

scenarios. The prediction code consists of the variable comparisons also used for

the splitting, and in our approach it is implemented by a simple if-then-else
structure. More effective implementations could be done, for example by using

condition expression transformations [82] or a decision diagram [116], as presented

in section 5.5.

6: A scenario, generated in step 4 of our algorithm, is always beneficial for

energy when it is selected at runtime. However, it causes an overhead also if it

is not active. If the scenario does not appear frequently enough at runtime, the
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total energy saved by it might be less than the energy consumed by the overhead

introduced by it in the other scenarios. The following inequality is used to detect

the impact of a scenario S, with a probability of appearance p(S) ∈ [0, 1], on the

average energy consumption of the application:

Esaved(S) · p(S) > Eoverhead(S) + Eswitch(S) · p(S). (4.8)

The static analysis can not detect if the average energy of the application in-

creases or decreases when a scenario is introduced. To gather the necessary in-

formation a profiling step may collect information about how often each scenario

appears and how much energy it saves. To find a representative training bitstream

that covers most of the behaviors which may appear during the application life-

time, particularly including their frequency of apparition, is in general a difficult

problem. However, an approach similar to the one presented in [69], where the

authors show a technique for classifying different multimedia streams, could be

used. Using this information, for each scenario its probability of appearance p(S)

is computed, and equation 4.8 is used to mark the scenarios that, if present in the

application, increase, instead of decrease, the average energy consumption. The

marked scenarios are merged with other scenarios in the same way as in step 4 of

our algorithm. Our algorithm then continues with step 4 to analyze the energy

efficiency of the new scenarios. Multiple iterations are done over steps 4-6 of the

algorithm, which leads to a progressive refinement of the energy improvement.

4.4.4 Coarse-Grain Scheduling

Changing the processor supply voltage/frequency at a fine granularity (multiple

times per loop of interest iteration, as presented in section 4.4.1) is possible only

when the switching time is small enough relative to the period of the application

loop of interest. If this is not a case, time is spent executing the code for prop-

agating slack from the introduced VSPs, which will not be immediately used for

reducing the processor frequency if the added slack is smaller than the execution

cycles consumed by the change f V instruction. The propagated slack will be

exploited by using DPM when the loop iteration ends. In this case, a coarse-grain

DVS schedule that selects only once per loop iteration the processor frequency

and the supply voltage level may be more beneficial. When the execution of the

loop iteration ends, the processor uses DPM to enter into the suspend mode until

the deadline. The main difference between the two cases is that the coarse-grain

scheduler does not introduce extra VSPs except the one associated with the SPPs,

so there is no extra time overhead to execute their code. For large switching times

compared to the loop period and the possible collected slack, the energy saving of

a coarse-grain scheduler outperforms the one of a fine-grain scheduler. Figure 4.8

graphically compares the energy consumed by the two schedules. For both of them

the time spent to execute the application source code is equal to t, as the processor

frequency remains constant. In the fine-grain case, the application contains only
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Figure 4.8: Schedule comparison based on granularity.

one VSP. As the VSP does not change the processor frequency, it introduces only

an overhead of tV SP seconds. Hence, the difference between the energy consumed

by the two schedules is the product of the overhead introduced by the VSP (tV SP )

and the power Pf used when the processor runs at frequency f .

4.5 Experimental Results

We have extended the trajectory presented in chapter 3 with the new steps and

we tested it on the same three multimedia benchmarks: a motion compensation

(MC) kernel used in video decoders, an MP3 audio decoder, and an H.263 video

decoder. Our trajectory generates two final implementations of the application:

the first one containing a coarse-grain schedule and the second one a fine-grain

schedule. As the considered benchmarks have a structure similar to the one

presented in figure 1.1, in both schedule cases only one SPP is used, and it is

introduced immediately after the read part. For the fine-grain scheduler, we have

used as a basis the DVS-aware scheduling algorithm from [103].

Experimental Setup

For our experiments we considered a micro-architecture model similar to an Intel

XScale PXA255 processor [51]. The numerical results presented below refer to

energy consumption estimated using the information provided by the XTREM

simulator [23]. We consider that the processor frequency (fCLK) can be set dis-

cretely within the operational range of the processor, with 1MHz steps. The

supply voltage (VDD) is adapted accordingly, using the following equation:

fCLK = k ·
(VDD − VT )

2

VDD
,
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where VT = 0.3V and constant k = 208.3MHz/V is computed for VDD = 1.5V
and fCLK = 200MHz. A frequency/voltage transition overhead tswitch = 70µs
was considered, during which the processor stops running [13]. The energy con-

sumed during this transition is 4µJ . When the processor is not used, it switches

to the suspend mode within one cycle, and it consumes an idle power of 63mW.

Motion Compensation Kernel

In this experiment, we used the same splitting of the motion compensation (MC)

kernel into scenarios, and the same variables, as described in section 3.5.2. An

overview of how these variables were used to split in four different sets of scenarios

is given by the first two columns of table 4.2.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we used the test files from [108]

and we considered a 240µs processing period (tframe) for each macroblock. Be-

cause the period is small comparing to the frequency switching time tswitch =

70µs, applying only the DVS-aware scheduling algorithm presented in [103] does

not produce beneficial effects on top of using only DPM. In fact, it increases the

energy consumption with 33% because the application spends most of the time

switching the processor frequency. The positive effect of reducing the frequency

can not be exploited enough as the loop iteration that processes the macroblock

finishes very quickly and the frequency should be adapted again for the next mac-

roblock. However, this strange effect due to lack of freedom and knowledge about

the future (i.e., the following macroblocks) appears only when the values of tframe

and tswitch are close. For example, for tswitch = 10µs using only DVS the energy

consumption is reduced with 52% compared to when only DPM is used.

For each set of scenarios, the energy consumption is derived for both cases

when the profiling support (step 6 of our trajectory) is and is not enabled. The

energy reduction presented in table 4.2 is relative to when only a DPM-aware

schedule is used. It can be observed that for the last three sets the number of

considered scenarios is reduced (e.g., for set 4 from 72 to 10), which leads to

a lower energy consumption due to a simplified detection code inserted in the

SPP. The impact of profiling support on energy is high because the prediction

code increases the application WCEC significantly (e.g., for set 4 the difference

between the scenario sets of size 10 and size 72 is around 3%).

Comparing the first two sets of scenarios it can be observed that, even if set 1

contains fewer scenarios, it saves more energy than set 2. This happens because all

the newly generated scenarios in set 2 have a WCEC very close to the ones from

set 1, so no major energy reduction is added. On the other hand, the prediction

code becomes more complex and consumes more energy, as it has to take into

account two variables instead of one and has to select out of a larger number of

scenarios.

The fine-grain schedule surpasses the coarse-grain schedule for the first three

sets of scenarios. However, for the last set the coarse-grain schedule behaves a

little bit better (only 0.1%), as the variations in execution cycles within a scenario
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Set Used variables
Without profiling support With profiling support

#scen
Energy reduction

#scen
Energy reduction

fine-gr coarse-gr fine-gr coarse-gr

1 motion type 3 18.0% 7.2% 3 18.0% 7.2%

2 motion type, pict type 6 16.4% 5.9% 5 17.0% 6.9%

3
motion type, pict type,

18 60.2% 54.4% 5 63.6% 56.5%
chroma format

4
motion type, pict type,

72 62.4% 62.5% 10 67.7% 67.8%chroma format,
mb backward, mb forward

Table 4.2: Energy reduction (vs. DPM-aware schedule) for the MC kernel.

are very low. In this case each scenario estimates the required execution cycles

very accurately (there is hardly any control flow variation left in these scenarios).

Hence, the large value of tswitch and the collected slack cycles within the 240µs
period do not allow to change the processor frequency multiple times during a

loop iteration.

Compared to the DPM-aware schedule, we have obtained an energy reduction

of up to 67%. In this case, it is obvious that we surpass the DVS-aware algorithm

presented in [103], as this behaves worse than when only DPM is used. However,

we checked the impact of scenarios on top of this algorithm also for a smaller

tswitch = 10µs. As already mentioned, in this case using only the DVS-aware

schedule, the energy is reduced to 52% compared with the DPM-aware imple-

mentation. Applying scenarios, the energy reduction increases with another 23%,

up to 75%. The application consumes close to half the energy compared to only

using the DVS-aware schedule from [103].

MP3 Decoder

The MP3 decoder was split into scenarios in the same way as presented in sec-

tion 3.5.1. By combining the fine-grain DVS schedule with each derived set of

scenarios we obtained four different final implementations. As the loop of in-

terest period is very large (26ms) compared to the frequency/voltage transition

overhead (70µs), using coarse-grain scheduling does not add extra energy saving

opportunities comparing to the fine-grain scheduling.

To evaluate the generated implementations we considered a benchmark con-

sisting of a randomly selected set of 20 stereo and 10 mono streams. This asym-

metric set was selected as usually stereo songs are more often listened to than

mono songs. Table 4.3 presents the numerical values that we have obtained, for

the four set of scenarios derived using the variables presented in column 1. The

presented energy improvements are relative to the case when only the fine-grain

DVS schedule from [103] was used and the evaluation is detailed for the set of

stereo, mono and mixed streams. The best energy reduction was obtained for

the third set of scenarios (around 12% for the mixed set of audio streams), which

was derived considering the no channels, block type, and mode extension vari-
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Used variables #scenarios
Energy Reduction

Stereo Mono Mixed

no channels 2 0% 46.1% 8.6%

no channels, block type 32 3.6% 47.3% 11.7%
no channels, block type,

96 4.0% 47.5% 12.2%
mode extension

no channels, block type,
1536 3.9% 47.4% 12.1%

mode extension, mixed flag

Table 4.3: Energy reduction (vs. DVS-aware schedule) for MP3 Decoder.

ables. When the fourth variable is used, the energy reduction decreases due to

the overhead introduced by the SPP source code.

H.263 Decoder

For the H.263 decoder presented in section 3.5.3, the set of scenarios that reduces

the energy consumption the most has one scenario for I frames and one scenario

for P frames. As the processing performed for an I frame is a true subset of the

processing done for a P frame, the application WCEC is equal to the WCEC of

the scenario for P frames, which is also the backup scenario. Therefore, the only

scenario that reduces the energy consumption is the one for I frames. Compared

to the original implementation using only the fine-grain DVS scheduler [103], and

depending on the input stream structure, we obtained an energy reduction from

6% (for an input stream which contains for each I frame six P frames) to 21% (if

the input stream contains an equal number of I and P frames). As for the MP3

decoder, we consider only a fine-grain schedule because of the loop of interest

period (e.g., 50ms for a throughput of 20 frames per second).

4.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have presented an automatic scenario-aware DVS scheduling

trajectory for reducing the energy consumption of hard real-time applications.

It can be applied on top of all existing intra-task fine-grain DVS-aware schedul-

ing techniques, making them more effective. To discover scenarios, we propose

a trajectory based on static analysis augmented with profiling information. This

trajectory guarantees a small and controlled runtime overhead for scenario pre-

diction, and determines at design time which is the set of scenarios that yields the

largest energy reduction. Moreover, the trajectory generates also an implementa-

tion that uses only the scenarios to generate a coarse-grain schedule that adapts

the processor supply voltage/frequency once per each iteration of the loop of in-

terest. In specific circumstances (e.g., large frequency switching time compared

to the loop period) this coarse-grain schedule outperforms a fine-grain schedule.

We tested our trajectory on three multimedia benchmarks: an MP3 audio de-

coder, an H.263 video decoder and a motion compensation kernel used in video
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decoders, for which we have reported an energy reduction between 4% and 68%

when compared to traditional DVS scheduling.

A possible extension of the work presented in this chapter is to divide the body

of the loop of interest in multiple (sequential) blocks, each block having its own

scenario set, and possibly its own time constraints. For each block, different pa-

rameters could be considered for scenario identification and detection. Moreover,

it will be possible that at the block boundaries a parameter changes its value,

so different values for the same parameter in different blocks are considered for

scenario detection.
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One always begins to forget a place as soon as

it’s left behind.

Charles Dickens

5
Cycle Budget Estimation for Soft

Real-Time Systems

The static analysis based approaches presented in chapters 3 and 4 are not

quite suitable for soft real-time systems, as the ratio of the worst case load versus

the average load on a processor can be easily as high as a factor of 10 [93]. This

chapter describes an instantiation of our scenario methodology as a tool that

can automatically define scenarios in a context of cycle budget estimation for

soft real-time systems. Moreover, the tool derives a predictor that is used at

runtime to enable the exploitation of the different requirements of each scenario

(e.g., the resource manager of a multi-application system can decide to give the

unused cycles to another application). This method is based on profiling, so it

is not conservative and hence not usable for hard real-time systems, but it is

suitable for soft real-time systems that usually accept a given threshold of missed

deadlines.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 surveys related work on sce-

nario characterization and prediction for soft real-time systems, and describes

how our current work is different from earlier work. Section 5.2 presents how

our approach fits in the general scenario based design methodology presented

in chapter 2. Sections 5.3-5.5 describe the three main steps of our approach of

which an overview is given in figure 5.1. In section 5.6, our scenario detection and

prediction method is evaluated, while some conclusions are drawn in section 5.7.

77
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Figure 5.1: Tool-flow overview.

5.1 Related Work

In the context of exploiting the knowledge about the different workloads (e.g., cy-

cle budgets) in soft real-time stream processing systems, two different approaches

exist: reactive and proactive. Both of them take advantage and exploit the real-

time constraints and the periodicity of these systems. As already mentioned in the

previous chapters, the proactive approaches are more efficient than the reactive

ones, as they can make decisions in advance based on the knowledge about the

future behavior. In order to have this knowledge available at the right moment

in time, several approaches propose to a-priori process the input bitstream of a

streaming application and add to it meta-information that estimates the amount

of resources needed at runtime to decode each stream object (e.g., a frame). This

information is used to reconfigure the system (e.g., using DVS) in order to reduce

the energy consumption, while still meeting the deadlines. In [6, 45, 50, 87] the

authors propose a platform-dependent annotation of the bitstream, during the

encoding or before uploading it from a context provider (e.g., a PC) to a client

(e.g., a mobile system). As it is too time expensive to use a cycle-accurate sim-

ulator to estimate the time budget necessary to decode each stream object, the

presented approaches use a mathematical model to derive how many cycles are

needed to decode each stream object. All these works aim at a specific applica-

tion, with a specific implementation, and require that each frame header contains

a few parameters that characterize the computation complexity. None of them

presents a way of detecting these parameters, all assuming that the designer will

provide them.

The other class of proactive approaches inserts into the application a work-

load case predictor together with statically derived execution bounds for specific

cases. As already mentioned, the prediction can be done using probabilistic in-

formation and/or the values of selected parameters. An approach that uses the

parameters values in a hard real-time context was presented in [102]. It tries to

predict in advance the future unused cycles, using the combined data and control

flow information of the program. Its main disadvantage is the runtime overhead

(which sometimes is big) that can not be controlled. In chapters 3 and 4, we

proposed a way to control this overhead, by using scenarios. We automatically

detect the parameters with the highest influence on the worst case execution cy-
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cles (WCEC), and they are used to define scenarios. The static analysis used in

these chapters is not really suitable for soft real-time systems, as the difference

between the estimated WCEC and the real number of execution cycles may be

quite substantial due to the unpredictability of hardware and WCEC analysis

limitations. To overcome this issue, this chapter presents a profiling driven ap-

proach used to discover and runtime predict scenarios. It also solves the issue

of manually detecting parameters in soft real-time frame-based dynamic voltage

scaling algorithms, like the one presented in [19].

5.2 Overview of Our Approach

This section details how the trajectory presented in this chapter follows the

scenario-based design methodology described in chapter 2, in the context of run-

time prediction of required cycle budgets for soft real-time applications.

In the first part of the identification step (Operation mode identification and
characterization, section 5.3) the common operation modes are identified and

profiled. As we are interested in predicting the different amounts of required

computation cycles of different operation modes, we identify the application vari-

ables of which the values influence the application execution time the most, and

we use them to characterize the operation modes. As the number of the oper-

ation modes depends exponentially on the number of control instructions in the

application, the second part of the identification step (Operation mode clustering,
section 5.4) aims to cluster the modes into application scenarios. The described

clustering algorithm takes into account factors like the cost of runtime switching

between scenarios, and the fact that the amount of computation cycles for the

various operation modes within a single scenario should always be fairly similar.

In the scenario prediction step (section 5.5) a proactive predictor is derived.

Based on the parameters used to characterize the operation modes, it predicts at

runtime in which scenario the application currently runs. As we are interested

just in cycle budget estimation, in this chapter, we do not implement the sce-
nario exploitation and switching steps. Chapter 6 presents an example of their

implementation, together with the calibration step, which exploits the predicted

cycle budgets to reduce the average energy consumption while keeping the system

quality (i.e., number of missed deadline) under a given threshold.

5.3 Application Parameter Discovery

This section describes the first step of our method (figure 5.1). It first explains

how application parameters could be used to estimate the necessary cycle budget.

The remaining parts of the section detail how these parameters are discovered by

our method.
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5.3.1 Cycle Budget Estimation

During system design, accurate estimations of the resources needed by the appli-

cation in order to meet the desired throughput are required. In this thesis, we

focus on the cycle budget needed to decode a frame in a specific period of time

(tframe) on a given single-processor platform. This budget depends on the frame

itself and the internal state of the application. In relevant related work [6, 50, 87],

it is typically assumed that the cycle budget c(i) for frame i can be estimated using

a linear function on data-dependent arguments with data-independent, possibly

platform dependent, coefficients:

c(i) = C0 +

n
∑

k=1

Ckξk(i), (5.1)

where the Ck are constant coefficients that usually depend on the processor type,

and the ξk(i) are n arguments that depend on the frame i from the input bit-

stream
1
. Using for each frame its own transformation function with all possible

source-code variables as data-dependent arguments, gives the most accurate esti-

mates. However, this approach leads to a huge number of very large functions. To

reduce the explosion in the number of functions, the frames with small variation

in decoding cycles are treated together, being combined in application scenar-
ios. To reduce the size of each function, only the variables whose values have a

large influence on the decoding time of a frame should be used. The following

subsections present a method to identify these variables.

5.3.2 Control Variable Identification

The variables that appear in an application may be divided into control variables
and data variables. Based on the control variable values, different paths of the ap-

plication are executed, as they determine, for example, which conditional branch

is taken or how many times a loop will iterate. The data variables represent the

data processed by the application. Usually, the data variables appear as elements

of large arrays, implicitly or explicitly declared. Attached to each array, there can

be a control variable that represents the array size. Considering that each element

of a data array is one data variable, it can be easily observed that, usually, there

are a lot more data variables than control variables in an application.

The control variables are the ones that influence the execution time of the

program the most, as they decide how often each part of the program is executed.

Therefore, as our scope is to identify a small set of variables that can be used

to estimate the amount of cycles required to process a frame, we separate the

variables into data and control, based on application profiling. Moreover, we

1Equation 5.1 could potentially have non-linear dependencies on the ξk(i) (e.g., ξk(i)2). For
this work, the function format is not relevant, as we only use the ξk(i) to predict the program
scenarios and not to estimate the cycle count.
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Figure 5.2: Tool-flow details for deriving application parameters.

identify a subset of the control variables that hardly influence the execution time

and hence are not of interest to us. Both aspects are handled by the trace analyzer

discussed in the next subsection.

The large gray box in figure 5.2 shows the work-flow for control variable iden-

tification. It starts from the application source code which is then instrumented

with profile instructions for all read and write operations on the variables. The

instrumented code is compiled and executed on a training bitstream and the re-

sulting program trace is collected and analyzed. To find a representative training

bitstream that covers most of the behaviors which may appear during the ap-

plication life-time, particularly including the most frequent ones, is in general

a difficult problem. However, an approach similar to the one presented in [69],

where the authors show a technique for classifying different multimedia streams,

could be used. The analysis performed on the collected trace information aims

to discover if the trace contains data variables. If any are discovered, the profile

instructions that generate this information are removed from the source code, and

the process of compiling, executing and analyzing is repeated until the trace does

not contain data variables anymore. As our method generates a huge trace if it is

applied from the beginning on a large bitstream, we start with a few frames of the

bitstream in the first iteration. At each iteration, we increase the number of con-

sidered frames as the size of trace information generated per frame reduces. The

process is complete if the entire training bitstream is processed and the resulting

trace does not contain any data variables.

5.3.3 Trace Analyzer

The trace analyzer has two roles: (i) at each iteration of the flow for control

variable identification, it identifies data variables and control variables that do
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void process(char *a, int n) {
1 int i = 0;
2 while(i<n) {
3 f(a[i]);
4 f(a[a[i]]);
5 i++;
6 }
7 }

Figure 5.3: An educational example.

not affect execution time substantially; and (ii) when the process is complete, it

generates the data necessary for the scenario selection step explained in section 5.4

and a list of the remaining control variables.

The data variables that are declared as explicit arrays can be found via a

straightforward static analysis of the source code. For the rest of the data vari-

ables, stored in implicitly declared arrays (e.g., the variable a from the source

code of figure 5.3), the trace analyzer applies the following rule: if in the trace

information generated for each frame, there is a program instruction that reads or

writes a number of different memory addresses (e.g., the instructions from lines 3

and 4 in figure 5.3) larger than a threshold, we consider that all these memory

addresses are linked to data variables, as this operation looks like accessing a data

array. For this decision, we do not look for a specific array access pattern (e.g., a

sequential access pattern as in line 3 or a random access pattern as in line 4 of our

example). The profiling in combination with a threshold allows to differentiate

between implicitly declared arrays that store data or control variables. This can

not be obtained only by inspecting the source code, due to the complexity of the

C language and the limitation of existing static analysis techniques, like pointer

alias analysis [48]. Based on practical experience, we observed that the threshold

is quite low. It is a configuration parameter for our tool, and its default value is

four, as it is the appropriate value found by us in practice.

Loop iterators are the control variables that we consider to have only a small

influence on the application execution time and that are easy to identify based on

the trace information generated for each frame. These variables are not used to

decide how many times a loop iterates; they just count the number of iterations.

For example, in the piece of code of figure 5.3, the variable n bounds the number of

iterations, while the loop iterator i counts them. Variable n might be of interest,

but i is not. If there is a program instruction that writes the same variable more

than once, this variable can be considered a loop iterator
2
.

When the trace analyzer finishes, all data variables and loop iterators are

removed. The trace analyzer generates a list with the remaining variables from

the trace which are candidates for the ξk used in equation (5.1). During the

scenario analyzer step (section 5.5), their number is (potentially) further reduced.

Figure 5.4 shows the categories into which the application variables are divided,

2The same behavior appears also in the case of counters, but we do not make the difference
between counters and iterators, removing these variables in both cases.
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(a) Control variables used
in scenario prediction
(b) Removed control
variables
(c) Loop iterators

(d) Data variables

Figure 5.4: Variable distribution for MP3.
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Figure 5.5: Tool-flow details for scenario selection and analyzer steps.

where category (b) covers the variables removed during the scenario analyzer step.

Besides the write and read operations, the program trace contains also the

number of cycles needed to decode each frame. This information is used in the

scenario selection step, discussed in the next section.

5.4 Scenario Selection

This section presents our scenario selection approach (the second step in fig-

ure 5.1). It first details the scenario selection problem. It then continues in

section 5.4.2 by introducing frame and scenario signatures that capture all the

relevant information needed for scenario selection and prediction. The remaining

part of the section describes the actual scenario selection step, which is detailed in

the left gray box of figure 5.5. It consists of two main processes: (i) using a heuris-

tic approach, multiple scenario sets are generated from the information previously

derived by profiling the training bitstream (section 5.4.3), and (ii) from the gen-

erated scenario sets the most promising ones from a cycle budget over-estimation

point of view are selected (section 5.4.4).
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Figure 5.6: Distribution histogram and manual 3-step scenario selection for the

MP3 decoder [39].

5.4.1 The Scenario Selection Problem

In our earlier work [39], scenarios are manually identified based on a graphically

depicted distribution histogram that shows on the horizontal axis the number

of cycles needed to decode a frame and on the vertical axis how often this cycle

budget was needed for the training bitstream (figure 5.6). Each identified scenario

j is characterized by a cycle budget interval (clb(j), cub(j)] that bounds the number

of cycles needed to decode each frame that is part of the scenario. The set of

identified scenarios covers all the frames that appear in the training bitstream.

In the final application source code generated by our method, for each frame

of a scenario, cub is used as an estimate for the required cycle budget for pro-

cessing it. So, each scenario introduces an over-estimation that is determined by

the difference between cub and the average amount of cycles needed to process

the frames belonging to it. An overhead of maximum tswitch seconds is taken

into account for the application-external scenario exploitation mechanism (e.g.,

the processor frequency/supply voltage switching when exploiting DVS, or the

resource manager in a multi-application system), when the application switches

between scenarios. So, tight bounds cub and limited scenario switching frequency

are important.

Manual scenario selection is a time-consuming iterative job. The process starts

by deriving an initial set of scenarios from the distribution histogram. Then, its

quality in prediction and over-estimation is evaluated. It might not be straight-

forward to unambiguously characterize the manually selected scenarios by means

of the variables identified in the previous section. Based on the obtained re-

sults, the set can be adapted and re-evaluated as often as necessary. A manual

selection approach, similar to the one presented in [39], can easily exploit the

information that can be extracted from the distribution histogram: (i) how often
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Σf (1) = (Vf(1) = {(ξ1, 1), (ξ2,∼), (ξ3, 2)}, 40)

Σf (2) = (Vf(2) = {(ξ1, 2), (ξ2, 352), (ξ3, 2)}, 39)

Σf (3) = (Vf(3) = {(ξ1, 1), (ξ2,∼), (ξ3, 12)}, 110)

Σf (4) = (Vf(4) = {(ξ1, 2), (ξ2, 352), (ξ3, 12)}, 112)

Σf (5) = (Vf(5) = {(ξ1, 2), (ξ2, 352), (ξ3, 4)}, 42)

Σf (6) = (Vf(6) = {(ξ1, 2), (ξ2, 704), (ξ3, 2)}, 39)

Σf (7) = (Vf(7) = {(ξ1, 2), (ξ2, 704), (ξ3, 12)}, 108)

Σf (8) = (Vf(8) = {(ξ1, 2), (ξ2, 704), (ξ3, 4)}, 41)

Figure 5.7: A sequence of frame signatures.

scenarios occur at runtime and (ii) the introduced cycle-budget over-estimation.

However, it is very difficult, even impossible, to take into account other necessary

ingredients for selecting the best set of scenarios that are runtime detectable and

introduce the lowest over-estimation, such as: (i) whether it is possible to distin-

guish at runtime between scenarios based on the considered control variables, (ii)

the possible overlap in the cycle budget intervals of identified scenarios, (iii) how

many switches appear between each two scenarios, and (iv) the runtime scenario

prediction and system reconfiguration (e.g., voltage/frequency scaling) overhead.

All this information is taken into account in the heuristic algorithm presented

in the following subsections. A running example, a simplified MPEG-2 motion

compensation (MC) task, is used throughout the section for easier understanding.

5.4.2 Scenario Signatures

It is our aim to derive scenarios and scenario predictors from the knowledge that

can be extracted from the training bitstream. To this end, we first characterize

each frame from the training bitstream in terms of the control variables and its

cycle count. This information is used in both the scenario selection and analyzer

steps.

Let C be the set of control variables ξk obtained through the trace analyzer.

Frame signatures are obtained by processing the trace generated for the training

bitstream. For a frame i its signature Σf (i) is defined as a pair:

Σf (i) = (Vf(i) = {(ξk, ξk(i))|ξk ∈ C}, c(i)), (5.2)

where Vf(i) is the set of (variable,value) pairs from frame i with ξk(i) the value

of control variable ξk for frame i, and where c(i) represents the number of cycles

used to process frame i. For each frame, there can be some variables ξk that are

not accessed during its processing, so they have undefined values. An example

of a sequence of frame signatures for a training bitstream is shown in figure 5.7,

where ∼ represents an undefined value.

Assume, for the moment, that all frames in the training bitstream have been

partitioned into a set of scenarios. Let Fj be the set of all frames that belong

to scenario j. A scenario signature can then be computed from the signature of

all the frames in the training bitstream that are part of the scenario. Scenario

signatures quantify the aspects of a scenario that are used in the scenario selection.
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Fj1 = {1, 2, 6} Σs(j1) = ([39, 40], 2, 3, 2)
Fj2 = {5, 8} Σs(j2) = ([41, 42], 1, 2, 2)

(a) Signatures

s(j1, j2) = 0 s(j2, j1) = 1
o(j1, j2) = o(j2, j1) = 2 + 1 + 2 · 3 = 9

(b) Functions

j = cls(j1, j2) Fj = {1, 2, 5, 6, 8} Σs(j) = ([39, 42], 9, 5, 3)

(c) Clustering

tswitch = 1µs tframe = 10µs sw(j) = ⌈(42/10) · 1)⌉ = 5
uub(j) = ⌈(3 · 5 − 9)/5⌉ = 2 cub(j) = 42 + 2 = 44

(d) Upper bound adaptation

sw(j1) = 4 sw(j2) = 5

uub(j1) = ⌈ 2·4−2
3 ⌉ = 2 uub(j2) = ⌈ 2·5−1

2 ⌉ = 5 uub(j) = ⌈ 3·5−9
5 ⌉ = 2

cost(j) = 9− 2− 1− (0 · 4 + 1 · 5) + 2 · (3 + 2)− 2 · 3 − 5 · 2 = −5

(e) Clustering cost

Figure 5.8: Example of scenarios.

For a scenario j, its scenario signature Σs(j) is defined as a 4-tuple:

Σs(j) = ([clb(j), cub(j)], o(j), f(j), s(j)), (5.3)

where clb(j) = mini∈Fj
(c(i)) and cub(j) = maxi∈Fj

(c(i)) bound the number of

cycles needed to process each frame part of the scenario; o(j) =
∑

i∈Fj
(cub(j) −

c(i)) represents the accumulated cycle budget over-estimation that this scenario

introduces for the training bitstream; f(j) counts how often the scenario appears

(i.e., f(j) equals the cardinality of Fj); and s(j) counts how many times the

application switches from this scenario to other scenarios (i.e., it counts in the

training bitstream the number of frame intervals that consist of frames in scenario

j). Figure 5.8(a) gives an example of two scenarios that contain some of the frames

presented in figure 5.7.

The scenario selection algorithm repeatedly considers scenario candidates for

clustering into one new scenario. To derive the signature for the scenario resulting

from clustering a pair of scenarios (j1, j2), we introduce:

• s(j1, j2) is the number of times that the application switches from scenario

j1 to scenario j2 while processing the training bitstream, with s(j1, j2) = 0

if j1 = j2;

• o(j1, j2) is the over-estimation introduced by clustering the two scenarios

into a single one, where

o(j1, j2) = o(j1)+o(j2)+

{

(cub(j1)− cub(j2)) · f(j2), if cub(j1) > cub(j2)
(cub(j2)− cub(j1)) · f(j1), if cub(j1) ≤ cub(j2)

(5.4)

Figure 5.8(b) gives a numerical example of how these functions are computed for

the scenarios from figure 5.8(a) and the frame sequence given in figure 5.7.
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generateScenarioSets(Vector frames)

1 solutions ← ∅
2 scenarioSet ←initialClustering(frames)
3 solutions .insert(scenarioSet)
4 while (scenarioSet .size() 6= 1)
5 do (j1, j2)← getTwoScenariosToCluster(scenarioSet)
6 j ← clusterScenarios(j1, j2)
7 scenarioSet .remove(j1)
8 scenarioSet .remove(j2)
9 scenarioSet .insert(j)

10 solutions .insert(scenarioSet)
11 for each scenarioSet in solutions

12 do for each s in scenarioSet

13 do adaptScenarioBounds(s)
14 return solutions

Figure 5.9: The scenario sets generation algorithm.

Given two scenarios j1 and j2, with signatures Σs(j1) and Σs(j2), their clus-
tering is a scenario cls(j1, j2) with the signature:

Σs(cls(j1, j2)) =

([min(clb(j1), clb(j2)), max(cub(j1), cub(j2))], o(j1, j2),
f(j1) + f(j2), s(j1) + s(j2)− s(j1, j2)− s(j2, j1)).

(5.5)

Figure 5.8(c) displays the scenario resulting from clustering the scenarios in

figure 5.8(a).

5.4.3 Scenario Sets Generation

This step, of which pseudo-code is shown in figure 5.9, represents the first part

of the scenario selection algorithm. Its role is to divide the operation modes of

the application in a number of scenarios. It receives as parameter the vector

of frame signatures for the training bitstream. The algorithm returns multiple

scenario sets, each of them covering all the given frames and being a potentially

promising solution that represents a trade-off between the number of scenarios

and the introduced over-estimation. More scenarios lead to less over-estimation.

However, more scenarios lead to a larger predictor and possibly more switches,

which may increase the cycle overhead and enlarge the application source code

too much.

In the initialization phase (line 2), the algorithm generates an initial set of

scenarios. It takes into account that there is no way to differentiate at runtime

between two frames i1 and i2 if their signatures are such that Vf(i1) = Vf(i2). So,

in the initialization phase, all the frames i that have in the signature the same set

Vf (i) are clustered together in the same scenario.

The processing part of the algorithm starts with the initial set of scenarios

and it is repeated until the scenario set contains only one scenario that clusters
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together all frames. At each iteration, the two most promising scenarios to be

clustered are selected using a heuristic function, discussed in more detail below,

and they are replaced in the scenario set by the scenario resulting from their

clustering.

After the processing part, for each scenario j from each set of scenarios

(lines 11-13), the upper bound of the cycle budget interval cub(j) is adapted to

accommodate, on average, the cycles spent to switch from this scenario to other

scenarios. The maximum number of cycles used to switch from j is given by:

sw(j) = ⌈(cub(j)/tframe) · tswitch⌉, (5.6)

where tframe is the frame period, cub(j)/tframe is the processor frequency at which

the scenario j is executed and tswitch is the maximum time overhead introduced by

a frequency switching. In principle, the over-estimation introduced by a scenario

can be used to accommodate for switching cycles. However, this over-estimation

may be too small. Thus, if the over-estimation o(j) introduced by the scenario

is smaller than the total number of processor cycles needed to switch from it to

other scenarios (s(j) · sw(j)), then cub(j) is incremented. Otherwise, it remains

unchanged. The following formula computes the incrementing value:

uub(j) = max

(⌈

s(j) · sw(j) − o(j)

f(j)

⌉

, 0

)

. (5.7)

In figure 5.8(d) the cycle budget upper bound is recomputed for the scenario

defined in Figure 5.8(c).

The tested heuristic functions for selecting which scenarios to cluster are based

on cost functions that take into account: (i) the over-estimation of the resulting

scenario, (ii) the cycle budget upper bound adaptation that should be done for

each scenario, and (iii) the number of switches between scenarios and the switching

overhead. Via the aspects (i) and (ii), it is taken into account that the over-

estimation introduced by a scenario could be used to compensate for the switching

overhead from this scenario to other scenarios. Switching cost (aspect (iii)) will

generally decrease when clustering scenarios. Considering all these aspects, the

most promising clustering heuristic function that we found selects the pair of

scenarios with the lowest cost taken as extra over-estimation minus switching
overhead reduction plus adaptation. Our experiments show that this cost function

gives good results, while dropping any of the three main aspects gives worse

results. Formally, for scenarios j1 and j2 the clustering cost is given by:

cost(cls(j1, j2)) =

o(j1, j2)− o(j1)− o(j2)− (s(j1, j2) · sw(j1) + s(j2, j1) · sw(j2))
+ uub(cls(j1, j2)) · (f(j1) + f(j2))− uub(j1) · f(j1)− uub(j2) · f(j2),

.

(5.8)

Figure 5.8(e) shows how the cost is computed for the two scenarios defined in

Figure 5.8(a).
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Figure 5.10: Scenario sets selection for MPEG-2 MC based on over-estimation.

5.4.4 Scenario Sets Selection

This second and last step of the scenario selection algorithm aims to reduce the

number of solutions that should be further evaluated, as the evaluation of each

set of scenarios is a time-consuming operation. It chooses from the previously

generated sets of scenarios the most promising ones. The goal is to find in-

teresting trade-offs in cost (code size and runtime overhead) and gains (cycles).

Therefore, for making this decision, for each scenario set, the amount of intro-

duced over-estimation and the number of runtime scenario switches are taken

into account. Each solution is considered as a point in two 2-dimensional trade-

off spaces: (i) the number of scenarios (m) versus introduced over-estimation

(
∑m

j=1 o(j)), and (ii) the number of scenarios versus the number of runtime

switches (
∑m

j1=1

∑m
j2=1 s(j1, j2)). In the example given in figures 5.10 and 5.11

these points are called generated solutions. Each of the two charts is indepen-

dently used to select a set containing promising solutions, and finally the two sets

are merged. The selection algorithm consists of five steps:

1. For each chart, the sequence of solutions, sorted according to the number

of scenarios, is approximated with a set of line segments, each of them

linking two points of the set, such that the sum of the squared distances

from each solution to the segment used to approximate it is minimized.

This problem is an instance of the change detection problem from the data

mining and statistics fields [18]. To avoid the trivial solution of having a

different segment linking each pair of consecutive points, a penalty is added
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Figure 5.11: Scenario sets selection for MPEG-2 MC based on number of switches.

for each extra used segment. In figures 5.10 and 5.11, the selected segments

and their end points are called approximation segments/points.

2. For each chart, we initially select all the approximation points to be part of

the chart’s set of promising solutions. These points are potentially interest-

ing because they correspond to solutions in the trade-off spaces where the

trends in the development in over-estimation (figure 5.10) and number of

runtime switches (figure 5.11) change.

3. For each approximation segment from the over-estimation chart, its slope is

computed. If it is very small compared to the slope of the entire sequence of

solutions
3
, its right end point is removed from the set of promising solutions,

as for similar over-estimation, we would like to have the smallest number

of scenarios because that reduces code size and switches. In figure 5.10,

for the segment between the solutions with 4 respectively 6 scenarios, the

solution with 6 scenarios is discarded. The same rule does not apply for the

switches chart because both end points are of interest. For a similar number

of switches, the right end point represents the solution with the lowest over-

estimation, and the left end point is the solution with the smallest predictor.

4. For each approximation segment from each chart, if its slope is larger than

the slope of the entire sequence of solutions, intermediate points, if they

3The sequence slope is the slope of the segment that links the first and the last point from
the sequence.
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exist, may be selected. They represent an interesting trade-off between the

number of scenarios and the potential gains in over-estimation or number

of switches. The percentage of selected points is chosen to depend on the

ratio between the two slopes. In figure 5.11, the solutions with 28 and 29

scenarios are selected as intermediate points.

5. The sets of promising solutions generated for the trade-off spaces are merged,

and the resulting union represents the set of the most promising solutions

that will be further evaluated.

5.5 Scenario Analyzer

The scenario analyzer step is detailed in the right gray box from figure 5.5, and

it corresponds to the third step in figure 5.1. It starts from the previous selected

set of solutions, each solution being a set of scenarios that covers the whole ap-

plication. For each solution, it generates: (i) for each scenario, an equation that

characterizes the scenario depending on the application control variables; (ii) the

source code of the predictor that can be used to predict at runtime in which sce-

nario the application is running; and (iii) the list of the variables used by this

predictor. The predictor is used to generate the source code for each solution.

The best application implementation is selected by measuring the cycle budget

over-estimation and the number of missed deadlines of each generated version of

the source code on the training bitstream.

Scenario characteristic function: For each frame i, using its signature as de-

fined in section 5.4.2, a boolean function χf (i) over variables ξk characterizing

the frame is defined:

χf (i)(
−→
ξk ) =

∧

k

(ξk = ξk(i)). (5.9)

By using these functions, for each scenario j, a boolean function χs(j) over vari-

ables ξk characterizing the scenario is defined. Recall that Fj denotes the set of

frames belonging to scenario j.

χs(j)(
−→
ξk) =

∨

i∈Fj

χf (i)(
−→
ξk). (5.10)

The canonical form of this boolean function is obtained using the Quine Mc-

Cluskey algorithm [70]. These functions can be used at runtime to check for each

frame in which scenario the application should execute. Based on the initial clus-
tering from the scenario selection step, at most one of these functions evaluates

to true when applied to the control variable values of a frame. However, because

these functions are computed based on a training bitstream, a special case may

appear when a new frame i is checked against them: no scenario j for which

χs(j)(
−−→
ξk(i)) evaluates to true exists. In this case, the frame is classified to be
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Figure 5.12: Simplified MPEG-2 MC decision diagrams: (a) original; (b) merging

ξ3; (c) removal of ξ1 and ξ2; (d) intervals; (e) reorder.

in the so-called backup scenario, which is the scenario j with the largest cub(j)
among all the scenarios.

Runtime predictor: The operations that change the values of the variables

ξk are identified in the source code. Using a static analysis, for each of the

possible paths within the main loop of the multimedia application, the instruction

that is the last one to change the value of any variable ξk is identified. After

this instruction, the values of all required variables are known. An identical

runtime predictor is inserted after each of such instructions. This leads to multiple

mutually exclusive predictors, from which precisely one is executed in each main

loop iteration to predict the current scenario.

We can use as the runtime predictor the scenario equations derived above.

However, for a faster runtime evaluation, code optimization and the possibility of

introducing more flexibility in the prediction, a decision diagram is more efficient.

So, we derive the runtime predictor as a multi-valued decision diagram [116],

defined by a function

f : Ω1 × Ω2 × ...× Ωn → {1, .., m}, (5.11)

where Ωk is the set of all possible values of the type of variable ξk (including ∼ that

represents undefined) and m is the number of scenarios in which the application

was divided. The function f maps each frame i, based on the variable values

ξk(i) associated with it, to the scenario to which the frame belongs. The decision

diagram consists of a directed acyclic graph G = (V, E) and a labeling of the

nodes and edges. The sink nodes get labels from 1, .., m and the inner (non-sink)

nodes get labels from ξ1, ..., ξn. Each inner node labeled with ξk has a number
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Node::Node(Set frames, String label, NodeType type, Set vars);

generateDecisionDiagram(Set frames, Set scenarios,
Scenario backup, Set vars)

1 dd ← new DecisionDiagram()
2 for each s in scenarios

3 do dd.insert(new Node(∅, s.name, sink, ∅))
4 b← dd.getNode(backup.name)
5 nodes ← new List()
6 nodes.push(new Node(frames,nil,source,vars))
7 while (nodes.size() > 0)
8 do n← nodes.pop()
9 ξ ← n.getVar()

10 n.label ← ξ.name

11 vars ← n.vars −ξ
12 for each v in ξ. values
13 do frames ← n.frames .getFrames(ξ = v)
14 if ( vars 6= ∅)
15 then x← new Node( frames, nil, inner, vars)
16 nodes.push(x)
17 else x ← dd .getNode(getScenario( frames))
18 x .frames ← x .frames ∪ frames

19 n.addEdge(v, x)
20 dd.insert(n)
21 n.addEdge(other, b)
22 dd.mergeSimilarNodes()
23 for each n in dd .traverseNodes()
24 do dd.testAndRemove(n)
25 for each n in dd.nodes

26 do n.replaceValueEdgesWithIntervalEdge()
27 for each n in dd.nodes

28 do n.reorderEdges()
29 return dd

Figure 5.13: The decision diagram construction algorithm.

of outgoing edges equal to the number of the different values ξk(i) that appear

for variable ξk in all frames from the training bitstream plus an edge labeled

with other that leads directly to the backup scenario. This edge is introduced to

handle the case when, for a frame i, there is no scenario j for which χs(j)(
−−→
ξk(i))

evaluates to true. Only one inner node without incoming edges exists in V , which

is the source node of the diagram, and from which the diagram evaluation always

starts. On each path from the source node to a sink node each variable ξk occurs

at most once. An example of a decision diagram for the sequence of frames of

figure 5.7 is shown in figure 5.12(a).

When the decision diagram is used in the source code to predict the future

scenario, it introduces two additional cost factors: (i) decision diagram code size
and (ii) average evaluation runtime cost. Both can be measured in number of

comparisons. To reduce the decision diagram size, a trade-off with the decision

quality is done. All the optimization steps done in our decision diagram generation

algorithm (figure 5.13) are based on practical observations. The algorithm consists

of five main steps:
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1. Initial decision diagram construction (lines 1-21): For each scenario, a node

is created and introduced in the decision diagram, and the node for the

backup scenario is saved for future use (lines 2-4). For each node, the

following information is stored: (i) the set of frames of the training bitstream

for which the scenario prediction process passes through the node, (ii) its

label (a control variable or a scenario identifier), (iii) its type (source, sink
and inner) and (iv) the variables that were not used as labels for the nodes

on the path from the source node. For sink nodes, the latter is irrelevant,

and hence these nodes are assigned the empty set (line 3). A list with nodes

that have to be processed is kept, and initially this list contains only the

source node, unlabeled at this point (lines 5-6). While the list is not empty,

the first node is extracted from it, and a variable that was not used on the

path from the source to it is selected to label this node (lines 9-10). For

each possible value for the selected variable that appears in the set of frames

associated with the node (line 12), an edge is added in the decision diagram

(line 19). In line 13, the set of frames for which the prediction process goes

through node n and for which the value of ξ matches v is saved. The new

edge is added either to a new inner node that will go in the list of nodes to

be processed (lines 15-16), or to a scenario node, in which case the list of

frames of the scenario node is updated (lines 17-18). The decision is made in

line 14 by checking if the list of variables that were not used for deciding the

path from the source to the current node contains only the variable selected

for labeling the currently processed node. Finally, the node is inserted into

the decision diagram and an edge from it to the backup scenario node is

created (lines 20-21). Figure 5.12(a) shows the decision diagram built for

the frames from figure 5.7, where the sets of frames that belong to each

scenario are F1 = {3, 4, 7} and F2 = {1, 2, 5, 6, 8}.

2. Node merging (line 22): Two inner nodes are merged if they have the same

label and the set of the outgoing edges of one is included in the set of the

other one. To understand the reason behind this decision, consider the

decision diagram of figure 5.12(a). It can be assumed that if ξ1 = 1 and

ξ3 = 4 the application is, most probably, in scenario 2. This case did not

appear for the training bitstream, but except for this case the two ξ3 labeled

nodes imply the same decisions. If this assumption is made, the decision

diagram can be reduced to the one shown in figure 5.12(b).

3. Node removal (lines 23-24): The diagram is traversed and each node is

checked to see if it really influences the decision made by the diagram. If it

does not, it can be removed. An example of this kind of node can be found

in figure 5.12(b). In this diagram, it can be observed that whatever the

values of ξ1 and ξ2 are, the current scenario is decided based on the value

of ξ3 (except for the values of ξ1 and ξ2 that did not occur in the training

bitstream). This means that we can remove the nodes labeled with ξ1 and

ξ2 from the diagram (see figure 5.12(c)). Note that if the values of ξ1 and ξ2
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for a frame did not appear in the training bitstream, a scenario is selected

based on the reduced diagram instead of the conservative backup scenario

that would have been selected based on the original diagram.

4. Interval edges (lines 25-26): If a node has two or more outgoing edges

associated to values v1 < v2 < .. < vn that have the same destination,

and there is no other outgoing edge associated with v, v1 < v < vn, then

these edges may be merged in only one edge. In figure 5.12(c), for both

ξ3 = 2 and ξ3 = 4, scenario 2 is selected and there is no other value for

ξ3 ∈ [2, 4] for which another scenario is selected. The assumption that if a

value ξ3 ∈ [2, 4] appears for a frame, scenario 2 should be selected with high

probability, leads to the diagram figure 5.12(d).

5. Edge reordering (lines 27-28): To decrease the average runtime evaluation

cost, the outgoing edges of each inner node are sorted in descending order

based on the occurrence ratio of the values that label them. In figure 5.12(e),

the edges for the node labeled with ξ3 were reordered, based on the obser-

vation that ξ3 ∈ [2, 4] appears most often
4
.

Different optimization steps of our tool, except step (1), may be disabled, so

the tool may produce different decision diagrams, from the one created only based

on the training bitstream (only steps (1) and (5) of the above algorithm) to the

one on which all possible size reductions were applied (all five steps). Note that

it makes no sense to disable step (5) as there is no risk, like quality degradation,

related to it. Moreover, the node merging and removal steps ((2) and (3)) are

usually considered together because they are very tightly linked: by merging

some nodes, other nodes become irrelevant as decision makers, so they can be

removed. In each step of the algorithm, for example, the selection of variables for

labeling nodes (line 9), different heuristics may be used. However, it might be

possible that by applying all steps the prediction quality becomes bad. This may

happen as the decisions made in our diagram generation algorithm are based on

practical observations, and the application at hand might not conform to these

observations. In this case, the steps that negatively affect the prediction quality

should be identified and disabled. In the experimental part of chapter 6, the

independent effect of each of these steps is analyzed for energy consumption.

For each predictor, the average number of cycles needed at runtime to predict

the scenarios is profiled on the training bitstream and the scenario bounds are

updated to accommodate for this prediction cost. The process is similar to the

one used in the previous section for accommodating for the scenario switching

cost.

In the experiments presented in section 5.6 and later in chapter 6, we generated

four fully optimized predictors, differentiated by:

4Scenario 2 from the decision diagram is the same as the scenario j computed in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.14: Final implementation of the application.

• the variable selection heuristic for each node in step 1 of the algorithm

(getVar, line 9 in figure 5.13): the variables with the most/least number

of possible values are selected first. By selecting the one with most values

first a lower runtime decision overhead might be introduced, as multiple

small subtrees are created for each node and the decision height is reduced.

On the other hand, by selecting the variable with the least possible values

first, more freedom is given to the interval edges optimization step. This

freedom appears as the number of leaves of the decision diagram will be

large.

• the tree traversal in step 3 (traverseNode, line 23 in figure 5.13): breadth-

/depth-first. Breadth-first tries to remove first the node, and then its chil-

dren. Depth-first is doing the opposite.

All these four predictors can be used to achieve cycle budget over-estimation

reduction, but there is no best one for all applications. Hence, in order to select

the most efficient heuristics for an application, we generate the application source

code for each of them. The structure of the generated source code is similar to

the one presented in figure 5.14. It is derived from the original application, by

inserting in it the predictor. All the generated source codes are evaluated on the

training bitstream and the one that gives the largest over-estimation reduction

is chosen. The variables used by its predictor are considered to be the most

important control variables (fig. 5.4).

5.6 Experimental Results

All the steps of the presented tool-flow were implemented on top of SUIF [2], and

they are applicable to applications written in C. The resulting implementation for

the application is written in C, and it has a structure similar to the one presented

in figure 5.14. The loop of interest of our benchmarks was manually identified

and marked.

As our final target is to reduce the average energy consumption of a streaming

application, which is covered in chapter 6, in this chapter, we present results for

only one benchmark, the MP3 decoder described in section 3.5.1. The numerical
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Figure 5.15: Pareto-optimal solutions for MP3 Decoder.

results are obtained on an Intel XScale PXA255 processor [51] using the XTREM

simulator [23]. Our experiment focusses on showing that our end-to-end trajectory

is useful in reducing the cycle budget over-estimation, and on illustrating the need

for a calibration mechanism. We do not investigate isolated effects of different

parts of the trajectory. These effects are analyzed in the more comprehensive

experiments related to energy reduction presented in chapter 6.

To profile the MP3 decoder, we have chosen, as the training bitstream, a set

of audio files consisting of: (i) the ones taken from [28], which were designed to

cover all the extreme cases, and (ii) a few randomly selected stereo and mono songs

downloaded from the internet, in order to cover the most common cases. After

removing the data variables and loop iterators, the number of remaining control

variables ξk to be considered for scenario prediction is 41. This set of variables is

far more complete than the one detected using the static analysis from chapter 3.

The scenario sets generation algorithm of section 5.4.3 leads to 2111 potential

solutions (sets of scenarios). Using the method presented in section 5.4.4, we

reduced the size of the pool of solutions for which the predictor was generated to

34. This decreases the execution time of the scenario analysis (section 5.5) from

approximatively 4 days to less than 5 hours. For each of the evaluated scenario

sets, one not optimized and four fully optimized predictors were generated, as

outlined in section 5.5.

To quantify the effects of our approach in reducing the over-estimation and
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Figure 5.16: Cycle prediction relative to the scenario bounds.

quality degradation (i.e., missed deadlines if too few cycles were reserved for a

frame), we evaluated the resulting application via three experiments, by decoding

the same three sets as considered in chapter 4: (i) 20 randomly selected stereo

songs, (ii) 10 mono songs and (iii) all these 30 songs together. We measured the

average cycle budget over-estimation of all generated source application imple-

mentations (5 · 34 = 170), and we compared it with the case when no scenario

knowledge was used, i.e., the cycle budget considered for each frame is the worst

case cycle budget met when decoding the training bitstream. For this worst case,

the average over-estimation is around 33% of the cycle budget (3.8 · 10
6

out of

11.8 · 10
6

cycles).

The points shown in figure 5.15 represent pareto-optimal solutions [83], for

each of the three experiments. These solutions are the implementations that are

not dominated by any other implementations in both missed deadlines and cycle

budget over-estimation simultaneously. As they represent trade-offs between the

two optimization criteria, these are the solutions of interest for us.

In order to select between the solutions, we have to consider the quality re-

quirements of the application. If for example, we design the MP3 decoder for the

mixed set of streams, and we want to accept only a very low miss ratio (e.g., 0.2%),

an acceptable implementation is represented by the encircled solution labeled with

(0.1%, 24%). This solution uses two scenarios, and the (optimized) predictor was

generated by selecting during the decision diagram construction first the variables

with the least number of possible values and by using a breadth-first reduction

approach. On the other hand, if a 9% miss ratio is acceptable, the encircled solu-

tion labeled (8.4%, 45%) should be selected, as it gives the largest over-estimation

reduction. This later solution uses 8 scenarios, and the predictor was generated

by selecting during the decision diagram construction first the variables with the

largest number of possible values, but still using a breadth-first reduction ap-

proach.

However, observe that both the miss ratio and over-estimation reduction can

not be guaranteed by the presented trajectory. While for the over-estimation

reduction it is not a major problem if it decreases, the same does not hold if the

miss ratio increases. This leads to a system that does not meet the requirements,

offering a depreciated user experience.

The system miss ratio can be maintained, and even improved, using a runtime

calibration mechanism that adapts the system to the input bitstream character-
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Figure 5.17: Cycle budget prediction for the MP3 decoder.

istics. Such a mechanism also increases the robustness against improper training

bitstreams. The mechanism should use the collected information about how well

the cycle budget c(i) required to decode a frame i fitted within the cycle bud-

get interval [clb(j), cub(j)] that characterizes the scenario j in which the frame

was predicted to be. Figure 5.16 shows the three main cases (i) over-prediction

(c(i) < clb(j)), (ii) under-prediction (c(i) > cub(j)) that generates a deadline miss,

and (iii) correct prediction (clb(j) ≤ c(i) ≤ cub(j)). As the granularity of these

three categories is too coarse to give to the calibration mechanism a good oppor-

tunity to exploit the information collected about them, they are further divided

in finer-grain categories. For example, in figure 5.16, the under-prediction case is

divided in two categories: (i) under-prediction when c(i) fails within 20% outside

of the scenario bounds interval (cub(j) < c(i) ≤ cub(j) + (cub(j) − clb(j)) · 0.2),

and (ii) the rest (c(i) > cub(j) + (cub(j)− clb(j)) · 0.2). The number of considered

categories that the calibration mechanism can monitor is small, as each category

adds extra memory and computation overhead in the application. In figure 5.16,

also the correct prediction case is subdivided into two subcategories, yielding five

cases in total.

Figure 5.17 depicts for the labeled solution (8.4%, 45%) in figure 5.15 how the
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prediction of the frames’ cycle budget fits within the scenario budget interval,

considering the five cases shown in figure 5.16. The chart displays for each pair

(scenario, category) the frequency of occurrence within the mixed set of streams.

By monitoring and exploiting this information at runtime, the calibration mecha-

nism may intelligently adapt the upper bound of the cycle budget interval of each

scenario. For the example in figure 5.17, if the calibration mechanism monitors

how often the allocated budget is exceeded with 20%, it can figure out that with a

small cost in over-estimation reduction, the miss ratio can be reduced substantially

by enlarging the cycle budget interval of some scenario with 20%. So, increasing

the upper bound of scenarios 2 (5.2 · 10
6 → 5.4 · 10

6
), 4 (9.0 · 10

6 → 9.3 · 10
6
),

and 7 (10.2 · 10
6 → 10.3 · 10

6
), the miss ratio can be reduced down to 5.4%, just

paying a 2% in over-estimation reduction (45%→ 43%).

Besides controlling the miss ratio, the calibration can also be used to further

reduce the over-estimation. In our example from figure 5.17, the upper bound of

scenario 8 might be reduced, as most of the frame cycle budgets fits within the first

90% of the scenario budget. By decreasing the upper bound from 11.7 ·10
6

cycles

to 11 · 10
6

cycles, the over-estimation reduction is improved to 54% by adding

0.3% more missed deadlines. However, as the calibration mechanism should keep

under control the deadline miss ratio while reducing the over-estimation, it should

combine both previously presented approaches. For our example, it may improve

our implementation simultaneously in both miss ratio (from 8.4% to 5.8%) and

over-estimation reduction (from 45% to 52%).

5.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have presented a profiling based trajectory that can automat-

ically define scenarios in a context of cycle budget estimation for soft real-time,

single processor systems. Furthermore, the tool derives a predictor that is used

at runtime to indicate in advance the scenario in which the application runs for

each streaming object. This information is used to estimate the amount of cycles

needed to process the object. Moreover, it can be exploited for example by the

resource manager of a multi-application system, or to reduce the average energy

consumption by exploiting DVS, as detailed in chapter 6. Using our method,

different application implementations are generated, which trade-off the amount

of cycle budget over-estimation and the number of missed deadlines. For the

MP3 decoder, the obtained implementations ranged in terms of (miss ratio, over-

estimation reduction) pairs from (0.01%, 4%) to (21.5%,61%), via solutions like

(0.1%, 24%) and (8.4%, 45%).

As an extension of the work in this chapter the restriction regarding the param-

eters used for scenario identification could be relaxed. Hence, different parameters

than the globally declared control variables could be considered, which will give

a larger flexibility to scenario identification, but for which a more complex trace

analyzer will be required. Moreover, a way of handling the dynamism caused by
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the data variables, different than the input data preprocessing and application

rewriting used in [45, 87], could be considered. Also the pruning rules used to

identify the most important parameters can be extended, for example, (i) to take

into account statically computed influence coefficients as used in chapter 3, and

(ii) to differentiate between iterators and counters, as the latter could be useful

parameters.
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I love to travel, but hate to arrive.

Albert Einstein

6
Energy-Aware Scheduling for Soft

Real-Time Systems

In this chapter, the trajectory presented in chapter 5 is extended to exploit

scenarios to reduce the average energy consumption of a soft real-time streaming

oriented system. The resulting application (figure 6.1) incorporates a coarse-

grain scenario based energy-aware scheduler, which once per frame detects in

which scenario the application runs, and adapts the processor frequency/supply

voltage (using DVS) based on its required cycle budget. Moreover, to overcome

the fact that our approach is not conservative, the resulting system incorporates

a calibration mechanism that keeps the miss ratio under a given threshold. It

may also further improve the system energy efficiency by taking into account the

actual runtime environment (e.g., the input stream).

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.1, the scenario selection

heuristic presented in the previous chapter is adapted to take into account the re-

lation between energy and computation cycles. The runtime switching mechanism

is described in section 6.2, while section 6.3 discusses different implementations

and effects of the output buffers existing in streaming applications (see the right

part of figure 6.1). Multiple calibration algorithms are detailed in section 6.4.

In section 6.5, our application scenario based trajectory is evaluated, while some

conclusions are drawn in section 6.6.

103
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Figure 6.1: Final implementation of the application.

6.1 Scenario Sets Generation

In equation 5.8 of chapter 5, we introduced a cost function used for scenario

clustering. It takes into account: (i) the over-estimation of the resulting scenario,

(ii) the cycle budget upper bound adaptation that should be done for each scenario

in order to take into account the average number of cycles lost by switching, and

(iii) the number of switches between scenarios and the switching overhead (in

energy). As already mentioned, via aspects (i) and (ii), it is taken into account

that the over-estimation introduced by a scenario could be used to compensate for

the switching overhead from this scenario to other scenarios. There is a one-to-one

correspondence between cost incurred by over-estimation cycles and cycles lost or

gained via budget adaptation. Switching cost (aspect iii) will generally decrease

when clustering scenarios. As our aim in this work is to save energy, it is necessary

to reconsider equation 5.8. In particular, switching cost given in cycles should be

weighted because the energy cost of these cycles depends on the ratio between

the energy consumed during the frequency switching, information that can be

taken from the processor datasheet, and the amount of energy used by normal

processor operation during a period of time equal to tswitch. Considering this, the

most promising clustering heuristic function follows the pattern of equation 5.8,

i.e. over-estimation minus switching plus adaptation, where the switching cost is

weighted. Formally, for scenarios j1 and j2 the clustering cost is given by:

cost(cls(j1, j2)) =

o(j1, j2)− o(j1)− o(j2)− α · (s(j1, j2) · sw(j1) + s(j2, j1) · sw(j2))
+ uub(cls(j1, j2)) · (f(j1) + f(j2))− uub(j1) · f(j1)− uub(j2) · f(j2),

(6.1)

where α is a weighting coefficient for the number of cycles gained by reducing the

number of switches.
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6.2 Switching Mechanism

At the border between two scenarios during execution, switching occurs. As

already mentioned, switching is the act of changing the system from one set of

knob positions to another. In our approach, the considered knob is the processor

frequency/supply voltage. In figure 6.1, the switching mechanism is introduced

into the application immediately after the predictor. When a new scenario j is

predicted, the lowest processor speed that allows the execution of this scenario

just in time, avoiding a missed deadline, is computed as:

fNEW =
cub(j)

tframe − tswitch
(6.2)

where cub(j) is the upper bound on the number of cycles needed to execute

each operation mode part of the scenario, tframe is the throughput period of

the streaming application (i.e., a frame should be processed each tframe seconds),

and tswitch is the overhead introduced by adapting the processor frequency/supply

voltage.

As it can be observed, switching between scenarios implies overhead in time:

(i) to compute the processor’s new frequency and (ii) to really adapt the processor

frequency/supply voltage. Moreover, both components introduce extra energy

consumption. Therefore, even when a certain scenario (different from the current

one) is predicted, it is not always a good idea to switch to it, because the overhead

may be larger than the gain.

As the second cost component is usually far more expensive than the first

one, we try to avoid a frequency change as much as possible (the bypass edge

in figure 6.1). Hence, when we can figure out that adapting the processor fre-

quency at the transition between scenarios will not lead to a reduction in energy

consumption, but also not to an extra missed deadline, we do not adapt the pro-

cessor frequency. Thus, if fNEW < fOLD , so the deadline is not missed, and the

following condition evaluates to true, then no adaptation is done:

P (fNEW )·cub(j)+Eswitch ≥ P (fOLD)·cub(j)+Pidle(fOLD)·(tframe·fOLD−cub(j)),
(6.3)

where P (f) and Pidle(f) represent the average active and idle power consumption

per cycle when the processor runs at frequency f , and Eswitch is the energy con-

sumed when adapting the processor frequency and supply voltage. The condition

takes into account that, when no adaptation is done, there will be some slack

cycles. Their number is represented by the difference between how many cycles

the processor may execute in the tframe period, and the worst case number of

cycles required by scenario j.
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Figure 6.2: Output buffer impact on processing start time.

6.3 The Output Buffer in Multimedia Applications

Because of the variation in the time spent in processing a frame, usually, in

real-time embedded systems, an output buffer is implemented (see the right part

of figure 6.1). The smallest possible buffer has a size equal to the maximum size

of a produced output frame. The buffer is used to avoid the stalling of the process

until the periodic consumer (e.g., a screen) takes the produced frame, allowing the

start of the processing of the next frame before the current frame is consumed. To

implement this parallelism, the conflict situation of producing a new frame before

the previous one has been consumed should be handled. This can be done (i) by

using a semaphore mechanism that postpones the writing of a new frame until

the old frame is consumed, or (ii) by postponing the start moment of processing a

new frame until it is sure that when the processing would be ready, the previous

frame is already consumed.

We considered the second implementation, as there is no need for any synchro-

nization mechanism. This gives more freedom in the consumer implementation

and simplicity in output buffer implementation, for which a simple external mem-

ory may be used. Figure 6.2 explains how the start moment for frame processing

is computed. For each frame i, Si is defined as the earliest moment in time when

the processing of frame i can start. It is equal to the moment when frame i − 1

is consumed (Di−1, the deadline of frame i − 1) minus the minimum possible

processing time for any frame, estimated using static analysis as the best case

execution time (BCET). The proactive DVS-aware scheduler that we used in our

experiments makes sure that a frame i does not start earlier than Si. The pro-

cessing of frame i can however also not start until frame i − 1 is ready (Ri−1).

If the deadline of frame i − 1 is missed, so Ri−1 > Di−1, depending on the ap-

plication, one of the following two decisions can be made: (i) the processing of

frame i− 1 might be stopped at Di−1, so the processing of frame i can start, or

(ii) the application continues with frame i− 1 until it is ready, and then it starts

with frame i. In the first case, which can for example be applied in an audio de-

coder, the processing of frame i actually starts at min(max(Si, Ri−1), Di−1). In

the second case, typically used in video decoders that need a frame as a reference

for the future, the processing of frame i starts at max(Si, Ri−1). For both ways
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of handling deadline misses, the consumer should not delete the frame from the

output buffer when reading it, so it can read it again in case of a missed deadline.

In our experiments from section 6.5, we consider the first case, as it fits the best

with the selected benchmarks.

6.4 Runtime Calibration

Our trajectory makes different design time choices (e.g., scenario set, predic-

tion algorithm) that depend very much on the possible values of the operation

mode parameters, derived using profiling. This approach is obviously limited by

our ability to predict the actual runtime environment, including the input data.

Therefore, a calibration is used at runtime to complement these design decisions,

to ensure the system quality, and maybe improve the energy efficiency in certain

cases. As this mechanism should be cheap in number of computation cycles and

stored information size, the used algorithms are really simple. In the same way

as was done for the scenario prediction and switching mechanism (equation 5.7),

the scenario bounds are updated to accommodate the calibration mechanism too.

This section firstly presents the data structures used to implement and collect in-

formation about the scenarios and the predictor (section 6.4.1). The general struc-

ture of the calibration code which is inserted in the final application (figure 6.1)

is discussed in section 6.4.2. Then, calibration algorithms for maintaining the

system quality (section 6.4.3) and further improving on the energy consumption

(section 6.4.4) are presented.

6.4.1 Collected and Calibrated Information

To enable the runtime calibration of the scenario set, an easy read/write access

to each scenario definition and the information collected at runtime about the

scenarios should be offered. Moreover, as by adding or removing scenarios the

predictor (which is implemented as a decision diagram) should also be adapted,

its structure has to be easily modifiable. This section discusses the data structures

used to implement both of these components: (i) scenario table and (ii) decision

diagram. The emphasis is on limiting the amount of information that needs to

be stored to limit the storage overhead.

Scenario Table

A scenario table, of noScenarios rows, stores for each scenario:

• uBound : The upper bound of the cycle budget interval of the scenario;
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op variable-id value data Description

JEQ <var> <val> <address> Jump to <address> if <var> is equal to <val>

JL <var> <val> <address> Jump to <address> if <var> is less than <val>

JMP - - <address> Unconditional jump to <address>

SEQ <var> <val> <scenario> Predict <scenario> if <var> is equal to <val>

SLE <var> <val> <scenario> Predict <scenario> if <var> is less or equal to <val>

SBK - - <scenario> Predict <scenario> as a backup scenario

Table 6.1: Instruction set used in predictor implementation.

• lBound : The lower bound of the cycle budget interval of the scenario. It is

in fact the same as clb, which is part of the scenario signature;

• avgOverhead : The average amount of overhead cycles. A number of cycles

equal to avgOverhead + uBound are reserved each time when at runtime an

operation mode that belongs to the scenario is predicted. This number is

in fact the same as cub, which is part of the scenario signature;

• maxBudget : The maximum number of computation cycles measured at run-

time for an operation mode that was predicted to be in the scenario;

• scenCounter : The number of times the scenario was predicted;

• missCounter : The number of missed deadlines introduced by the scenario;

• overheadCounter : The sum of overhead cycles introduced when a missed

deadline was introduced by the scenario.

This is the least amount of information that we found sufficient to implement

our calibration algorithms. The first three data fields represent the interval of

cycle budgets required by the operation modes that belong to the scenario. They

are initialized at design time, and their values may be changed at runtime. The

remaining fields store the information collected at runtime about each scenario.

Besides how each scenario behaves at runtime (e.g., how many missed deadlines

it introduces), we need a global view about the system quality. Therefore, we

also count at runtime how many frames were processed (framesCounter ), and the

amount of missed deadlines from the system (appMissCounter ).

Decision Diagram

As already explained in section 5.5, for our prediction we use a decision di-

agram. It examines, for the current frame to process, the values of a set of

variables, and based on them it predicts in which scenario the application runs.

In our approach, the decision diagram is implemented as a program in a restricted

programming language (table 6.1), and it is executed by a simple execution en-

gine. The program is in the application source represented by a data array. This

split allows an easy calibration of the decision diagram, which consists of changing

the values of several array elements.

The selected language is sufficiently complete to allow an efficient implemen-

tation of the decision diagram, and it is flexible enough to permit the calibration
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Figure 6.3: Example of predictor implementation.

predictScenario(HashTable values,Vector dd)

1 pc ← 1
2 while true
3 do value ← values[dd[pc].variable-id]
4 if (dd [pc].op = jeq and value = dd[pc].value) or

(dd[pc].op = jl and value < dd[pc].value) or (dd [pc].op = jmp)
5 then pc ← dd[pc].data
6 elseif (dd[pc].op = seq and value = dd[pc].value) or

(dd[pc].op = sle and value ≤ dd [pc].value) or (dd[pc].op = sbk)
7 then return dd[pc].data
8 else pc ++

Figure 6.4: Decision diagram execution engine.

algorithms to change the decision diagram structure. Figure 6.3 presents an ex-

ample decision diagram, together with its implementation. For each instruction,

the parameters are in the same order as presented in table 6.1: variable-id,

value, and data. The instructions SBK and JMP are unconditional instructions,

and hence they have only one parameter, as the variable-id and value fields

are not used. The JMP instruction is not used in the initial decision diagram

built at design time; it is added to the language as it is needed by the calibration

algorithms.

Each edge of a decision diagram is implemented by one or two instructions,

depending on its label. An edge labeled with a single value is implemented,

depending on the destination node, by using (i) a JEQ instruction if its destination

node is labeled with a variable name (e.g., the edge between ξ1 and ξ2, which is

coded by line 1 in the program of figure 6.3), or (ii) a SEQ instruction if its

destination node is labeled with a scenario name (e.g., the edge between ξ1 and

scenario 2, which is coded by line 2). Each edge labeled with other is implemented

using an SBK instruction (e.g., line 3). Finally, two instructions are used to code

an edge labeled with an interval (e.g., lines 5 and 6, for the edge between ξ2 and

scenario 2).

The program that represents the decision diagram is executed in a sequential

order, starting with the first instruction, by the execution engine presented in

figure 6.4. This engine receives as input parameters a hash table (values) con-
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calibration(int framesCounter , ...)

1 informationGathering()
2 smallAdaptations()
3 for i← 1 to noCriticalCalibrations

4 do if (framesCounter − cCalib[i].lastActivation > cCalib[i].period)
5 then cCalib[i].fn(...)
6 cCalib[i].lastActivation← framesCounter

7 for i← 1 to noNonCriticalCalibrations

8 do if (framesCounter −nCalib[i].lastActivation > nCalib[i].period)
9 then if enoughSlack(nCalib[i].wcec)

10 then nCalib[i].fn(...)
11 nCalib[i].lastActivation← framesCounter

Figure 6.5: Calibration structure.

taining the pairs variable/value for the current operation mode, and a vector (dd)

containing the program that has to be executed. Each vector element represents

an instruction. The position of the instruction to be executed is kept in the pro-

gram counter pc, which is initialized to start with the first program instruction

(line 1). The program execution ends only when an instruction that sets a sce-

nario is executed and its condition, if present, evaluates to true (lines 6-7). If a

jump instruction is met and its condition evaluates to true, the next instruction

to be executed is determined by the data field of the current jump instruction

(lines 4-5). Otherwise, if no condition evaluates to true, the program counter is

set such that the next sequential instruction will be executed (line 8).

6.4.2 Calibration Structure

Our trajectory inserts in the final application some calibration code that has a

structure similar to the one presented in figure 6.5. This code is executed imme-

diately after each frame was processed. While the information gathering (line 1)

and the small adaptations (line 2) are executed for each frame, the different cal-

ibration algorithms are executed periodically (lines 3-11) to limit the introduced

overhead and to give a chance to the system to become stable between two con-

secutive calibrations. The small adaptations are low complexity algorithms which

are enabled usually when (i) severe quality problems occur, and the adaptation

can not be delayed as the problems will really bother the end user, or (ii) col-

lecting and storing the information for a later calibration is more expensive than

executing the calibration on the spot. Moreover, these adaptation algorithms

usually update the currently selected scenario, while the calibration algorithms

examine and calibrate all possible scenarios of the system.

To avoid introducing too much overhead in the processing of one frame, each

calibration algorithm has a different activation period. Moreover, the algorithms

are divided in two categories: (i) critical algorithms (lines 3-6) and (ii) non-critical

algorithms (lines 7-11). The critical ones usually deal with the application con-
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increaseUpperBounds(int scen, int cycles, int overhead)

1 if cycles > uBound[scen] or missedDeadline()
2 then appMissCounter ++
3 missCounter [scen] + +
4 maxBudget[scen]← max(maxBudget[scen], cycles)
5 overheadCounter[scen]← overheadCounter[scen] + overhead

6 if framesCounter − lastUpdate > minimum-qual-calibration-period
7 then if appMissCounter / framesCounter > miss-threshold
8 then s ← scen

9 for i← 1 to noScenarios

10 do if miss-impact(s) < miss-impact(i)
11 then s ← i
12 updateScenarioInterval(s, maxBudget[s],overheadCounter[s])
13 lastUpdate ← framesCounter

Figure 6.6: Quality preservation.

straints (e.g., deadlines or image quality), like the one presented in section 6.4.3,

and are executed with an exact period. In our case, the non-critical ones deal with

runtime tuning for energy reduction (section 6.4.4), and they can be postponed

until enough slack remains after processing a frame, such that their execution will

certainly not produce a deadline miss.

6.4.3 Quality Preservation

As in our approach the cycle budget required by the application for a specific

frame is predicted based on the information collected on a training bitstream,

it is possible that the quality of the resulting system is lower than the required

quality, even when the earlier presented output buffer is exploited. This section

presents methods to correct this effect, which could appear because (i) the training

bitstream did not cover all the possible frames, so the scenario upper bounds might

not be conservative, or (ii) the runtime overhead introduced by related scenario

mechanisms is higher than anticipated.

To keep the system miss ratio under a given threshold, making it robust against

bad training, we introduce in the generated application source code the calibration

code presented in figure 6.6. It updates the scenario table by increasing the

cycle upper bound and/or the average overhead of the scenario which is the most

responsible for the system miss ratio.

The algorithm takes as input the id of the predicted scenario (scen), the

amount of execution cycles needed to process the current operation mode (cycles),

and the amount of overhead cycles introduced by the scenario related mechanisms

for the current operation mode (overhead ). It counts the number of misses that

occur in the entire system, and also for each scenario separately (lines 1-3). We

consider a miss in two cases (i) the amount of cycles required by an operation

mode is larger than the cycle budget upper bound of the scenario it is predicted

to be in (first part of the condition in line 1), and (ii) the sum of required cycle
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budget and the overhead leads to an observable missed deadline, which can not

be hidden by the output buffer (second part of the condition in line 1).

For each scenario, we also store the maximum number of cycles that were used

for processing a frame predicted to be in it (line 4), and the amount of overhead

cycles for the cases when the scenario prediction led to a missed deadline (line 5).

To give a chance to the system to become stable, between two consecutive calibra-

tions at least minimum-qual-calibration-period frames should be processed

(line 6). If the percentage of missed deadlines of the system is larger than a

given threshold, the scenario with the largest impact on the system miss ratio is

determined, and its cycle budget upper bound and average overhead is updated

(lines 7-12). The number of frames that were processed before the calibration is

saved (line 13). We considered two ways to compute the scenario impact of a

scenario on the miss ratio:

(i) miss-impact(s) ← missCounter [s ]/ scenCounter [s ] : The scenario that in-

troduced the largest miss ratio is selected, as it is potentially the main

responsible for the system miss ratio. This impact factor is typically large

when a miss occurs at a point in time before the scenario occurred many

times. So, it does not always give a fair chance to fresh scenarios (e.g., just

updated) to prove their value. Moreover, increasing the upper bound of the

scenario(s) selected using this impact factor does not always lead very fast

to a system with a stable quality (i.e., miss ratio under the given threshold).

(ii) miss-impact(s) ← missCounter [s ] : The scenario that introduced the

largest number of misses is selected. The reasoning is that by increasing

its upper bound the system miss ratio decreases very fast, which is very

useful in case of a low accepted miss ratio. This is the factor that we found

the most promising (low miss ratio vs. high energy reduction) in our exper-

iments, and it is used in the remainder of this chapter.

6.4.4 Runtime Tuning for Energy

A robust system that uses a calibration mechanism as presented in section 6.4.3,

can maintain its miss ratio under a given threshold. However, different algorithms

can be used to adapt the system to exploit the runtime circumstances and the

processed input data to further improve the system energy efficiency, while its

robustness is still preserved. In this section, we present three algorithms of this

type: (i) a limited number of new scenarios are added for the cases when the

backup scenario is selected, (ii) for each internal vertex of the decision diagram, a

local backup scenario is considered instead of the global backup scenario, and (iii)

the cycle budget upper bound of a scenario is decreased, as the operation modes

that are predicted to be in that scenario in some period of time did not require

its entire cycle budget.
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1: JEQ 1, 3, 4
2: SEQ 1, 5, 2
3: JMP 8
4: SEQ 2, 12, 1
5: JL 2, 2, 7
6: SLE 2, 4, 2
7: SBK 1
8: SEQ 1, 7, 3
9: SBK 1

1: JEQ 1, 3, 4
2: SEQ 1, 5, 2
3: JMP 8
4: SEQ 2, 12, 1
5: JL 2, 2, 7
6: SLE 2, 4, 2
7: SBK 1
8: SEQ 1, 7, 3
9: JMP 10
10: SEQ 1, 9, 4
11: SBK 1

1: JEQ 1, 3, 4
2: SEQ 1, 5, 2
3: JMP 10
4: SEQ 2, 12, 1
5: JL 2, 2, 7
6: SLE 2, 4, 2
7: JMP 8
8: SEQ 2, 7, 3
9: SBK 1
10: SEQ 1, 9, 4
11: SBK 1

(a) Scenario 3 insertion (b) Scenario 4 insertion (c) Scenario 3 replacement

Figure 6.7: Adding new scenarios to the predictor from figure 6.3.

New Scenarios

When an operation mode that was not considered during the design time decision

diagram construction is met at runtime, the backup scenario is selected. To reduce

the number of invocations of the backup scenario, in the algorithm presented

in this section, a limited number of new scenarios are added at runtime to the

scenario set considered at design time. These scenarios are created to replace,

for a given operation mode, the selection of the backup scenario. By adding a

new scenario, energy can be saved, as the cycle budget upper bound of the new

scenario is lower than the one of the backup scenario. Newly added scenarios

may be removed again and replaced by other scenarios to further improve energy

efficiency. The number of scenarios that may be added is limited due to the

runtime prediction and storage overhead.

Let us consider a given operation mode i, together with its set of (vari-

able,value) pairs Vf(i) = {(ξk, ξk(i))|ξk ∈ C}, where C is the set of control vari-

ables used in the decision diagram. The pairs of Vf(i) are used to decide how to

traverse the decision diagram, in order to predict to which scenario the operation

mode belongs. During the traversal, if a node labeled with ξk is reached, and it

has an outgoing edge labeled with ξk(i) or with an interval that contains ξk(i),
then the traversal will use this edge to move to the next node. Otherwise, the

edge labeled with other is taken, and the backup scenario is selected. Let us now

consider that during the decision diagram traversal for the given operation mode

i, we pass through n nodes labeled with ξj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and from the node labeled

with ξn the backup scenario was selected. In this case, our algorithm creates

a new scenario, which will be selected for all the operation modes i′ for which
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those n variables have the same vales as those observed for frame i, i.e., with

Vf(i′) = {(ξj , ξj(i
′
))|ξj ∈ C, ξj(i

′
) = ξj(i), 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. Besides adding an extra

line into the scenario table, the decision diagram is also updated. Two examples

are given in figure 6.7(a) and (b), where the new scenario 3, respectively 4, and

the emphasized edge between ξ1 and scenario 3, respectively between ξ1 and sce-

nario 4, are inserted. For the new scenario added in figure 6.7(a), the original

SBK instruction (line 3 in figure 6.3) is replaced by a jump instruction to the line

where the code for the new scenario is added into the decision diagram program.

The code consists of two instructions (lines 8 and 9 in figure 6.7(a)). The first

instruction is used to select the new scenario, and the second instruction for fall

back to the backup scenario.

Besides the information that is stored and monitored for each scenario (sec-

tion 6.4.1), for each new scenario extra information is collected. This information

is used to select a scenario for replacement by another scenario when the need

arises to add a new scenario and the maximum number of allowed scenarios has

been reached. The actual replacement algorithm is explained bellow. The col-

lected information is the following:

• scenDeclared : The frame id of the frame that led to the creation of the new

scenario;

• scenSave: The over-estimation reduction due to this scenario, which is com-

puted as the difference in cycles between the budget upper bounds of the new

scenario and the backup scenario it is replacing. This value is updated dur-

ing the scenario lifetime by the quality preservation mechanisms presented

in section 6.4.3 (function call updateScenarioInterval in line 12);

• scenSaved : The over-estimation saved by selecting this scenario, and not

the backup scenario. It is updated at runtime by adding the current value

of scenSave, each time when the scenario is correctly predicted;

• modifiedLine : The line number of the decision diagram program that origi-

nally contained the SBK instruction that was replaced by the JMP instruction

when the scenario was created. This information is necessary to update the

decision diagram when the scenario is removed.

Until the maximum number of allowed scenarios is reached, for each opera-

tion mode that was never met before, a new scenario is created. To avoid large

overheads, the maximum number of new scenarios is small. Therefore, the ratio

between the cycle budget upper bounds of the backup scenario and the new sce-

nario should be large enough to make it interesting to consider that new scenario.

Moreover, when the maximum number of new scenarios is reached, for each new

scenario an already added scenario should be replaced. The design time created

scenarios are not replaced because they should be more promising than the ones

created at runtime, as an extensive exploration was done to select them. If a

scenario needs to be replaced, we select the scenario with the lowest value given

by a gain function. We have tried different gain functions (table 6.2) that take

into account all the important factors: (i) the over-estimation reduction, (ii) how
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# Function Threshold Description

Correct prediction ratio

1
scenCounter[i]−missCounter [i]

scenCounter [i] 1−miss-threshold

Average usage since creation

2
scenCounter [i]

framesCounter − scenDeclared[i] α · 1
noScenarios

Average correct prediction since creation

3
scenCounter[i]−missCounter [i]
framesCounter − scenDeclared[i] α · 1−miss-threshold

noScenarios

Average over-estimation reduction since creation

4
scenSaved[i]

framesCounter − scenDeclared[i] α · 1−miss-threshold
noScenarios

·
∑

k(uBound[k]−lBound [k])

β·noScenarios

Table 6.2: Gain functions for scenario replacement.

often the scenario was selected, and (iii) the amount of misses introduced by it.

For all gain functions, a threshold is used to allow some time to the new scenarios

to show their potential. If no scenario has a gain smaller than the threshold
1
, the

new scenario will not be added, so no changes in the scenario table and decision

diagram are made.

Table 6.2 presents the four different gain functions that we have evaluated.

The first one looks to the scenario’s correct prediction rate, which should be

smaller than 1 − miss-threshold in order to allow the scenario to be replaced.

This threshold is imposed by the expected system quality. This function does

not take into account how often the scenario was activated since creation, so a

scenario which was enabled just once, without missing the deadline will never be

replaced. Moreover, as no time factor is considered in the function, the scenario

will be replaced if the first time when it is active a missed deadline appeared; so it

does not receive any chance to prove itself. As an extension, the second and third

functions consider the average usage and average correct prediction respectively

since scenario creation. Their thresholds take into account the number of existing

scenarios, and a weighting factor α. The value of this factor should be smaller

than one, and the designer should select it based on how often each scenario is

expected to be selected. A drawback of these two functions is that they consider

only the quality of prediction and the number of occurrences of a scenario, but

not the over-estimation reduction introduced by the scenario. Hence, we derived

the fourth gain function as the one which computes the average over-estimation
reduction per frame since scenario creation. Note that in the scenSaved compu-

tation, scenCounter and missCounter are indirectly taken into account. Besides

the factors considered for the third function, in this case, the threshold contains

also the average expected savings, which is computed based on the length of the

cycle budget interval of all scenarios (see the sum part of the threshold). As this

1Note that usually the threshold is used to mark a lower bound, but in this case, in order to
keep the gain function and threshold formulas simple, we used it to impose an upper bound.
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Figure 6.8: Global to local backup transformation.

gain function is the most promising one from the ones that we considered, we

used it in the experiments presented in section 6.5.

When a scenario replacement is considered, the information stored in the old

scenario entry in the scenario table is updated with information about the new

scenario. Moreover, the decision diagram is updated. Figures 6.7(b) and (c) depict

such an update. First, the old scenario information is removed from the decision

diagram, by replacing the jump instruction introduced for executing the scenario

code (line 3) with the second line from the scenario code (line 9). This operation

allows us to simply remove the edge to the scenario, while the rest of the edges

from the decision diagram are not affected. Then, the code for the new scenario

is inserted into the decision diagram, and a jump instruction is introduced at

the right position to allow its execution (line 7). Comparing this situation with

just an insert without replacement, in case of a replacement the two program

lines added for the new scenario replace the ones used by the old scenario, and

they are not appended at the end of the decision diagram program. To keep this

mechanism simple, it is crucial that each scenario always corresponds to exactly

two lines of code. This explains why the apparently redundant jumps in line 9 of

figure 6.7(b) and line 7 of figure 6.7(c) are not optimized away.

Using the calibration algorithm explained here leads to extra overhead. In

execution time, this overhead is represented (i) by monitoring extra scenarios

with two more information fields than the ones defined at design time (scenSave
and scenSaved), and (ii) by the source code that creates new scenarios. From

the storage point of view, for each new scenario two extra lines are added to the

decision diagram, and one line into the scenario table. Moreover, the four extra

information fields should be stored for each new scenario. As the maximum num-

ber of new scenarios is small, the execution time and storage overhead introduced

by this algorithm is very low.

Local vs. Global Backup Scenario

As already presented, the backup scenario is the scenario j with the largest cy-

cle budget upper bound cub(j) from the entire scenario set. As a conservative
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approach, it is predicted that the system runs in the backup scenario for each op-

eration mode that was not considered at design time and for which a new scenario

was not created (if it was already met at runtime). In this paragraph, we propose

to replace this global backup scenario with a local backup scenario. For this, at

design time, for each node labeled with ξk, we compute its local backup scenario
as the scenario j with the largest cub(j) that can be reached during a decision di-

agram traversal that starts from that node. Then, its outgoing edge labeled with

other is redirected from the global to the local backup scenario. Figure 6.8 gives

such a transformation example for the node labeled with ξ2. This algorithm can

be considered as an extension of the interval edges step of the scenario analyzer

step of our toolflow described in section 5.5, as the same practical observations

are behind it. However, in contrast with the interval edges step, which is applied

only at design time, it consists of two components, a design time and a runtime

one, as explained below.

It is obvious that, if such transformations from global to local backups are

done, they lead to further energy savings when the local backup scenario is selected

at runtime. However, there is also a risk involved, as the local backup scenario
might reserve a cycle budget which is not enough for the current operation mode.

If the difference between the required and the reserved amount of cycles is small,

the output buffer presented in section 6.3 might hide this problem. Otherwise, an

extra missed deadline is introduced into the system.

To keep the system miss rate under control, the mechanism presented in sec-

tion 6.4.3 may be used. However, as the local backup scenario is in fact a scenario

that already exists in the system, increasing its upper bound may increase the

energy consumption because the larger upper bound also holds for the operation

modes that truly belong to this scenario. Moreover, in critical cases, the conver-

gence to a system with acceptable quality (i.e., the miss ratio under the given

threshold) may be slow. To circumvent these problems, we monitor all SBK in-

structions that lead to a local backup scenario. When a selected one generates

a missed deadline, then we check if it does introduce too many misses into the

system, using the following condition:

missBackupCounter [pc]

backupCounter [pc]
< MISS-THRESHOLD, (6.4)

where backupCounter [pc] is the number of backup scenario selections due

to the instruction from line pc of the decision diagram program, and

missBackupCounter [pc] is the number of missed deadlines due to these selections.

If the condition evaluates to false, the SBK instruction from line pc is adapted to

point to the global scenario, by changing the value of its data field to the global

backup scenario id.

The runtime overhead introduced for monitoring and checking the two ex-

tra information fields (missBackupCounter and backupCounter) is very low, as

only when a local backup scenario is selected the operations should be exe-

cuted. Depending on how the decision diagram implementation is done, the
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Figure 6.9: Monitored upper bounds for scenario i.

storage overhead could be reduced to 0, as the unused fields of the SBK in-

struction (variable-id and value) may be considered for storing the values

of missBackupCounter and backupCounter .

Temporary Over-Estimation Reduction

For each operation mode, at runtime, the system reserves an amount of cycles

equal to the cycle budget upper bound of the scenario the operation mode be-

longs to. So, it is possible that for a given sequence of input frames, all or most

of the operation modes that are predicted to be in a scenario require fewer cy-

cles than the scenario’s worst case. In this paragraph, we present a mechanism

that monitors the system for this kind of under-usage, and if it is detected, it

temporarily decreases the scenario cycle budget upper bound. By decreasing it,

the over-estimation introduced at runtime by the scenario is reduced, and so is

the energy consumption. However, possible extra missed deadlines may appear,

so a fall back mechanism should be considered. In our implementation, we adapt

only the scenarios defined at design time and we immediately recall the reduction

decision when the scenario introduces the first missed deadline. To avoid having

to store at runtime all cycle counts of operation modes belonging to a certain

scenario, we consider for each scenario a fixed, limited number of possible cycle

budget upper bounds that the calibration mechanism may select.

This calibration algorithm introduces the largest overhead from all calibration

algorithms that we considered. The amount of stored data depends on the number

of different bounds (noBounds) considered by the calibration mechanism. For

each scenario i, besides the regular data we store:

• afterCalib [i]: The number of times the scenario was selected since the last

upper bound calibration was executed in the system;

• uBoundBkp[i]: The maximum value of the scenario upper bound. It has

the same value as uBound [i] if this algorithm was not yet applied to the

scenario, or otherwise the value that uBound [i] had before the algorithm

was applied;

• bound [i][noBounds ]: The considered bound values, which are computed by

the updateScenarioInterval function. The array is sorted in an ascend-

ing order, from the smallest bound to the largest one;
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reduceInterval(int scen, int cycles)

1 afterCalib[scen] + +
2 for j ← 1 tonoBounds

3 do if bound[scen][j] < cycles
4 then notInBudget [scen][j] + +
5 if cycles > uBound[scen]
6 then updateScenarioInterval(scen, uBoundBkp[scen])
7 scenNotTouched[scen]← false
8 if framesCounter − lastIntUpdate > minimum-int-calibration-period AND enoughSlack(wcec)
9 then for i← 1 tonoDesignTimeScenarios

10 do if scenNotTouched[i]
11 then for j ← 1 tonoBounds

12 do if notInBudget [i][j]/ afterCalib[i] < MISS-THRESHOLD
13 then updateScenarioInterval(i, bound[i][j])
14 break
15 for j ← 1 tonoBounds

16 do notInBudget [i][j]← 0
17 scenNotTouched[i]← true
18 afterCalib[i]← 0
19 lastIntUpdate ← framesCounter

Figure 6.10: Temporary over-estimation reduction.

• notInBudget [i][noBounds ]: A counter for each monitored upper bound. It

counts how many times from the last upper bound calibration, the budget

required by an operation mode predicted to be in this scenario is larger than

the upper bound (see figure 6.9 for a graphical representation of both the

notInBudget and bound arrays);

• scenNotTouched [i]: A flag that is set to false if any calibration was done

to this scenario since the last upper bound calibration was executed in the

system, or true otherwise. The goal of this flag is to not allow this calibra-

tion mechanism to be executed for this scenario, if in the period since last

activation of this calibration mechanism this scenario was affected by any

calibration mechanism.

The calibration mechanism is presented in figure 6.10. It takes as an input

the number of the predicted scenario (scen) and the amount of execution cycles

needed to process the current operation mode (cycles). The algorithm has two

main components: (i) scenario monitoring (lines 1-7) and (ii) scenario calibration

(lines 8-19). The first part is executed for each operation mode, and it counts how

many times a scenario was selected since the last calibration for temporary over-

estimation reduction (line 1), and for each possible budget whether the required

cycles of the operation mode fit in it (lines 2-4). If the scenario introduces a

missed deadline, then the scenario upper bound is reverted to the original value,

and the scenario is marked to not be touched next time when the upper bound

calibration is executed (lines 5-7). The complexity of the monitoring part is linear

in the considered number of bounds: O(noBounds).

To make good decisions, enough information should be collected, so the cal-
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ibration part is not executed for each operation mode, but periodically, with a

period equal to minimum-int-calib-period. Since, in comparison with the cal-

ibration for quality preservation (section 6.4.3), this calibration is not a critical

action, it is important to execute it only if sufficient time is available so that

the normal operation is not disrupted. Hence, if there is not enough slack when

the calibration has to be executed, then it is postponed (the second part of the

condition of line 8).

For each scenario created at design time that can be touched by this cal-

ibration, its cycle budget upper bound is set to the lowest value that would

not induce a too high miss rate in the last monitoring cycle (i.e., after

the previous calibration) (lines 9-14). Then, for all scenarios the monitor-

ing counters are reset (lines 15-18), and the moment of the last calibration

is stored (line 19). As the complexity of the calibration step is quadratical

(O(noBounds ·noDesignTimeScenarios)), to limit the introduced overhead, the

period between two successive executions of the algorithm calibration step should

be sufficiently large.

6.5 Experimental Results

All the steps presented in this and the previous chapter (i.e., identification, pre-

diction, switching and calibration) were implemented in our tool-flow, and they

are applicable to applications written in C. The resulting implementation for the

application is written in C, and has a structure similar to the one presented in

figure 6.1.

We tested our method on three multimedia applications, an MP3 decoder,

the motion compensation task of an MPEG-2 decoder and a G.72x voice de-

compression algorithm. As in all the experiments in chapter 4, the energy con-

sumption was measured on an Intel XScale PXA255 processor [51], using the

XTREM simulator [23]. We consider that the processor frequency (fCLK) can

be set discretely within the operational range of the processor, with 1MHz steps.

A frequency/voltage transition overhead tswitch = 70µs was considered, during

which the processor stops running. The energy consumed during this transition

is equal to 4µJ [13]. When the processor is not used, it switches to an idle state

within one cycle, and it consumes an idle power of 63mW. This situation occurs

if the start of a frame needs to be delayed, as explained in section 6.3.

In the remaining part of this section, besides the main experiments that mea-

sure how much energy was saved by applying our approach, we quantify also the

effect on energy of different steps of the decision diagram construction algorithm

presented in section 5.5. Moreover, we investigate how the various runtime calibra-

tion mechanisms, different buffer sizes and different frequency/voltage switching

costs influence the energy consumption and deadline miss rate.
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Figure 6.11: Normalized energy consumption for the MP3 decoder.

MP3 Decoder

The scenario set identification for the MP3 decoder (section 3.5.1), leads to the

same scenario sets and predictors as described in section 5.6. To quantify the

energy saved by our approach, we measured the energy consumed by the resulting

application via the same three experiments as those performed in chapter 5, by

decoding (i) 20 randomly selected stereo songs, (ii) 10 mono songs and (iii) all

these 30 songs together.

The three groups of bars of figure 6.11 present the normalized results of our

approach, evaluated for two miss ratio thresholds as used in the quality preserva-

tion part of the calibration mechanism: 1% and 0.1%. The energy improvement is

given relatively to the energy measured for the case when no scenarios knowledge

was used. In this case, the frame cycle budget is the maximum number of cycles

measured for all input frames. In each decoding period, first the frame is pro-

cessed, and then the processor goes in the idle state for the remaining time until

the earliest possible start time for the next frame is reached. It can be observed

that there is no large difference in energy reduction between the two thresholds,

1% and 0.1%. This effect is due to the large over-estimation contained into sce-

narios and a large percentage of backup scenario selection, which leads to a low

miss-ratio. Hence, the effect of calibration for both thresholds is fairly similar.

We also compared our energy saving with the one given by an oracle (last bar

of each group in figure 6.11), which is the smallest theoretical energy consump-

tion that may be obtained. To compute the oracle value for a stream, all possible
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Figure 6.12: Miss ratio for the MP3 decoder.

combinations of processor frequencies for decoding each frame from the stream

were considered. The difference between the energy reduction obtained by our

approach and the oracle case is mostly due to the fact the oracle has a perfect

knowledge of the remaining stream, based on which it may select different pro-

cessor frequencies for the same scenario. Moreover, the oracle obtains an infinite

accuracy without any cost, as it essentially considers any number of scenarios and

variables for prediction, but has no prediction and calibration overhead.

An important evaluation criterion for our approach is the percentage of missed

deadlines. As the energy savings may lead to a miss ratio that is too high, we

use a runtime calibration mechanism that contains all the algorithms presented

in section 6.4, which allows us to set a threshold for the miss ratio. To evalu-

ate the effectiveness of the calibration mechanism and the overall approach, we

measured the miss ratio in the experiments. Figure 6.12 shows the results for

the two selected thresholds. There is a relatively large difference between the

imposed threshold and the measured miss ratio. This is because the threshold

is constrained before the output buffer, and the miss ratio is measured after it.

The output buffer effect on miss ratio is hard to predict, but it will generally

reduce the miss ratio. It can be observed that the combination of calibration and

buffering is very effective.

The main conclusions of our experiments are that, for an MP3 player that is

mainly used to listen to mixed or stereo songs, the energy reduction that can be

obtained by applying our approach is between 16% and 24%, for a miss ratio of up
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Decision diagram Quality Selected predictor Measured Energy
Merg&Rm Int preservation #Scen Var. selection Reduction miss ratio reduction

X X X 17 least values breadth-first 0.012% 15.92%
X - X 17 least values breadth-first 0.011% 13.42%
- X X 67 least values - 0% 1.70%
- - X 67 least values - 0% 1.70%
X X - 17 most values breadth-first 0.1% 14.87%
X - - 17 least values breadth-first 0.011% 13.42%
- X - 67 least values - 0% 1.73%
- - - 67 least values - 0% 1.70%

Table 6.3: Experimental results for MP3 with a threshold of 0.1% miss ratio.

to one frame per 3 minutes (0.013%). This improvement represents 78% for mixed

streams and 72% for stereo streams respectively, of the maximum theoretically

possible improvement of 30% and 23% respectively, computed via the oracle. The

most energy efficient solution has 17 scenarios when decoding mixed (or only

mono streams), and six when decoding only stereo streams.

Having concluded that our approach is effective, it is interesting to consider

some of the design decisions in our approach, and some of the individual compo-

nents in a bit more detail.

Recall that the decision diagram construction algorithm from section 5.5

(chapter 5) uses two heuristics, one for labeling nodes in the diagram and one

for traversing the diagram during the reduction. This leads to four possible com-

binations. For all three experiments we did, the most efficient predictor was

the one generated by selecting during the decision diagram construction first the

variables with the least number of possible values and by using a breadth-first

reduction approach. This combination is the most effective one in many cases,

although in some of our later experiments also other combinations turn out to be

the most effective ones.

To show that the runtime quality preservation mechanism and all the steps

that we used during the decision diagram construction are relevant for energy

reduction, we did eight different experiments for a threshold of 0.1% using the

set of mixed streams as the benchmark, as shown in table 6.3
2
. To analyze its

efficiency, the quality preservation mechanism of section 6.4.3 was tested in iso-

lation from the rest of the calibration mechanisms (runtime tuning for energy

reduction algorithms, section 6.4.4). These experiments cover all possible cases

for enabling/disabling three different components: (i) the runtime quality preser-

vation mechanism, (ii) the node merging and removal (steps 2&3, explained in

section 5.5) in the decision diagram construction algorithm, and (iii) the usage

of interval edges in the latter algorithm (step 4). The node merging and removal

were considered together because they are very tightly linked: by merging some

nodes, other nodes become irrelevant as decision makers, so they can be removed.

The most important observation from table 6.3 is that the merging and re-

2The results reported here differ from those reported in [40] because the benchmark used
contains less mono songs then the benchmark in [40].
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Runtime tuning for energy calibration Measured Energy
New Scenarios Local backup Over-estimation reduction miss ratio reduction

- - - 0.011% 15.92%
X - - 0.012% 18.06%
- X - 0.012% 22.10%
- - X 0.012% 17.72%
X X - 0.013% 23.04%
X - X 0.012% 19.46%
- X X 0.012% 23.09%
X X X 0.013% 23.67%

Table 6.4: Evaluation of energy reduction calibration for MP3 mixed streams.

moval steps in the decision diagram construction are essential to, and effective

in, obtaining a substantial energy reduction. It turns out that when these opti-

mization steps are omitted, 98% of the frames in the benchmark test falls into the

backup scenario. This explains the low energy savings when the merging and re-

moval steps are disabled. This also shows that the runtime prediction is not very

effective in that case, which is in fact an indication that the training bitstream was

not sufficiently representative to obtain a good predictor (without these optimiza-

tions). An important conclusion from these experiments is that the optimization

steps in the decision diagram construction algorithm provide a high degree of ro-

bustness to our approach. They effectively resolved the shortcomings of a poor

training bitstream. The results furthermore show that the interval optimization

and the runtime quality preservation mechanism lead to further reductions in en-

ergy consumption. A final observation is that, for all the experiments, including

the ones with the quality preservation mechanism disabled, a set of scenarios and

a predictor that meet the 0.1% miss ratio threshold were found. However, even

if for this benchmark the required threshold could be met when the runtime cali-

bration mechanism is not used, this will not be the case for all benchmarks and

for all thresholds.

Table 6.4 presents an evaluation of the remaining calibration algorithms, the

runtime tuning for energy reduction ones described in section 6.4.4. The evalu-

ation was done on the mixed set of input streams with a miss ratio threshold of

0.1%, and it starts from the best solution from table 6.3 (line 1). Recall that this

solution was obtained by enabling the runtime quality preservation mechanism

and all the steps that we used during the decision diagram construction. We

evaluated the effects in isolation and of all combinations of the three algorithms:

(i) new scenarios, (ii) local vs. global backup scenario, and (iii) temporary over-

estimation reduction. Each combination of calibration algorithms is beneficial

for energy reduction, and as can be observed, the quality preservation mecha-

nism still keeps the miss ratio under control. The local backup calibration is the

most efficient calibration on this benchmark because it helps in selecting different

backup scenarios for mono and stereo samples. When all algorithms are used, the

runtime calibration improves the efficiency of our approach with 30%, saving up

to 24% of energy compared to the case when no scenarios are used. Based on the
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Name Average Calibration algorithm

Quality preservation
Calibration activated: once every 159 frames

New scenarios
Calibration activated: once every 5.4 frames
New scenario created: once every 7.7 frames
Dynamically created scenario selected: once every 5.08 frames

Local backup
Backup adaptation: once every 51212 frames

Over-estimation reduction
Applied to a scenario: once every 88 frames

Table 6.5: Statistics for calibration algorithms.

results, we conclude that, for this benchmark, the most energy efficient scenario

based implementation is obtained when all the steps of our toolflow are enabled

and all the calibration algorithms are used. For this solution, table 6.5 presents

statistical information collected about each calibration algorithm. Even if the

quality preservation calibration looks to be very often activated, this is happen-

ing because between each two input streams (out of the 30 used) the application

predictor is reverted to the design time one. The previous remark that the local
backup calibration is the most efficient calibration for this benchmark is under-

lined by the fact that only once every 51212 frames a local backup is replaced

with the global backup.

MPEG-2 Motion Compensation

An MPEG-2 [47] video sequence is composed of frames, where each frame consists

of a number of macroblocks (MBs). Decoding an MPEG-2 video can therefore

be considered as decoding a sequence of MBs. This involves executing the follow-

ing tasks for each MB: variable length decoding (VLD), inverse discrete cosine

transformation (IDCT) and motion compensation (MC). Other tasks, like inverse

quantization (IQ), involve a negligible amount of computation time, so we ignore

them for the purpose of our analysis.

For our analysis, we use the source code from [73], and as a training bitstream

we consider the first 20000 MBs from each test file from [108]. As the IDCT exe-

cution time for each MB is almost constant, we focus on MC and VLD. In case of

the VLD, our tool could not discover the parameters that influence the execution

time, as they do not exist in the code. This task is really data dependent, reading

and processing the input stream for each MB until a stop flag is met. For the

MC task, the parameters found by our tool include all the parameters identified

manually in [6], and which can be found in the source code. Observe that when

knowledge characterizing frame execution times is introduced in frame headers,

as for example proposed in [87], our tool will be able to fully automatically detect

the variables that store this information, and then exploit it to obtain energy

reductions.

In the remainder of the experiment, we focus on the MC task, for which the
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Figure 6.13: Normalized energy consumption for MPEG-2 MC.

processing period of a MB is 120µs, which is very close to the frequency switching

time tswitch = 70µs. Therefore, we analyzed the possibility of using different

values for the weight coefficient α in the cost function of equation (6.1). A larger

value will give higher importance to reducing the number of runtime switches,

than to reducing the over-estimation, and it will usually result in smaller scenario

sets. We evaluated all α values between one and six, and we observed a 1.6%

variation in energy improvement. The best energy saving was obtained for α = 3.

The evaluation of our approach (including all the decision diagram optimiza-

tion steps and calibration mechanisms) in terms of energy on the full streams

of [108] is shown in figure 6.13. Three miss ratio thresholds were evaluated, the

two used for the previous experiment (1% and 0.1%), and an intermediate one

(0.2%). For this application, the most energy efficient solutions use three scenar-

ios for the 1% and 0.2% miss ratio thresholds, and two scenarios for the 0.1%

threshold. The predictors were built by selecting, as for the MP3 decoder, first

the variables with the least number of possible values, but using a depth-first

instead of breadth-first reduction approach.

The measured miss ratio for all three thresholds is shown in figure 6.14. For

a threshold of 0.2%, we obtained a 13% average energy reduction for all streams.

The measured miss ratio was 0.09%, which represents one macroblock missed in

every 13 frames when the video stream is in a QCIF format, that has a resolution

of 176x144 pixels.

If the threshold is pushed to 0.1%, the energy reduction drops to 3%, as for

three of the 11 streams, it was very difficult to obtain this miss ratio. This is due
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Figure 6.14: Miss ratio for the MPEG-2 MC.

Buffer size tswitch Energy Measured

[macroblocks] [µs] reduction miss ratio

1 70 2.7% 0.029%

1 10 19.9% 0%

10 70 18.6% 0.02%

Table 6.6: Experimental results for MPEG-2 MC with a threshold of 0.1% miss

ratio.

to the considered buffer that can accommodate only a variation in execution of

at most 18µs, which is approximatively four times smaller than tswitch.

The results motivated us to do some experiments with varying buffer sizes

and switching costs, to investigate their impact on energy savings and miss ratio.

Table 6.6 shows the result of three experiments, the first one being the same ex-

periment as reported in figures 6.13 and 6.14. It can be observed that a larger

energy reduction for a 0.1% threshold (or any of the thresholds reported in fig-

ures 6.13 and 6.14) with a small measured miss ratio can be obtained when the

frequency switching time tswitch is smaller or by increasing the output buffer size.

The first might be obtained by using a different switching mechanism within the

processor or another processor, and the second one is a viable solution when MC

is considered in the context of a full MPEG-2 decoder. Then, the buffer size can

be increased without a supplementary cost, as the decoder already has to store
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Figure 6.15: Normalized energy consumption for the G.72X voice decompression.

the entire frame.

As a final remark, it should be noted that, when MC is embedded in a complete

MPEG-2 decoder, the relative energy reduction observed by our approach will

decrease. Even though MC is the most energy hungry component in the decoder,

it does not count for more than 50% of the total energy. However, as already

mentioned, if knowledge about frame execution times is introduced in the headers,

as in [6, 50, 87], our tool will be able to exploit this information to optimize more

components of the decoder.

G.72x Voice Decompression

This benchmark [106] implements the decoders for a set of G.721/G.723 adaptive

differential pulse-code modulation (ADPCM) telephony speech codec standards

covering the transmission of voice at rates of 24, 32, and 40 kbit/s. Its input

streams are sampled at the rate of 8000 samples/second, so the deadline for each

sample is 125µs.

We analyzed our approach on the streams of [21], using as training bitstream

3000 samples from each test file. The best energy saving was obtained using a set

of three scenarios, each of them associated with a specific voice transmission rate:

24, 32 and 40 kbits/s. Hence, only one ξk parameter is used. Figure 6.15 shows

the results, both detailed per input type, and averaged. As for each stream the

transmission rate is fixed, the number of runtime switches is exactly one, namely

the initial scenario selection for the first sample from the stream. This, together

with the fact that only one parameter is used in scenario detection, which helped

in having a fully representative training bitstream, leads to a miss ratio equal to

zero for any imposed threshold. So, even if the resulting improvement is small

(just 2%), it comes for free, without quality reduction. Furthermore, our method
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realizes close to 50% of the maximum theoretical possible improvement of slightly

over 4%, computed via the oracle.

6.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have extended the already presented profiling based trajectory

of the previous chapter that can automatically define scenarios in a context of

cycle budget estimation. The resulting trajectory exploits scenarios to reduce

the average energy consumption of a soft real-time streaming oriented system, by

incorporating into the resulting application a coarse-grain scenario based energy-

aware scheduler, which once per frame detects in which scenario the application

runs, and adapts the processor frequency/supply voltage (using DVS) based on

its required cycle budget. Moreover, to overcome the fact that our approach is

not conservative, the resulting system incorporates a calibration mechanism that

keeps the miss ratio under a given threshold. This mechanism makes our approach

robust against bad training. Furthermore, the calibration mechanism may also

further improve the system’s energy efficiency by taking into account the current

processed input stream.

Our trajectory is fully automated and it was tested on three multimedia ap-

plications. For all of them, the identified sets of variables are similar to manually

selected sets. We show that, using a proactive DVS-aware scheduler based on

the scenarios and the runtime predictor generated by our tool using the identified

variables, energy consumption decreases with up to 24%, having guaranteed, us-

ing the runtime calibration mechanism, a frame deadline miss ratio of less than

0.1%. In practice, due to output buffering, the measured miss ratio decreases

even to almost zero.

A possible extension of the work presented in this chapter is to improve the

calibration algorithms by allowing at runtime to split a scenario in such a way that

each of the resulting scenarios has a different cycle budget interval, and the union

of their intervals is the original scenario cycle budget interval. Considering the

current structure of the decision diagram and scenario signature, this splitting

can be done around the decision diagram edges labeled with an interval. An-

other possible extension is to design calibration algorithms that take into account

the runtime correlations between scenarios (e.g., the number of switches between

two scenarios, and how often a scenarios was enabled before another scenario is

enabled).
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Travel is glamorous only in retrospect.

Paul Theroux

7
Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter summarizes this thesis and discusses its principal contributions.

Future research directions for extending our work are also presented.

7.1 Contributions

In this thesis, we presented a design methodology based on application scenarios.
These scenarios may be derived from the behavior of an embedded system appli-

cation. While the well known use-case scenarios classify an application’s behavior

based on the different ways the system can be used, application scenarios classify

application behavior based on the cost aspects, like quality or resource usage. Ap-

plication scenarios are used to reduce the system cost by exploiting information

about what can happen at runtime to make better design decisions. Chapter 2 in-

troduced a general methodology that can be integrated within existing embedded

system design methodologies. This application scenario methodology deals with

issues that are common: choosing a good scenario set, deriving a runtime scenario

prediction mechanism, deciding which scenario to switch to (or not to switch) and

switching scenarios by changing certain identified system knobs, and updating the

scenario set based on new information gathered at runtime. Together with the

context specific scenario exploitation, this leads to a five steps methodology, each

of the steps, except the first one, having a design time and a runtime phase:

1 identification characterizes the operation modes of an application from a

cost perspective, preferably without enumerating them, and clusters them

131
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in scenarios, where the cost within a scenario is always fairly similar for each

contained operation mode;

2 prediction generates and inserts into the application a runtime mechanism

used to predict in which scenario the application is running. This mechanism

should introduce a low and controlled overhead, and it should achieve the

accuracy that is required by the system’s quality constraints;

3 exploitation refers to specific and aggressive design decisions that can be

made for each scenario (e.g., using different processor frequency/supply volt-

age in the DVS context, or applying different compiler optimizations when

each scenario has its own copy of the source code);

4 switching specifies and implements when and how the application switches

from one scenario to another. By switching between scenarios, the different

optimizations applied to each scenario are enabled and exploited at runtime;

5 calibration uses the runtime collected information to extend and adapt the

scenarios and their related mechanisms (e.g., prediction), to further improve

the system cost and quality.

Besides the general methodology, this thesis presented several automatic tra-

jectories that instantiate the methodology. They derive, predict and exploit ap-

plication scenarios for low energy, single processor embedded system design, tar-

geting streaming oriented systems under both soft and hard real-time constraints.

The precision of cycle budget estimation is improved, reducing the over-estimation

in amount of computation resources in comparison to existing design methods. All

of these trajectories are applicable to streaming applications with the dynamism

mostly occurring due to in the control variables. These applications are written

in C, as C is the most used language to write embedded systems software.

Hard real-time systems require a conservative design approach based on re-

source estimations. For this, chapter 3 introduced a cycle budget estimation

trajectory, which helps in reducing the over-estimations that always exist as the

existing methods can not take into account all the existing dynamism in the

modern applications. By integrating our trajectory within an existing worst case

estimation approach for computation cycles, it enables this approach to take into

account the resource requirement correlations between different components of an

application. This trajectory is extended to an energy-aware scheduling trajectory

in chapter 4. It is based on the fact that there are cases when we know with 100%

certainty, achieved by using conservative estimations, that at runtime the system

will need fewer computation cycles than the worst case. Hence, by a scenario-

aware scheduler, which uses a conservative runtime predictor derived via static

analysis, the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) feature existing in several modern

processors is exploited. When applying this coarse-grain scheduler in combina-

tion with a state-of-the-art conservative DVS-aware scheduler to each scenario,
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for three real life benchmarks, we have reported an energy reduction between 4%

and 68% when compared to the original DVS-scheduling.

The static analysis is not really suitable for soft real-time systems, as the

difference between the estimated and the actual worst case number of execution

cycles may be quite substantial. Hence, chapter 5 described an instantiation of

our methodology as a tool that can automatically define scenarios in a context

of cycle budget estimation for soft real-time systems. Moreover, the tool derives

a predictor that is used at runtime to enable the exploitation of the different

requirements of each scenario (e.g., the resource manager of a multi-application

system can decide to give the unused resources to another application). This

method is based on profiling, so it is not conservative and hence not usable for

hard real-time systems. However, it is suitable for soft real-time systems that

usually accept a given threshold of missed deadlines. This trajectory is extended

to an energy-aware scheduling trajectory in chapter 6. It takes into account the

relation between energy and computation cycles, and the runtime overhead intro-

duced by exploiting DVS. The resulting application incorporates a coarse-grain

scenario based energy-aware scheduler, which once per each frame detects in which

scenario the application runs, and adapts the processor frequency/supply voltage

(using DVS) based on its required cycle budget. Moreover, it incorporates a cali-

bration mechanism that guarantees the application quality, and which at runtime

collects information about the input stream to further reduce the system’s energy

consumption. Using this proactive DVS-aware scheduler based on the scenarios

and the runtime predictor generated by our trajectory, the energy consumed by

our benchmarks decreases with up to 24%, having guaranteed, using the runtime

calibration mechanism, a frame deadline miss ratio of less than 0.1%. In practice,

due to output buffering, the measured miss ratio may even decrease to almost

zero.

7.2 Future Research

In the presented work, the main aim of using scenarios is to reduce the compu-

tation requirements and the energy consumption for single-task single-processor

systems. Each chapter mentions possible extensions for the work presented in

it. This section concentrates on global aspects that cover the entire thesis. We

propose an extension to multi-task applications, multiprocessor systems, and pos-

sibly multi-application systems. Moreover, as scenario based design is not limited

to execution time estimation, it is interesting to investigate to what extent our

techniques can be applied to other resource costs, such as memory accesses.

7.2.1 Different Types of Resources

Besides computation cycles and processor energy, other types of resources should

also be considered when scenarios are defined. Current developments in embed-
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Figure 7.1: Required design flow for multi-task multiprocessor systems.

ded multimedia systems show that the systems on chip are becoming memory

dominated (estimated 90% in 2010) [78] for two reasons. Firstly, the speed of the

logic scales faster with chip technology than memory. Secondly, current multime-

dia applications require increasingly more memory. This prediction shows that

memory usage will become an important factor for systems, from size, energy

and cost points of view. Thus, more research should focus on optimizing memory

usage based on scenarios. This will lead to a multi-dimensional problem due to

the multiple memory levels, and memories with different speeds and types that

may coexist in the system. Moreover, exploiting memory in combination with

computation resources leads to trade-offs and interactions, as, for example, the

memory speed influences the computation resource usage.

As portable multimedia embedded systems have become pervasive in the past

decade, the video and audio standards have to start taking into account their re-

quirements. The most important one is energy efficiency. The required efficiency

can be achieved by incorporating in multimedia streams information that char-

acterizes the amount of required resources to decode the next streaming object.

Moreover, standard definitions should not concentrate only on data size reduc-

tion, but also on the amount of memory and computation necessary to decode the
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resulting encoded objects. In other words, for an energy efficient embedded sys-

tem design, the trade-offs between the communication, computation and memory

energy should be considered.

7.2.2 Beyond Single-Task Single-Processor Systems

The use of inter-task scenarios within a multi-task (single- or multiprocessor) em-

bedded system design trajectory has not been extensively explored yet. A design

flow like the one sketched in figure 7.1 will help in producing cheaper systems. The

flow in figure 7.1 targets multiprocessor systems. However, the top part related to

inter-task scenarios would be the same for single processor case. The flow should

start from the intra-task scenarios extracted for each application task, and based

on them derive the inter-task application scenarios, which can be represented us-

ing, for example, a scenario-aware data flow model [109]. As already mentioned,

the intra- and inter-task scenarios are conceptually the same from methodology

perspectives, but they have a different impact on the intra- and inter-task parts

of the design flow, and their exploitation is in general different. Even if most

of the basic steps of the presented trajectory (e.g., scenario prediction) remain

unchanged, others, particularly operation mode characterization (which is part of

scenario identification), have to be adapted to accommodate the specific problems

that appear in multi-task applications, like, intra- and/or inter-processor schedul-

ing, communication delay between tasks, pipelined execution. These problems

make the resource estimation for multi-task applications, especially in a multi-

processor context, a challenging research topic. After the inter-task application

scenarios are derived, they are used in decision making along the design trajec-

tory, like in task binding and scheduling. Moreover, if multiple scenario-aware

applications can coexist in the same multi-application system, the design flow

should be extended to include resource and quality of service management across

applications.
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